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ABSTRACT 

The sustainability of a potable groundwater supply in the regional aquifer of 

Indian Wells Valley, California, is threatened by overdraft and by induction of 

contaminated upper aquifer waters into the lower, regional aquifer. A three layer 

MODFLOW groundwater model is developed in GMS (Groundwater Modeling System) 

to enhance understanding of the hydro logic flow regime and to serve as a groundwater 

management tool. The steady-state model is calibrated with water level measurements 

collected during 1920 and 1921. Water level data spanning several decades are used in 

transient model calibration. Calibration is by trial and error adjustment of the 

transmissivity with subsequent recharge refinement. Model simulated heads agree with 

observed heads in most regions within ten feet, except for the southwest, which may 

require additional field investigation. The model suggests that less than 5000 acre

feet/year of recharge may supply the valley, compared with previous model estimates of 

9840 acre-feet/year. 



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 
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The need for a visual and interactive means by which to analyze and display 

hydrologic infonnation for prudent groundwater management in Indian Wells Valley, 

California, instigated this investigation. The characterization and assessment of the 

groundwater flow regime, examination of the quality of the groundwater in the valley, 

and development of a GIS ( Geographic Infonnation Systems) database management tool 

are being addressed by researchers at The University of Arizona Department of 

Hydrology and Water Resources and The School of Renewable Natural Resources. 

China Lake Naval Air Weapons Station funding has made this investigation possible. 

1.1 Location and Description of Study Area 

Indian Wells Valley, located in the northwestern portion of the Mojave Desert in 

Southeastern California, lies between latitude 35°15' and 36°00' N. and longitude 117°25' 

and 118°15' W. The valley is approximately 125 miles north of Los Angeles and about 

100 miles west of the Nevada/California border [Moyle 1963]. Kem, Inyo, and San 

Bernardino Counties intersect in the valley just slightly southwest of Dry Lake as 

indicated in FIGURE L Major features in Indian Wells Valley (FIGURE 2) include 

mountain ranges bordering the basin perimeters, the China Lake playa, the China Lake 

Naval Air Weapons Station (NAWS), and the communities of Ridgecrest and Inyokem. 

The model boundary is referenced in UTM meter coordinates in FIGURE 2. 



·*· I 

415000 

41S000 

FIGURE 2. General features in Indian Wells Valley. 

FIGURE 1. 
Study area 
indicated by 
shaded region 

450000 

The valley floor covers roughly 300 mi2 of desert and appears to be closed 

topographically [Berenbrock and Martin 1991]. It is bordered to the north by volcanic 
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rocks and the Coso Range, to the east by the Argus Range, to the south by the El Paso 

Mountains and Rademacher Hills, and to the west by the Sierra Nevada Range. These 

mountain ranges provide mountain-front recharge to the basin through alluvial fan 

deposits. Internal drainage in the basin is to the China Lake playa. At an elevation of 

2,152 ft., the China Lake playa represents the lowest point in Indian Wells Valley 

[Dutcher and Moyle 1973]. The highest point in the valley is Lone Butte at an elevation 

of 3370 feet. Natural discharge in the basin is through evapotranspiration (ET) processes 

near the playa. A perched, upper aquifer is located above the playa, and a lower, regional 

aquifer extends across the entire basin. Rose Valley borders Indian Wells Valley to the 

north. Panamint Valley is to the northeast, and Searles Valley is located to the southeast 

of Indian Wells Valley. 

The population of Indian Wells Valley in 1988 was roughly 25,000 with 

respective populations for major towns in the valley: Ridgecrest (22,000); Inyokem 

(1,000); and China Lake (500) [Berenbrock and Schroeder 1994]. According to Zellmer 

[1988] the population of the valley was closer to 30,000. Other minor communities 

consist of Little Lake and Searles (Moyle 1963]. As of January, 1995, the reported 

population of Ridgecrest alone was 29,627, and the city of Ridgecrest predicted that the 

population would increase at an average rate of three percent over the next several 

decades [http://www.ridgecrest.ea.us/City/Population.html]. The China Lake Naval Air 

Weapons Station, formerly the Naval Weapons Center (NWC), largely is responsible for 

the population increase since 1943 when approximately 300 persons (mainly ranchers 

and farmers) lived in Indian Wells Valley [Zellmer 1988]. 



1.2 Purpose and Scope 

Concern has developed in Indian Wells Valley on both regional and local scales 

over the last several decades regarding the sustainability of the water supply and water 

quality, as groundwater is the only source of potable water in the valley today. Several 

complicating issues are prevalent in the basin. 
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Excessive groundwater pumping in the regional aquifer, primarily in the area 

between Ridgecrest and Inyokem known as the "Intermediate Region", has produced a 

net negative water budget balance. Since 1966 groundwater extraction by wells has 

exceeded natural discharge by evapotranspiration [Dutcher and Moyle 1973]. 

Berenbrock and Martin [1991] claim that by 1959 annual ground-water pumpage 

exceeded the estimated annual natural recharge of 9,850 acre-ft/yr. Under steady-state 

conditions, according to Berenbrock and Schroeder [ 1994 ], Berenbrock and Martin 

[1991], and Bloyd and Robson (1971], the overall dominant groundwater flow direction 

in Indian Wells Valley was towards the topographic low (China Lake) in the basin from 

the deeper aquifer to the shallow, upper aquifer. Pumping in a transient situation has 

produced a gradient reversal such that flow currently is directed towards the 

IntermediateOregion with flow from the shallow aquifer to the lower aquifer [Berenbrock 

and Schroeder 1994]. 

The introduction of water from the shallow aquifer to the deep, regional aquifer is 

of concern due to the contamination of the upper, shallow perched unit. Zellmer [1988] 

notes the TDS of the upper aquifer exceeds 67000 milligrams per liter, rendering it 

nonpotable, while that of the potable waters in the deep aquifer overall is less than 500 
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ppm. Known contaminants in the upper aquifer include "aviation fuels, solvents, 

beryllium, propellants, explosives, pyrotechnics, laboratory waste, heavy metals, cyanide, 

industrial detergents, degreasers and other materials" [Zellmer 1988, p. 449]. 

On a local scale, the east-central region in Indian Wells Valley particularly is 

prone to periodic flooding. This region contains the China Lake playa with lacustrine 

deposits over one.hundred feet in thickness, essentially preventing the downward 

percolation of water. The problem is compounded by the military' s practice of disposing 

sewage which has seeped into the saline upper aquifer to create an artificially high water 

table since the 1970s near the confining unit in the east-central part of the basin. This 

seepage is expected to contaminate the regional aquifer where heavy municipal pumping 

is taking place unless mitigative steps are taken [St. Amand 1982]. 

Local subsidence is an issue for any community that extracts more water from the 

ground than is replenished. Subsidence occurs when the pore water existing between 

sediment grains is removed, causing the grains to shift and to become compacted. When 

sediments are re-wet, swelling occurs, particularly for clay. Structures resting upon this 

land are subjected to cracking and distortion as a result of subsidence. St. Amand [1986] 

provides evidence for subsidence occurring in the towns of Ridgecrest, China Lake, and 

Inyokem. 

These important questions prompt a re-evaluation of the valley's water resources, 

a mandatory step in implementing a successful water management program. One of the 

major issues to be addressed by this investigation is to assess the potential volume of 

water that may be utilized by the Indian Wells Valley community and identify the flow 
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paths where this water may be intercepted. Recommendations regarding additional work 

necessary to better address these issues are provided to the Indian Wells Valley water 

resource managers. 

To accomplish this need, pertinent data must be collected from a number of 

sources, and this information must be assembled in an easily accessible digital format. 

Use of a digital framework allows data to be exchanged and to be updated in an efficient 

manner. Data for this investigation has been furnished by the China Lake Naval Air 

Weapons Station, the United States Geological Survey, the California Department of 

Water Resources, Houghton Hydro-Geo-Logic, Tetra Tech EM Inc., the Kem County 

Water Agency, the Indian Wells Valley Water District, and IMC Chemicals. 

Successful water management programs often include the use of a groundwater 

flow model. A model serves as a valuable tool for presenting vast amounts of 

information in a visual, easily updated manner. Different scenarios that may represent 

the hydrologic regime may be examined in a relatively short time. The development of a 

groundwater flow model for the current investigation is accomplished by updating the 

1991 USGS groundwater model constructed by Charles Berenbrock and Peter Martin 

with information available since that previous modeling effort in Indian Wells Valley. A 

conceptual model of the substrate and groundwater flow regime is presented and 

modified based upon the models proposed in previous investigations in Indian Wells 

Valley. Steady-state and transient conditions are simulated using MODFLOW. 

MODFLOW is the three dimensional, modular, finite difference groundwater flow 

numerical model code developed by McDonald and Harbaugh of the USGS in 1984. 
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MODFLOW has gained widespread acceptance among users as it demonstrates relatively 

low numerical truncation errors in the process of solving flow equations. A steady.state 

calibration is performed using water level data collected during 1920 and 1921 . The 

transient model is calibrated simultaneously with the steady state model with well data 

taken from years 1920 to 1998. A detailed sensitivity analysis of parameters used to 

define the system also is conducted. Finally, conclusions are fonned regarding the 

current groundwater situation, and recommendations for future investigations are made. 

An interface called GMS (Groundwater Modeling System) is used in conjunction 

with MODFLOW to facilitate input file construction and to automate construction of the 

three dimensional "grid" necessary for MODFLOW. GMS consists of a graphical user 

interface in combination with several codes for solving groundwater problems 

numerically such as MODFLOW, MT3D, MODPA TH, and FEMW ATER. GMS 

integrates GIS applications and MODFLOW. Ten separate modules in GMS enable the 

user to analyze data in two or three dimensions. These modules are explained in detail in 

the GMS reference manual. GMS is developed by the Engineering Computer Graphics 

Laboratory of the Brigham Young University in conjunction with the U.S. Army 

Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, and it is distributed by the Department of 

Defense. 

1.3 Report Structure 

General background regarding Indian Wells Valley and a discussion of current 

and previous investigations are presented in CHAPTER 2. Geology and hydrology are 
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discussed in CHAPTERS 3 and 4, respectively. The methodology involving data 

collection, GIS applications, and modeling with GMS and MODFLOW is addressed in 

CHAPTER 5. CHAPTER 6 summarizes the steady-state and transient-state MODFLOW 

calibration results. Sensitivity analysis results are presented in CHAPTER 7. 

Conclusions of this investigation and recommendations for future work in subsequent 

investigations are provided in CHAPTER 8. 



2.1 Climate 

CHAPTER TWO 

BACKGROUND 
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Indian Wells Valley receives an average annual precipitation of 100 to 150 mm. 

[Berenbrock and Martin 1991]. Only about 75 mm. of precipitation falls in Ridgecrest 

during a year. The majority of this precipitation falls during the winter months between 

October/November through March, averaging 13 mm. per month. The mean annual 

temperature in the valley is 65°F. Temperature in the valley is characterized by extremes 

as the temperature on a typical summer day may exceed 100°F but by nightfall will drop 

into the 60s. Winters are mild with a daily average temperature in the 50s and a night 

temperature of 32°F or less [http://www.ridgecrest.ca. us/City/Climate.html]. 

2.2 Land Use 

Recognizing the land usage structure in Indian Wells Valley is useful in 

understanding why certain types of data are available in some regions while not in others. 

The majority of the basin is utilized by the China Lake Naval Air Weapons Testing 

Station. Groundwater data are scarce in the far northern portions of IWV owned by the 

military. Agriculture utilized 1700 arces in 1985. The U.S. Bureau of Land 

Management (BLM) has jurisdiction predominantly in the southern and western extents 

of Indian Wells Valley. Municipal land allotment to the cities of Ridgecrest, Inyokem, 

and China Lake comprise lesser amounts in central IWV where private land ownership 

and abundance of data are the greatest. Smaller regions are under state jurisdiction. 
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2.3 Current Indian Wells Valley Groundwater Investigation 

This current modeling effort differs from previous model developments in that 

this product is spatial. That is, model output is compatible with GIS applications in real

world coordinates as opposed to a grid cell reference frame. GIS applications utilized in 

preparing the database include the ESRI products ARC/INFO (version 7.0) and display in 

Arc View (version 7.0). As all of the information in the database is in a digital format, 

accessibility to data is improved over previous investigations. These GIS applications 

also are utilized in constructing the information imported into GMS. The current model 

is based upon a conceptual model approach that differs from the traditional grid approach 

in which the model grid often is a static property. The use of a conceptual model affords 

the opportunity to test many different potential model scenarios without sacrificing 

valuable time with tedious grid construction. 

Ultimately, an interface will be linked to the database and model results, 

facilitating future well site detennination and prudent groundwater management 

decisions. The user will be able to select areas on the model generated graphical output 

to examine associated hydrologic attributes pertaining to the groundwater flow regime 

and groundwater chemistry. This modeling effort represents a combination of previous 

investigators' attempts in addition to more current knowledge available about Indian 

Wells Valley geology and hydrogeology to provide a more complete representation of the 

hydrologic system for effective management implementation. 
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2.4 Previous Indian Wells Valley Groundwater Investigations 

Concern about maintaining an ample water supply for Indian Wells Valley 

inhabitants has prompted numerous investigations over the decades. Before the advent of 

numerical groundwater flow models, investigators in Indian Wells Valley were laying 

down the framework for parameter values to later be incorporated into models. 

Notable work in the fields of geology and hydrology in Indian Wells Valley has 

been documented since the early twentieth century. By 1912 Lee placed a quantitative 

assessment of evapotranspiration at 31600 ac-ft/yr by classifying six different moist land 

units in and around the China Lake playa. Thompson [1929] recorded well logs later 

compiled by Moyle [1963]. Schultz [1937] mapped deposits in the Coso Formation, 

particularly concentrating on the vertebrate fauna. Several formations identified in 

southern Indian Wells Valley, including the Goler and the Ricardo, were mapped by 

Dibblee in 1952. Roland von Huene [1960] conducted some of the first geophysical 

investigations in the valley. Transmissivity estimates have been supplied by McClelland 

[1964) and Morris and Johnson [1967). Work done by Kunkel and Chase [1969] of the 

USGS serves as the foundation for subsequent models. Their contributions included a 

revision of Lee's evapotranspiration estimate, estimates of transmissivity throughout the 

basin and calculations of valley underflow. 

In 1971 Bloyd and Robson of the USGS constructed a two-dimensional 

groundwater flow model, laying down the foundations for the model used today. One of 

the first quantitative assessments of mountain front recharge is made by Bloyd and 

Robson through model calibration. 
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USGS modelers Berenbrock and Martin [1991] expanded the 1971 model in three 

dimensions with MODFLOW and extended the model boundaries further southwest. The 

ability to represent hydrologic systems in three dimensions is a distinct advantage as the 

interaction between vertical layers may be examined. Model representation of the 

southwestern portion of Indian Wells Valley is significant in terms of properly 

understanding the impact of mountain front recharge on the valley's water supply. The 

interaction of aquifer attributes with recharge is critical in this region which potentially 

supplies the greatest amount of water to the valley. 

Since much of the USGS 1991 groundwater model is incorporated into the current 

study, and the 1991 model utilized much of the 1971 model, it is useful to understand the 

relation between the two models. An important distinction between the two USGS 

models is the representation of mountain front recharge and the methods by which initial 

transmissivity estimates are made as the current model is most sensitive to these two 

parameters. 

Bloyd and Robson [1971] calibrated recharge during their transient state run in 

order to determine the proportion of recharge to assign per cell. They did not state if the 

recharge was determined prior to adjusting the transmissivity or if the reverse situation 

took place. Bloyd and Robson [1971] only state that transmissivity estimates were made 

during model calibration. This distinction is critical as recharge and transmissivity are 

related [Watt et al. 1993]. 

Berenbrock and Martin used the same overall total volume of recharge (9840 ac

ft/yr) as Bloyd and Robson. However, they chose to distribute that recharge over cells 
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that received recharge according to available information on the geology and altitude of 

mountains that provide the recharge. In both models regions corresponding with an 

altitude in the Sierra Nevada of 4500 feet and those with altitude of 5000 feet in the Coso 

and Argus ranges are assigned recharge values coinciding with the area occupied by 

alluvial fan deposits extending from canyons. Cells that corresponded with alluvium and 

with stream influx received a higher rate of recharge than did cells that were not 

associated with these features. Essentially, the regions receiving recharge are the same 

for both models, but the distribution of the total recharge in these zones differs somewhat 

between the two. Recharge to individual canyons is discretized further in the 1991 USGS 

model in comparison to the 1971 USGS model. 

Because calibrated transmissivity values used in previous IWV groundwater 

modeling efforts serve as initial input for this current modeling endeavor, it is critical to 

understand how these values are determined. The transmissivities calculated at discrete 

locations provide an indication of the potential transmissivities that may occur throughout 

the valley. For this reason, a detailed analysis of transmissivity calculations from various 

pump tests and slug tests conducted throughout the valley are explored. 

Transmissivity calculations used in the modeling efforts of Berenbrock and 

Martin [ 1991] were derived from previous investigation sources. Berenbrock and Martin 

(1991] report that they obtained initial values for the transmissivity oflayer 1 (upper 

aquifer) from Bloyd and Robson's 1971 two-dimensional model. Bloyd and Robson 

obtained their data from a report compiled by Dutcher and Moyle in 1973 which states 

that transmissivities are derived from well drillers' logs data from Morris and Johnson 
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[ 196 7] and aquifer test data from McClelland [ 1964]. Berenbrock and Martin [ 1991] 

modified these transmissivity values for layer 1 during model calibration. Layer 2 

transmissivity values used by Berenbrock and Martin [1991] also are derived from Bloyd 

and Robson [ 1971] who obtained data from Dutcher and Moyle [ 1973] in addition to 

information available since Dutcher and Moyle's 1973 report. Aquifer tests conducted 

by Kunkel and Chase [ 1969] also have been incorporated into previous USGS models. 

Technically, the ability of the upper, unconfined aquifer (layer 1) to transmit orto 

conduct water should not be considered in terms of transmissivity. Transmissivity is a 

property where the saturated thickness of the layer is held constant. Instead, the property 

of hydraulic conductivity of layer 1 should be considered. The assumption is made that 

any saturated thickness changes in the unconfined aquifer are relatively insignificant in 

altering the transmissivity. The fluctuations in the water table in the upper aquifer need 

to be examined to determine if the changes in the saturated thickness of the layer are 

insignificant enough to warrant transmissivity an acceptable term. 



CHAPTER THREE 

GEOLOGY OF INDIAN WELLS VALLEY 

3.1 Regional Geology 
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Indian Wells Valley represents one of the western-most examples of basin and 

range topography in the United States [Monastero and Thom 1995]. The valley is 

located at the boundary between the basin and range province and the Mojave Desert 

On the western side oflndian Wells Valley, alluvium deposits up to 2,000 feet in 

thickness consisting primarily of well-sorted sand and gravel grading into silt and silty 

clay "in lower parts of the valley surface" are shed from the Sierra Nevada [Dutcher and 

Moyle 1973, pg. 1]. Healy and Press (1964] report that the depth of bedrock in the 

southern portion of the valley (T27S, R38E) is on the order of 8000 feet based upon 

seismic refraction investigations. The east/central portion of the valley is comprised of 

finer playa deposits of silt and clay, mainly derived from China Lake. Particularly in the 

vicinity of China Lake, these finer deposits tend to inter-finger in the coarser alluvium as 

the lake shifted position over time. 

A STRATAMODEL cross section of east-central Indian Wells Valley is provided 

in FIGURE 3. STRATAMODEL interpolates borehole logs and gamma ray information 

to produce cross sections delineating clay and sand deposits. Red indicates clay and blue 

represents coarse sand, with intermediate colors ranging between these extremes. Logs 

taken from wells shown in red are used in the interpolation process. The bottom of the 

section is automatically given in red by the program, representing an impervious 

boundary at 2000 feet below the surface where data is not included in STRA T AMO DEL. 



This region, however, should be comprised of sandy deposits in the regional aquifer. 

China Lake playa 

Wells in red 

0 4 MILES 

FIGURE 3. East-central IWV STRATAMODEL cross-section; vertical 
exaggeration = 5 .14. 

3.2 Geologic History of Indian Wells Valley 

A brief description of the events responsible for each of the present mountain 

ranges bordering Indian Wells Valley is presented in Austin [1990] . The 

Sevier/Laramide orogeny (Cretaceous) produced a thrust of the Sierra Nevada eastward 

over Rose Valley/Indian Wells Valley. The Coso Range was formed from "relatively 

thin granitic/metamorphic plates" being folded and thrust eastward over Coso Wash 
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[Austin 1990, p. 602]. The Argus Range was thrust easterly over Panamint Valley. Once 

the topographic relief was great enough, the area began to collapse. 

Granitic/metamorphic rocks of the Coso Range anticline surface slumped eastward into 

the Coso Wash and westward toward Rose Valley. Austin [1990, pg. 602] describes the 

Sierra Nevada influence on the valley by stating, " the Sierra front slumped eastward into 

Rose Valley/Indian Wells Valley and the entire range may have slid westward on the 

original thrust faults". To the north oflndian Wells Valley, many basaltic eruptions took 
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place three to four million years ago between slump blocks. Basalts on the eastern side 

of the Coso Wash slumped westward into the Coso Wash [Austin 1990]. Dutcher and 

Moyle (1973, pg. 8] describe typical geologic features of late Quaternary age found in 

Indian Wells Valley which consist of "landslide deposits, dune sand, sand and interdune 

playa deposits, younger fan deposits, younger alluvium, older alluvium, old lacustrine 

deposits, old lakeshore deposits, and old dune sand''. Alluvial fans and alluvial plains 

extend from all of the surrounding mountain ranges into the valley [Moyle 1963]. 

3.3 Named Geologic Formations in Indian Wells Valley 

3.3.1 Goler Formation 

Tertiary formations include the Goler and the Ricardo Formations, which are 

exposed in the northern El Paso mountains [Zbur 1963]. The Coso Formation dates to 

late Pliocene or early Pleistocene age, and alluvium is either of Tertiary or Quaternary 

age [Moyle 1963]. 

The Goler Formation outcrops between the Garlock and Sierra Nevada faults. 

This formation is considered to be significant by Cox [ 1987] as fossiliferous evidence 

suggests that early Eocene ocean transgression expanded to the El Paso Mountains. 

Dibblee [1967] considers the Goler Formation to be Paleocene and Eocene in age due to 

the presence of plant parts dated that age. The impervious Goler Formation consists of 

extensively compacted arkose, clay, shale, and conglomerates [Moyle, 1963]. Zbur 

[1963] provides a description of the Goler Formation based upon the work of Dibblee 

[1952]. The Goler Formation, up to 6500 feet in thickness and thinning in a 
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northeastward direction, is deposited on the basement complex as an angular 

unconformity. Cox notes that the Goler Formation is approximately 8000 feet in 

thickness at Goler Gulch, although the total thickness of the formation over its entire 

extent is not known. Heavy rains in the nearby canyons and stream channels are thought 

to have been responsible for deposition of the Goler Formation [Zbur 1963]. 

Cox (1987] provides a detailed description of the Goler Formation and discusses 

two major stratigraphic sequences of fluviatile deposits. The upper portion is described 

as a westward-fining sequence by Cox, deposited by westward flowing braided and 

meandering streams. The upper sequence contains fossiliferous evidence of an early 

Eocene "marine transgression east of the southern Sierra Nevada''. The lower, upper 

fining unit is comprised of "canyon fill, alluvial fans and distal alluvial plains on a 

southward-sloping piedmont" Cox [1987). The end of the early Eocene corresponds with 

a significant world-wide drop in sea level, creating an unconformity. Cox explains that 

basin subsidence of four kilometers occurred during Paleocene and early Eocene with 

later uplift by approximately five kilometers by "northward tilting between late early 

Eocene and early Miocene time". 

3.3.2 Ricardo Formation 

The Ricardo Formation rests unconformably over the Goler Formation up to a 

maximum thickness of 7000 feet. This formation is comprised of "silt, sand, gravel, clay, 

limestone, opal-chert, conglomerate, tuff, basalt flows, andesite breccia flows, and 

granitic cobbles", [Moyle 1963, p. 10]. In a broad sense, the Ricardo Formation consists 
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of a sequence of sedimentary rocks of continental origin and volcanic rocks [Dibblee 

1967]. These deposits are not very permeable and result in poor quality waters [Moyle 

1963]. Zbur [1963, pg. 14] claims that "fluviatile, lacustrine, or subaerial environments" 

contributed to the landslides, mudslides, or stream activity responsible for the deposition 

of the Ricardo Formation. Dibblee [1967] provides a detailed description of the Ricardo 

Formation stratigraphy at the type section between Redrock and Last Chance Canyon 

locations. The Ricardo Formation is Miocene in age [Norris and Webb 1976). 

3.3.3 Black Mountain Basalt 

Tertiary Black Mountain Basalt (vesicular to dense Quaternary olivine basalt) 

partially intrudes the Ricardo Formation. In certain locations, it unconformably overlays 

the Ricardo Formation [Moyle 1963]. It is possibly Pleistocene in age, and it is less than 

100 feet in total thickness [Dibblee 1967]. 

3.3.4 Coso Formation 

Silt and sand with minor gravel deposits comprise most of the Coso Formation 

[Moyle 1963]. The Coso Formation, over 500 feet in thickness, contains some pumice, 

primarily interbedded with gravel. The lowest member of the Coso Formation is 

comprised of alluvial deposits of red arkose and buff gravel underneath a layer of shale 

and sandstone. Approximately 200 feet of thin-bedded white and light-buff lake beds 

with interbedded white rhyolitic tuffs comprise the upper member. These lake deposits 

are well sorted and are very permeable [Zbur 1963]. The Coso Formation's occurrence 



above the regional water table does not enable it to yield appreciable quantities of 

groundwater [Moyle 1963]. 

3.4 Stratigraphic Zones 
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Broad stratigraphic zones may be defined in the Indian Wells Valley basin. The 

lowest layer is the basement complex, above which is a layer of continental deposits, and 

the upper-most layers are comprised of alluvium. Stratigraphic divisions may be 

classified into two categories: that which bears water and that which does not. The 

former consists of pre-Tertiary basement-complex rocks, Tertiary and Quaternary 

volcanics and Quaternary basalt, and the latter is comprised of alluvial and playa deposits 

Quaternary in age in addition to Tertiary and Quaternary continental deposits. The 

unconsolidated alluvium consists of moderately to well-sorted gravel, sand, silt, and clay. 

Much of the alluvium is derived from the Sierra Nevada, resulting in poorly sorted, 

coarser sediments on the western side of Indian Wells Valley. Deposits in the eastern 

and central locations are more well-sorted with a greater proportion of fines such as sand 

and silt. The eastern portion of the basin is covered by beds of silt and clay derived from 

perennial lakes of Pleistocene age. A thick layer of clay in this region separates regions 

of sandier deposits [Dutcher and Moyle 1973]. 

3.4.1 Basement Complex 

Monastero, et. al. [1992, pg. 426] characterizes the relatively impervious 

basement complex according to the following, "the basement is altered granitic rock with 
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biotite converted to chlorite and other black minerals totally altered to hematite''. Some 

potassic alteration of feldspars is found as well as abundant fracturing with mylonite on 

the fractures. Slickensides also are visible on all fractured surfaces. This description is 

based upon exploration of a well in the southwest quarter of Sec.24, T25S, R39E in the 

middle portion of Indian Wells Valley where basement rock is encountered at 7394 feet. 

Moyle [1963, pg. 9] reports that the basement complex consists of "undifferentiated 

plutonic, hypabyssal, and metamorphic rocks of pre-Tertiary age". Further, Zbur [1963] 

characterizes the basement complex as granites, granodiorites, and metamorphosed 

sediments possibly Jurassic in age overlain in many areas by volcanics. 

3.4.2 Volcanic rocks 

Volcanic rocks are distributed in the northern and southern portions of Indian 

Wells Valley, representing volcanic activity at different time intervals. 

The Coso Range contains volcanic rocks of Pliocene age. Three volcanic 

eruptions, dating 6, 4-2.5, and later than 1 million years ago have been documented by 

Novak and Bacon [1986]. The Pliocene episode (4-2.5 m.y.) produced the most 

extensive deposits of the three episodes. Deposits from these volcanic intervals range 

from basalt to high-silica rhyolitic magma. Pliocene vulcanism, produced basalt with 

minor amounts of andesite and dacite, occurring in the north-central and eastern portions 

of the Coso Range, and high-silica rhyolite is deposited in the northwest part of the Coso 

Range. 

While more recent reports (Berenbrock and Martin [ 1991] and Berenbrock and 
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Schroeder [1994]) focus on volcanic rocks in the northern segments of Indian Wells 

Valley in the Coso Range. Moyle [1963] explains that volcanics of Tertiary and 

Quaternary age such as basalt, tuff, pumice, andesite, dacite, and rhyolite may be found 

in regions to the south and to the east of Indian Wells Valley. The Black Mountain Basalt 

forms outcrops in the El Paso Mountains [Moyle 1963]. 

3.4.3 Alluvial fan deposits 

Moyle [1963] classifies old alluvial fans into three divisions or units. These are 

located along the perimeters of the Coso and Argus Ranges. The first and oldest unit of 

alluvial fan deposits dating to the early Pleistocene consists of boulders, gravel, and sand 

Springs have resulted in this region due to intervention by the Garlock fault which has 

restricted lateral groundwater flow, producing a higher water table on the upgradient side 

of Garlock fault. 

The second unit is of Quaternary age also comprised of boulders, gravel, and sand 

along with calcareous cement, hardening the deposits. 

Silt, sand, and gravel make up the third Quaternary alluvial fan sediments. These 

deposits are relatively thin and overlie older alluvium and old lacustrine sediments. 

Due to the higher position in relation to the regional water table, younger fan units of 

recent times generally are unable to supply the Indian Wells Valley community with 

water. These deposits are moderately to poorly sorted, unconsolidated silt, sand, and 

gravel with minor mudflow materials. Younger alluvial fans typically are deposited 

close to their source in the local highlands [Moyle 1963]. 
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3.4.4 Alluvium 

Moyle (1963, pg. 14] regards recent younger alluvium as, "unconsolidated, 

moderately to well-sorted sand, clay, and gravel, which has been carried a moderate 

distance from the surrounding mountains that are the source area". Younger alluvium is 

deposited over older alluvium in some locations, and it is located above the regional 

water table according to Moyle [1963]. 

Extensive accounts of the valley depositional history and stratigraphy are 

provided in Von Huene [1960], Zbur [1963], and Kunkel and Chase [1969]. A recap of 

their findings will be summarized in this study. 

Within the Indian Wells Valley alluvial deposits, a relatively uniform zone 

between deeper, more consolidated sediments and upper, more compacted alluvium has 

been discovered by seismic investigation. Higher seismic velocities are indicative of 

more compacted materials. The greatest velocities of 15,600-16,000 ft./sec. occur in the 

basement-complex zone. The velocity in the continental deposits is a rather uniform 

9,600 ft./sec. Two very different velocity ranges are noted in the alluvium. Lower, more 

consolidated alluvium has seismic velocities on the order of 7,300-7,400 ft./sec., while 

the upper layer velocity ranges from 5,700-6,100 ft/sec .. This phenomena is noted 

across the basin, and it is attributed to conditions during which steady deposition 

occurred over long periods of time until deposition was disrupted by an interval of non

deposition during which extensive weathering took place. Eventually, deposition 

resumed again to produce the uppermost layer of alluvium (which serves as the primary 

source of groundwater for the valley), creating a refractor between the two layers 
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[Dutcher and Moyle 1973]. 

3.5 Playas 

The present internal drainage in Indian Wells Valley differs from the external 

drainage exemplified during the Pleistocene epoch. Indian Wells Valley is one in a series 

of valleys that once contained large lakes that overflowed into the next valley. Outflow 

from Mono Lake spilled into the Adobe Basin and then into Owens Valley before 

flowing into Indian Wells Valley and finally reaching Searles Valley (Noris and Webb 

1976]. 

Indian Wells Valley is comprised of several dry lakes dating from the Pleistocene, 

including Dry Lake, Mirror Lake, Satellite Lake, Little Lake, Airport Lake, and China 

Lake. During the Pleistocene, outflow from China Lake was discharged to the east, 

cutting the Salt Wells Canyon through the Argus Range [Norris and Webb 1990]. A 

detailed description of the playas in the Indian Wells Valley vicinity is presented in 

Norris and Webb [1990]. 

3.6 Geophysical Aspects of Indian Wells Valley 

Indian Wells Valley is classified as a structural depression, a graben, resulting 

from an extensional event. FMS (Formation Micro Scanner) investigation of side wall 

cores observed by Monastero and Thom, 1995, supports the extension model for the 

basin. 

Indian Wells Valley is intensely faulted (FIGURE 4). 
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FIGURE 4. Indian Wells Valley and surrounding area generalized geologic map 
[modified from Zellmer 1988]. 

Zellmer (1988, pg. 438] describes the location of these faults that include "the San 

Andreas fault about 150 km southwest ofIWV, the Garlock fault, about 20 km to the 

south, the Sierra Nevada fault which forms the west border of the valley, and the Death 

Valley-Furnace Creek fault zone, about 160 km to the east". Most major faults strike 

northwestward such as the Little Lake Fault Zone [Dutcher and Moyle 1973]. Zbur 

[1963] claims that the valley has undergone intensive faulting, folding, warping, and 
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lateral separation, producing a basin which is not simply a single trough bounded by four 

fault zones as indicated in some earlier literature. Northwest trending fault zones are 

considered to be active. The east-west trending Garlock Fault is located south of Indian 

Wells Valley. Little Lake Fault is north of the Garlock Fault, and it is aligned with the 

Calico-Blackwater fault to the south and Owens Valley Fault Zone to the north [Simila 

and Roquemore 1994]. Roquemore [1988, pg. 225] remarks that the right-slip Little 

Lake Fault "splays Southeastward from the Eastern escarpment of the Sierra Nevada near 

the settlement of Little Lake and continues south through Indian Wells Valley and the 

most heavily populated parts of the City of Ridgecrest". Roquemore [1988] claims that 

the slip rate of the Little Lake Fault may be as great as 1 mm/year. 

The Sierra Nevada Fault Zone borders the western edge of Indian Wells Valley 

[Zellmer 1988]. It is responsible for uplifting the Sierra Nevada while down-dropping 

the valley with vertical dip-slip movements. Some horizontal shearing activity does 

occur along this front, as evidenced by accounts of an 1872 earthquake in Owens Valley 

[Zbur 1963]. 

Like the Sierra Nevada fault zone, the Argus fault zone has demonstrates 

considerable vertical movement, producing uplift. The result is the Argus Range and 

valley down-drop. Seismic-refraction analysis in the vicinity reveals the presence of five 

or more normal faults that comprise the Argus fault. Some fault boundaries in the Argus 

fault zone are established through seismic investigation. The Wilson Canyon fault is 

thought to terminate this zone in the northern extent. It is probable that the faulting 

continues to the north, but it is covered by volcanic deposits between the Coso and Argus 
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Ranges. The southern end of the Argus zone fault arrangement has not been determined 

[Zbur 1963]. 

The Garlock fault zone is located to the south of Indian Wells Valley on the 

southern flank of the El Paso Mountains and the Rademacher Hills as an extension of the 

San Andreas rift. The Garlock fault is believed to have formed during the pre-Middle 

Miocene. As much as 2000 feet of horizontal displacement may have occurred with a 

left-lateral separation [Zbur 1963]. The Garlock Fault marks the boundary between the 

Sierra Nevada Range and the Mojave Desert. It is described by Healy and Press [1964, 

pg. 338] as a "gently arcuate feature which is concave toward the south, and strikes 

approximately north 60 degrees east,". 

The northern portion of the valley is bounded by the northwest-trending Wilson 

fault possibly eighteen miles in length, dipping vertically. Seismic work by Zbur [1963] 

indicates that this fault also has a left-lateral separation. 

Distinct possibility is eminent within Indian Wells Valley for future earthquakes 

and volcanic activity. Some connection may exist between seismicity, deformation and 

volcanism. This claim is substantiated by an anomalous body that has been detected by 

S-wave delay at 3 kilometers below the surface and beneath 1.5 kilometers of saturated 

valley fill. "Two major, active fault zones, one right-normal, oblique-slip, and the other, 

a complex graben system, intersect within the surface projection of the body'', according 

to Zellmer et al. [1985, p. 420]. Earthquake swarms generate in the body's vicinity. 

About ten kilometers north of the anomalous body, a sizeable phreatomagmatic eruption 

most likely took place with the graben system. This graben system is approximately two 
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kilometers in width, and it spans four to seven kilometers in width over the body 

[Zellmer and Sanders, et al. 1985]. 

Some debate in the literature exists concerning the status of Indian Wells Valley 

faults as barriers to groundwater flow. IWV groundwater modelers Bloyd and Robson 

view faults as barriers to flow due to water level differences on either side of a fault. 

More recent groundwater modelers such as Berenbrock and Martin, on the basis of more 

current water-level data, refute faults as barriers as abnormalities are not detected. Errors 

) 

in water-level interpretation may arise from the failure to realize that wells penetrate 

more than one aquifer system or by using an inconsistent land-surface datum. Data 

gathered for modeling efforts in this current investigation suggest that the former theory 

of faults as groundwater flow barriers may exist in the southwestern portion of the valley 

in Township 27S, Range 38E may be substantiated by discrepancies in water levels in 

wells completed within the same deposits. 

Steinpress et al. [ 1994] regard China Lake as a stratigraphic rather than a 

structural hydrogeologic barrier. The concept of the barrier arises from the fairly 

impermeable nature of the lacustrine deposits that serve as a groundwater divide between 

unaffected groundwater flow in the water-table aquifer in a northeasterly direction 

toward China Lake and that flow toward the pumping region between Ridgecrest and 

Inyokem ( the intennediate area). 

3. 7 Basin Sediment Depth 

Healy and Press [ 1964] used seismic and gravity surveys between southern Owens 



Valley and the Garlock fault on the eastern side of the Sierra Nevada to determine that 

maximum basin depths range between 5000 to 9000 feet below the surface. Figures 3 

and 10 of that report depict transects in certain portions of Indian Wells Valley with 

associated depths to bedrock. This information may be used to assess the potential 

transmissivity in the southwestern portion ofJ.WV, where many seismic investigations 

have been conducted. 

44 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

HYDROLOGIC CHARACTERIZATION OF INDIAN WELLS VALLEY 

4.1 Prevailing Groundwater Flow Regime 

The prevailing groundwater flow regime has changed over time from steady state 

conditions during the early twentieth century to the transient situation induced by 

groundwater extraction in Indian Wells Valley since the 1940's with the introduction of 

the China Lake Naval Weapons Center. FIGURES 5 and 6, respectively, depict the 

steady state flow direction towards the lowest topographic depression in the basin (China 

Lake) and 1985 transient conditions in which flow in the deeper aquifer is towards the 

pumping induced depression in the intermediate area of Indian Wells Valley between 

Ridgecrest and Inyokem. 

Conceptualization of the flow regime for the purposes of this modeling effort 

differ somewhat from that specified by the USGS in their 1991 groundwater model. The 

two-aquifer system is further segregated in the current simulation. The USGS 

conceptualized that water upwells from the deeper aquifer to the shallow aquifer system. 

This study assumes that water percolates downward through the clay layer instead of 

travelling upward through this extensive clay deposit as the USGS illustrates. Further 

investigation of the basin substrate and flow patterns undoubtedly will produce 

refinement of the current working conceptual model. 
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[ modified from Berenbrock and Martin 1991]. 
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4.2 Hydrologic Boundaries 

Two conflicting theories regarding hydrologic boundaries in IWV are debated by 

several investigators. For this study the assumption is made that mountain ranges 

bordering the valley serve as no-flow boundaries for the hydrologically closed basin. 

Others such as St. Amand [1986] and Berenbrock and Schroeder [1994] support this 

assumption. At the very least, subsurface flow into and out of IWV is negligible in the 

basin water budget according to Kunkel and Chase [1969] calculations. Details 

regarding the closed nature of the valley will be presented in later sections. 

4.3 Discretization into Aquifer Systems 

Previous investigators, Berenbrock and Martin and Bloyd and Robson, 

hypothesize that the basin is comprised of two aquifer systems including a shallow unit in 

the east-central portion of the valley underlain by an extensive clay deposit at China Lake 

and a deeper regional aquifer that extends over the entire valley. The upper, shallow 

unconfined aquifer consists of dune and playa deposits and alluvium. A lower, regional 

aquifer, primarily comprised of Quaternary alluvial deposits, is confined underneath the 

upper aquifer and largely is unconfined in the western and southern portions of the basin. 

Well logs available since 1993 in the southwestern portion ofIWV indicate the 

presence of interfingering zones of sand and clay deposits at depth. These extensive clay 

layers may restrict the downward percolation of flow, causing groundwater to move 

laterally. It is likely that the upper aquifer is not restricted to the east-central part of the 

valley as originally thought by previous investigators due to the presence of thick clay 
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deposits up to 1500 feet in thickness found in the west-central part of the valley. 

Completion of USBR wells in the early 1990s reveals this clay layer. Blue clay 

indicative of reducing conditions is reported in the well log for well USBR NR-2 at 350 

feet below the surface. Similar blue clay is found at 115 feet below the surface in well 

26S/40E-07C01 and at 275 feet in well 26S/40E-19P01 near the China Lake Playa. More 

boreholes in an east/west transect from the central playa may show the connection 

between these clay deposits. Another possible scenario is that these units are not 

connected but are, in fact, discontinuous due to the Little Lake and Airport Lake fault 

zones on the west side of the China Lake Playa (FIGURE 4 ). 

4.4 Aquifer Parameters 

For the development of this and previous groundwater models of Indian Wells 

Valley, the aquifer parameters ofleakance, storage coefficient, hydraulic conductivity, 

and transmissivity need to be assessed. APPENDIX A contains aquifer parameter values 

used in this model for each polygon representing that parameter. 

4.4.1 Leakance 

Variations in hydraulic head between adjacent model layers will produce a 

vertical leakage according to Berenbrock and Martin [1991]. This vertical leakage is 

defined as a rate of flow that occurs from one layer to a layer beneath it. Calculation of 

leakage for modeling purposes is discussed in detail in CHAPTER 5. 
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4.4.2 Storage Coefficient 

The storage coefficient ( or storativity) of a confined aquifer may be defined as the 

product of the specific storage and aquifer thickness. The specific storage property is 

the amount of water released from a unit volume of aquifer per unit decline in hydraulic 

head, and it is a function of both fluid and media properties. Freeze and Cherry [1979] 

define the relationship as follows: 

where 

Ss = specific storage [Lr1 

p = fluid density [M/V] 

Ss = pg,(a +n/3) 

g = gravitational acceleration [L 2 IT] 

a= media compressibility [m2/N or Pa -11 

n = media porosity [-] 

f3 = fluid compressibility [m2/N or Pa-1
] 

4.4.3 Hydraulic Conductivity 

The hydraulic conductivity, or coefficient of permeability, is related to the 

following by Darcy's Law: 

Q = -KA( 11.h/~l) 

where: 

Q = discharge rate [V /T] 



K = hydraulic conductivity [UT] 

A= the cross sectional area (L2
] 

Af1 = the change in head [L] 

ill = the change in length. [L] 

Hydraulic conductivity is dependent upon both fluid and media properties according to 

the following: 

where: 

K = kpglµ 

K = hydraulic conductivity [LIT] 

k = intrinsic permeability [L 2] 

p = fluid density [MN] 

g = gravitational acceleration [L 2/T] 

µ = the coefficient of dynamic viscosity [kg/m•s] 

4.4.4 Transmissivity 
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Transmissivity is the product of hydraulic conductivity and the saturated aquifer 

thickness. Theis [1935] describes transmissibility (equivalent to the term transmissivity) 

as the flow rate in gallons per minute through a vertical section of aquifer one foot wide, 

extending the full saturated thickness of an aquifer under a hydraulic gradient of one. 

Bloyd and Robson [1971] indicate that their calculated transmissivity values are 

low due to the combined factors of wells that do not fully penetrate the entire aquifer 
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thickness, well loses from discharge during the aquifer test, and anisotropic conditions in 

the sediments. Mogg [1969] claims that partial well penetration will lower a well's 

specific capacity. 

After well installation is complete, the well should be developed to maximize 

well efficiency and performance. Successful well development removes the fine 

sediments adjacent to the screened interval to increase flow into the casing. In some 

cases complete well development will result in transmissivity values that are slightly 

higher near the well vicinity than a short distance from the well. Incomplete well 

development may produce anomalously low transmissivity values. Transmissivity values 

calculated by the United States Bureau of Reclamation for the wells it installed in the 

western and southwestern portion of Indian Wells Valley in the early 1990's tend to be 

poorly developed, producing low transmissivity estimates [Watt et al. 1993]. 

Mogg [1969] reports that very high pumping rates will cause a permanent 

compaction of the sediments around a well, reducing the permeability that is not apparent 

in nearby wells. For this reason, interpretation of aquifer tests conducted in the 

intermediate region of IWV in the latter half of this century should reflect this 

phenomena. 

Hanson [1996] proposes that the installation time for a well used in pumping tests 

to determine the specific capacity ( well discharge in gallons per minute divided by the 

drawdown in feet produced by pumping or Q/s) may result in widely different results of 

transmissivity estimates. This difference, Hanson explains, may be attributed to the 

method of well installation practiced at a certain time in history in terms of well 
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efficiency. An analysis of well efficiency for wells installed during different decades in 

Avra Valley, Arizona, indicates that well efficiency is sixty percent for older wells drilled 

by the cable-tool method with "casing driven during drilling and casing perforations after 

completion'' versus only twenty percent well efficiency for newer wells drilled by rotary 

rigs "completed with screens or louvers and gravel packing," [Hanson 1996, p.22]. Care 

needs to be taken in attributing these trends to transmissivity discrepancies as many other 

factors are involved. 

Lower values of specific capacity often result in transmissivity overestimates. 

Hanson [ 1996] states that pumping tests conducted for short periods of time are more 

likely to underestimate specific capacity due to well inefficiency as opposed to those 

conducted over longer times. 

Seasonal variations in transmissivity or specific capacity have not been 

considered in this study, as they may overestimate specific capacity due to a decrease in 

"seasonal drawdown", [Hanson 1996). The currently available data do not permit time 

discretization of transmissivity at the seasonal level. 

Bloyd and Robson [1971] obtained many of their transmissivity values based 

upon the following empirical equation: 

where: 

T = coefficient of transmissivity [gpd/ft] 

Cs= specific capacity tested for the well [gpm/ft] 

B = an estimated factor (1700 to 2000 used for Indian Wells Valley) 
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The origin of the estimation factor (B) can be traced to publications such as 

Driscoll [1986] and Dawson and Istok [1991]. The estimation factor is an empirical 

relationship that assumes average values for the radius of the pumping well, the time 

since pumping began, aquifer storativity, and an average transmissivity value. All of 

these factors are involved in a logarithmic term in a modified version of the Theis 

nonequilibrium equation, otherwise known as the Cooper/Jacob [1946] equation: 

s == 264 Q log (0.3)(T)(t) 
T r 2S 

where: 

s = drawdown [ft] 

Q = discharge [gal/min] 

T= transmissivity [gal/day/ft] 

t = time since pumping began [day] 

r = well radius [ft] 

S = storativity [-]. 

This equation is applicable in situations where u is relatively small (u<0.05). The term 

"u" is the well function, defined by the relationship: 

1.87(r2 )S 
U=---

4Tt 
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Rearrangement of this equation gives [Dawson and Istok 1991]: 

Values commonly encountered for aquifer parameters and testing conditions 

during pump tests are used to calculate the empirical factor. These values are the 

following: 

Ssm = confined storativity = 10-3 

Sy= unconfined storativity (specific yield)= 7.5 X 10-2 

r = pumping well radius= 0.5 feet 

t = pump test duration = 1 day. 

These assumptions result in the following relationships between specific capacity 

and transmissivity: 

for confined conditions: Cs= Q/s = Tl 2000 

for unconfined conditions: Cs= Q/s= T/1500 

where T,Q, ands are in gal/day/ft, gal/min, and ft, respectively. The empirical term (B) 

is given by 2000 for confined and 1500 for unconfined conditions. 

Dawson and Istok [1991] and Driscoll [1986] claim that variations in T,t,r, and S 

in the logarithmic portion of the equation do not have a significant impact on specific 

capacity. 

Morris and Johnson [1967] based their estimation factor (B) for transmissivity 

calculation on the average of estimation factors taken from other similar valley fill 



regions in the California basin and range province. The values selected for B do not 

appear to be specific to Indian Wells Valley in previous modeling efforts, but they are 

within the range of acceptable values for both unconfined and confined units. 
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This empirical method of calculating transmissivities is extremely sensitive to 

pumping rates and to the associated drawdown, evidenced by McClelland's summary of 

Indian Wells Valley pump test data on page 20 of his 1964 report. A wide range of 

specific capacity values produced by multiple aquifer tests for a single well is sited as an 

example by McClelland. To compound the uncertainty in this calculation, the estimation 

factor selected has a wide range of potential values depending upon the type of medium 

in which the well is completed. 

Since the 1991 USGS groundwater model was developed, pump test data became 

available for wells owned by the Indian Wells Valley Water District. For the majority of 

the tests conducted on successive days, the pump was turned off and on again multiple 

times throughout the test. In some cases, the data may be usable for the first cycle before 

the pump is turned off for the first time. Many of these tests have ample recovery data 

that may be used to estimate transmissivity. For observation well data, the storage 

coefficient may be calculated in addition to the transmissivity. Storage coefficients may 

not be estimated from data taken from the pumping well as the effective radius rarely is 

known. 

Interest in aquifer properties in southwest IWV has prompted pump test 

investigations in 1989 and 1996 by the Indian Wells Valley Water District for wells 

27S/39E-07N01, 27S/39E-08M03, and 27S/39E-08P01. 
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Transmissivity calculations are made using the Cooper/Jacob [1946] equation for 

time-drawdown plots conducted over one log cycle in this investigation and by Krieger 

[1989]: 

where 

T = transmissivity coefficient [gpd/ft] 

Q = pumping rate [gpm] 

~s = change in drawdown calculated as the slope of the drawdown curve [ft] 

Application of the Cooper and Jacob [1946] equation, modified from the Theis 

equation, is dependent upon the following assumptions: 

( 1) The aquifer is confined, homogeneous, isotropic, infinite in lateral extent, 

and of uniform thickness over the tested area. 

(2) The aquifer is pumped at a constant rate. 

(3) The well is fully penetrating and receives horizontal flow. 

( 4) The piezometric surface over the area where the test is conducted is 

horizontal prior to pumping. 

Additional assumptions that apply to the Cooper and Jacob method include: 

(5) Flow to the well is unsteady and the value for u is small (i.e. u < 0.05), 

[Kruseman and de Ridder 1990]. 

The storage coefficient also may be determined from a time-drawdown plot by 

extending the curve to the zero-drawdown intercept to determine the initial time ( to). 



The equation is given by the following [Driscoll 1986]: 

Where: 

S = storage coefficient [-] 

T = transmissivity [gpd/ft] 

to = initial time [day] 

S = 0.3Tto 
r2 

r = distance from observation well to the pumped well [ft]. 

A constant rate pumping test was conducted for the Inyo well ( state well ID 

27S/39E-07R01) with observation in Monitoring Well #1 (27S/39E-08P01) in 1989. 

MW #1 is located approximately 575.5 feet from Inyo well. FIGURE 7 depicts a 

drawdown/ log time plot for a 24-hour test conducted on 6-5-89 at 2997 gpm for 

observation well 27S/39E-08M03. The transmissivity is 376,761 gpd/ft with a storage 

coefficient of 0.0003 for a non-leaky aquifer. 

T = 264(2997 gpm) 

2.1ft 

S = (0.3)(37676 lgpd I ft)(0.0009day) 

(575.5jt)2 
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Ostdick [1997] reports raw data for the pumping test segment of Krieger's test along with 

Krieger's results. Results of this investigation agree with those of Krieger [1989] for a 

non-leaky aquifer. For a leaky aquifer, T= 287,000 gpd/ft, S=0.0003, and leakance = 
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Log time [min] 

FIGURE 7. 27S/39E-08M03 6-5-89 time-drawdown plot. 

A constant rate pump test was conducted in 1996 for Inyo Well with observation 

data recorded for MW #1 (27S/39E-08M03) and MW #2 (27S/39E-08P01). Recovery 

data are used to calculate the transmissivity and storage coefficient for MW # 1. The 

pump test log indicates that the pump was shut off at 916 minutes. Estimation of points 

on the recovery curve corresponding to specified drawdown on the extended time-

drawdown curve is required for calculation purposes. Information used in these 

calculations is presented in Table 1. 



TABLE I. 
27S/39E-08M03 RECOVERY DATA 
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Time since Time since Ratio (tit') Drawdown Residual Calculation 
pumpmg pumpmg [-] (s) [ft] Drawdown of recovery 
began (t) stopped ( t') (s') [ft] (s-s')[ft] 

[min] [min] 
1040 124 8.387 3.800 0.752 3.048 
1183 267 4.431 3.825 0.464 3.361 
1406 490 2.869 3.850 0.279 3.571 
1617 701 2.307 3.875 0.247 3.628 
1822 906 2.011 3.900 0.198 3.702 
2149 1233 1.743 3.925 0.028 3.897 
2464 1548 1.592 3.950 0.014 3.936 
2614 1698 1.539 3.975 0.000 3.975 
2999 2083 1.439 4.00.0. -:c0.060 4.060 

The time-drawdown plot for the 27S/39E-08M03 1996 pump test depicting both 

drawdown and recovery data is provided in FIGURE 8, and a residual drawdown-time 

ratio plot is given by FIGURE 9. Drawdown and residual drawdown in FIGURES 8 and 

9, respectively, are negative for water levels measured under the surface datum as some 

of the measurements indicated that the water level rose above the datum. FIGURE 10 

shows the calculated recovery in feet versus the time after pumping ceased in minutes. 

The storage coefficient may not be calculated from the residual drawdown-time ratio 

plot, but it may be calculated from the calculated recovery plot. Unfortunately, the time 

intercept occurs at negative time, making calculation of the storage coefficient 

impossible. 
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FIGURE 8. 27S/39E-08M03 1996 time-drawdown plot. 
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FIGURE 9. 27S/39E-08M03 1996 ratio vs. residual drawdown plot. 
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FIGURE 10. 27S/39E-08M03 1996 Calculated recovery vs. time since pumping stopped 
plot. 

The transmissivity for the 1996 test is 374,689 gpd/ft for non-leaky conditions 

based upon the following calculation: 

T = (264 )(2400 gpm) 

1.691ft 

The shape of the drawdown-time and recovery-time plots may reveal details about 

regional aquifer behavior. In theory, a system that adheres to the non-equilibrium 

assumption from which the Cooper and Jacob [1946] equation is based should have an x-

intercept at zero on the residual drawdown vs. ratio time plot. According to FIGURE 9 

the hydrologic system in Indian Wells Valley deviates slightly from this situation as the 

intercept occurs at approximately O. 3. 

Little drawdown sustained over long periods of pumping tend to be indicative of 
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either sediments with very high transmissivities or a recharge boundary has been 

encountered. In the latter case the shape of the time-drawdown curve would become 

horizontal ( or nearly so depending upon the amount of recharge in comparison to the rate 

of pumping) as the recharge boundary is reached. The 1989 and 1996 time-drawdown 

curves appear to plateau slightly around 400 to 500 minutes. Transmissivity calculations 

made from interpretation of the latter slope influenced by recharge would be 

overestimated [Driscoll 1986]. 

A quick assessment of system adherance to these assumptions indicates that the 

aquifer is unconfined at this particular location based upon 27S/39E-08M03 well log 

inspection, so the Cooper and Jacob [1946] equation may not be appropriate. Because 

well log data indicate that the aquifer in this region is unconfined, an investigation of 

unconfined aquifer pump test analysis is explored. While the steep middle section of the 

1996 time-drawdown plot is typical of unconfined aquifers where dewatering is taking 

place, the latter segments of both time-drawdown curves are not representative of 

unconfined conditions as they level off instead of becoming steeper. A possibility is that 

the tests were not conducted for sufficiently long enough time periods to witness this 

downward descent of the curve at late time. Also, both tests fail to show steep drawdown 

segments in the first portion of the curves. 

A method such as the Neuman' s curve-fitting method for transient, unconfined, 

anisotropic flow is defined in Kruseman and de Ridder [1990]. This technique involves 

matching curves at both early (A) and late (B) times during the pump test. Application of 

the Neuman method to the 1989 and 1996 pump tests do not yield results as the data 
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plotted at early times does not match that of the type curve A. The steep portion of the 

early time-drawdown type-curve is not replicated in both sets of pump test data as the 

amount of drawdown is zero to insignificant. Very little data ( one log cycle) is available 

for plot comparisons during late time. Transmissivity estimates are provided with 

respective sources in APPENDIX B. 

4.5 Basin Underflow 

St.-Amand [1986] summarized a method by which Kunkel and Chase [1969] 

approximated valley underflow values. Kunkel and Chase estimated the length along 

water level contour lines to produce the average hydraulic gradient. This information 

was used in addition to the transmissivity estimates corrected for well depth in order to 

calculate an underflow rate of 15000 ac-ft/yr in the southern and western portion of 

Indian Wells Valley. St.-Amand regards this method of estimation as uncustomary 

because transmissivity is normally not corrected for well depth. St.-Amand claims these 

values are overestimated by a factor of two, asserting that transmissivity derived from 

pumping tests implies an underflow rate of 7200 ac-ft/yr in this region. 

4.6 Steady-State Recharge and Discharge 

4.6.1 Recharge 

Mountain front recharge is essentially the only source of natural recharge in 

Indian Wells Valley. An assumption for the model is made that recharge is applied to the 

basin at a constant rate; seasonal variations are neglected. Precipitation on the basin 
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itself does not contribute significant recharge, Houghton [1996]. Recharge is dependent 

upon the amount of precipitation in the mountains in addition to substrate properties. 

Most of the recharge supplying the basin occurs during the winter months from Sierra 

Nevada runoff to alluvial fans. Ninemile, Sand, Grapevine, Freeman and the Little Dixie 

Canyons supply the greatest amounts. To a lesser extent, the Sierra Nevada Fivemile, 

Deadfoot, Noname, Short, and Indian Wells Canyons provide recharge to IWV. A 

possible scenario is that as runoff crosses the Sierra Nevada Fault Zone, water is 

recharged into the Indian Wells Valley' s regional aquifer. Argus Range runoff is 

responsible for lesser amounts of recharge [Dutcher and Moyle 1973]. 

Dutcher and Moyle, 1973, also recognize recharge contributions from Rose 

Valley surface runoff and underflow at Little Lake. Kunkel and Chase [ 1969] report 

minor amounts of discharge (20 ac-ft/yr) from Indian Wells Valley to Salt Wells Valley 

through a narrow channel in the vicinity of section 7 in T26S, R41E. Other investigators 

such as St.-Amand (1986] view Indian Wells Valley as a strictly closed basin system with 

no inflow or outflow (sub-flow) from other localities as the only water entering the valley 

is through precipitation events and mountain front recharge. St.-Amand, 1982, claims 

that, "recharge from the east is entirely lost to evapotranspiration", and potential recharge 

derived from the north may never reach Indian Wells Valley due to the subsidence of 

Coso Basin. The northwestern and western parts of Indian Wells Valley actually may 

have several recharge locations. In the southern and southwestern portions of the basin, 

however, perhaps only one major source of recharge exists [Houghton 1995]. 
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4.6.2 Evaporation 

St.-Amand [1986] reports that evaporation occurs over a 33,000-acre region in 

Indian Wells Valley. Evaporation occurs in the playa region (China, Satellite, and Mirror 

lakes) during rare events when water ponds at the surface. Evaporation is a relatively 

insignificant force due to the lack of surface waters in the valley; however, the potential 

for evaporation is 90 to 100 inches per year. 

4.6.3 Evapotranspiration 

Evapotranspiration may be defined as the combination of evaporation processes 

from moist soil and transpiration or the release of water vapor from vegetation into the 

atmosphere, Kunkel and Chase [ 1969]. Under steady-state conditions, discharge out of 

Indian Wells Valley occurred primarily through evapotranspiration, mainly around China 

Lake with lesser amounts occurring near smaller playas such as Satellite and Mirror 

Playas. The process of evapotranspiration continues to be a strong discharge mechanism 

in Indian Wells Valley, although discharge by extraction wells greatly exceeds that by 

ET. 

Evapotranspiration is affected by "temperature, irrigation practices, length of 

growing season, and other factors" [Israelsen and Hansen 1962, p. 232]. Factors 

including the length and the intensity of sunlight, humidity content in the air, wind 

movement, and plant characteristics such as leaf type, leaf color, exposure of the leaf, 

plant height and plant developmental state all control the volume of water released from 

the system through evapotranspiration. Heat derived from the atmosphere, the soil, or the 



plant itself is vital in order for transpiration to occur. As heat increases, the amount of 

plant transpiration also increases, Israelsen and Hansen (1962]. 
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The presence of phreatophytes, hydro ... phyllic plants that consume shallow 

groundwater supplies, may determine the extent of evapotranspiration that takes place. 

Phreatophytes are a good indicator of the existence of shallow groundwater. They are 

found in both humid and arid environments, and their occurrence is dependent upon 

climatic factors, the depth to water, the quality of water available, and, in some instances, 

the condition of the soil [Robinson 1958]. 

Phreatophytes in Indian Wells Valley include saltgrass (Distichlis stricta) and 

pickleweed (Allenrolfea occidentalis) [St.-Amand 1986]. Saltgrass is a common name 

applied to many different species. The seashore and the desert varieties of saltgrass have 

been confused in much of the literature according to Robinson [1958]. Desert saltgrass is 

Distichl is stricta while the seashore type is Distichl is spicata. Saltgrass thrives in 

conditions in which the water table is within six to eight feet below the ground surface, 

[Israelsen and Hansen 1962]. St.-Amand [1986] states that both pickleweed and saltgrass 

can tap into water supplies ten feet below ground surface, but they either die or fail to 

reproduce in regions where the water table exceeds fifteen feet below the ground surface. 

Alfalfa (Medicago saliva) is cultivated and grown as a common crop in Indian Wells 

Valley. Alfalfa is reported by St.-Amand [1986] to tap into groundwater supplies well 

below the water table surface. Robinson [1958] suggests that alfalfa roots may tap into 

the subsurface to depths up to 70 and 130 feet. 

Many of the commonly accepted empirical equations used to estimate the 
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potential evapotranspiration are discussed briefly in this section, focusing on the rationale 

for selecting the equation of choice. The Penman method of estimating potential 

evapotranspiration is limited to humid environments and is not acceptable in arid regions 

as the coefficients required are calculated for regions close to the ocean with abundant 

vegetation. The Penman equation accounts for temperature, wind velocity, humidity, 

vapor pressure, and solar radiation influx. The Thornthwaite empirical method based 

upon temperature with latitude considerations also is restricted to humid locations with 

abundant vegetation. The Lowry-Johnson method differs from the Thornthwaite in that it 

calculates potential evapotranspiration for valley-wide areas instead of single fields. It 

has proven useful in arid regions of the western United States, and it has been used 

extensively by the Bureau of Reclamation. The equation is based upon the linear 

relationship between potential evapotranspiration and effective heat which is the 

"accumulation, in day-degrees, of maximum daily growing season temperatures above 

32°F" [Israelsen and Hansen 1962, p. 248]. 

The method most used to calculate the potential evapotranspiration in Indian 

Wells Valley is the Blaney-Criddle method. The Blaney-Criddle method accounts for the 

mean monthly temperature and the percentage of day-time hours in arid, western states in 

the US. The United States Department of Agriculture has used the Blaney-Criddle 

method extensively in potential evapotranspiration estimates. Coefficients used in this 

equation are developed specifically for arid climates. The Blaney-Criddle method is used 

by Kunkel and Chase [1969] to calculate the potential evapotranspiration in Indian Wells 

Valley. The equation is as follows: 
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U ="ikf = KF 

where U ;::: consumptive use of vegetation (potential evapotranspiration) 

k = monthly empirical potential evapotranspiration ( or consumptive-use) 

coefficient for specific vegetation type at a certain location for the growing period 

f = monthly consumptive-use factor, calculated by the product of the mean 

monthly temperature in degrees Fahrenheit and the monthly percentage of day

time hours in the year 

K = an empirical consumptive-use coefficient for the vegetation growing period 

F = total monthly consumptive-use factors for the vegetation growing period. 

Malek et al. [ 1990, pg. 15] stress that traditional equations such as those above 

( including the Blaney-Criddle method) are developed for "water losses from productive 

and free-water surfaces" as opposed to "wet salt desert surfaces". A modified version of 

the Penman equation is used by Malek et al. [1990] to examine both actual and potential 

evapotranspiration. A detailed discussion of this method is presented in CHAPTER 7. 

Lee [ 1913] estimated a discharge via evapotranspiration rate of 31,600 acres per 

year. Lee's value was revised in 1969 by Kunkel and Chase by further speciating the 

documented phreatophytes in IWV by using areal photographs and more accurately 

surveyed phreatophyte regions. Kunkel and Chase obtained an annual discharge for 

1913 of only 11,000 acre-feet and 8,000 acre-feet for 1953 with the difference between 

the two years being attributed to drawdown from decades of groundwater pumpage. St.

Amand (1986] claims that all of these estimates are too high. Surface condition 
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assumptions made by Kunkel and Chase [1969], according to St-Am.and (1986], were 

not corrected, resulting in an overestimate of evapotranspiration. Kunkel and Chase 

averaged only the depths to water and not evapotranspiration (ET), failing to account for 

the non-linear relationship between depth and ET. For 1953 ET by St-Amand's accounts 

should be only 4,700 acre-feet per year [St-Am.and 1986, p. 25]. St-Am.and stresses that 

rainfall occurring on the desert floor needs to be considered in the ET calculations as this 

value may be substantial during wet years. 

4. 7 Transient-State Recharge and Discharge 

Intensive pumping in the valley's central portions has decreased ET at playas as 

the amount of vegetation decreases. Most of the discharge currently is anthropogenic 

groundwater extraction through wells. Shrubbery watering and irrigation practices have 

contributed minor amounts of recharge to the valley subsurface since the 1940s. 

Wastewater percolation into the system also has added to overall recharge amounts. 

4.8 Indian Wells Valley Production 

Pumping records in Indian Wells Valley incorporated into this study span from 

1920 to 1998. The most complete records appear to exist until 1985, when the USGS 

ceased production rate collection. Since that time, the Kem County Water Agency is 

responsible for collecting water levels from previous USGS jurisdiction wells. It is not 

clear which agency, if any, assumed responsibility for maintaining pumping records for 

many of the valley's production wells. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

MODELING METHODS 

5.1 Overview of Computer Software 
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MODFLOW is the USGS finite difference, modular groundwater flow code 

developed by McDonald and Harbaugh in 1984. It consists of separate modules for 

representation of both aquifer and areal attributes. The user discretizes the flow regime 

in both time and space by designating the number of layers, rows, and columns and the 

number of stress periods and time steps. The user must also indicate initial and boundary 

conditions for the system. Packages used in this study include the BAS, BCF, WELL, 

ET, HFB, GHB, OC, and SIP. These abbreviations are summarized in McDonald and 

Harbaugh [ 1988]. Because MOD FLOW is used for the 1991 IWV groundwater model 

and is the industry standard in groundwater modeling applications, MODFLOW is 

selected for this current investigation. 

GMS (Groundwater Modeling System) is an interface between GIS applications 

and computer models in hydrology including MODFLOW, MT3D, RT3D, MODPATH, 

SEEP2D, and FEMW ATER. Version 2.1 of GMS supports ten independent modules. 

GMS assists in "site characterization, model conceptualization, mesh and grid 

generation, geostatistics, and post-processing" [GMS version 2.1 manual, pg. l]. The 

GMS manual explains each of the module functions and these features in detail. The 

map module is used extensively in developing the conceptual foundation of the current 

model, and the 3D grid module is used during interaction with MODFLOW packages. 
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GMS is selected for this study because it automates grid construction, facilitates 

generation of head contours and flow vectors, and allows model representation in real

world coordinates consistent with GIS applications. Grid generation normally is a 

limiting factor in groundwater model development because it is a tedious, time 

consuming procedure. By automating this task, the modeler is free to focus attention on 

refining the conceptual model. 

Arc View is an Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc. (ESRI) product, 

used primarily to view point, line, and polygonal "coverages" in a spatial context with the 

ability to link this spatial information to data in a database format. A coverage may be 

defined as "a set of thematically associated data considered to be a unit," [ESRI 1995, p. 

xxvii]. Points, arc, and polygons represent map features in a coverage. 

ARC/INFO, also produced by ESRI, consists of the separate modules including 

arc, generate, arc edit, arc plot to name a few. These are used to create and to manipulate 

visual representation of data and databases. ARC/INFO is used in this study in coverage 

generation. 

5.2 Overview of Process 

Model development is a multi-phase procedure. Preliminary work involves 

representation of the conceptual hydrologic system in GIS (Geographical Information 

Systems) using ARC/INFO. Regions delineating parameters in ARC/INFO are passed to 

GMS (Groundwater Modeling System). After the proper relationships are defined in 

GMS, the information is transferred to MODFLOW via the GMS interface. Model 
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execution is conducted for both steady state and transient state simulations. This chapter 

describes these procedures in detail. Calibration procedures are examined in CHAPTER 

6, and sensitivity analysis is given in CHAPTER 7. 

5.3 Model Area Delination 

The model area selected for this study closely resembles that used by both 

Berenbrock and Martin [1991] and Bloyd and Robson (1971]. The rationale is that much 

of the data available now in Indian Wells Valley for aquifer parameters is the same as 

that available to previous investigators. Wells constructed by the United States Bureau of 

Reclamation (USBR) in 1993 and China Lake Naval Air Weapons Station wells drilled 

as part of the SeaBee drilling program provide new infonnation in southwest IWV, 

included in the current model. Much of Township 27S, Range 38E has been included for 

evaluation in this model. FIGURE 5 depicts the model area used by Berenbrock and 

Martin, and FIGURE 12 (SECTION 5.14.1) shows the southwest addition incorporated 

into this model. Boundaries of the model for this and for previous models of Indian 

Wells Valley largely are based upon the location of consolidated rocks and 

unconsolidated deposits. It is very difficult to model regions in consolidated formations 

due to problems in boundary representation, and it does not contribute much meaningful 

information to the model as water-bearing units are located in unconsolidated deposits. 

Whenever possible, regions exclusively comprised of consolidated rocks have been 

excluded from model representation. 



5.4 Assembling Data 

Necessary stages in the modeling process involve many steps. A conceptual 

model of the groundwater system must be developed with the appropriate selection of 

boundary and initial conditions and characterization of system inflows and outflows. 

Geologic and hydrologic parameters must be considered. 
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After defining the project goals and the study area, the next phase is to collect the 

necessary data to perform the model execution. Available data also will guide the 

development of the conceptual model. Sources of data are described in APPENDIX C 

along with a discussion of the data manipulation required for data from each source. Use 

of Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Access aids the database construction. The data is 

assembled in spreadsheets in Microsoft Excel (Version 97) prior to incorporation into a 

database structure. To facilitate the database development, data is put into standard 

formats according to data type. Information is then parsed out of original files ( according 

to data source) and is arranged according to subject categories in several spreadsheets. 

At this stage, the product essentially consists of a flatfile format, ready for later division 

into a more desirable database structure. A flatfile may be defined as a table containing 

fields as columns and records ( or rows) with attributes. 

A database is constructed by researchers at the University of Arizona with 

Microsoft Access (Version 97), utilizing Microsoft Excel (Version 97) files containing 

data about aquifer parameters and aquifer system stresses. The state well number or 

other well identifier is used as a primary key field in most instances in a relational 
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database format that allows queries to be performed. For duplicate entries with the same 

primary key another field is used to supplement the well identifier as the primary key. 

The convention used in the State of California for identifying wells is explained in 

APPENDIXD. 

5.5 Incorporating GIS with GMS and MODFLOW: Coverage Generation 

Several methods exist for coverage generation. These include specification in 

GMS, Arc View, or ARC/INFO. As part of the conceptual model development, a suitable 

background image of the model region may be imported into GMS. Once a background 

image is imported, the image must be registered. Registration is the process by which 

points are selected and are assigned the appropriate real-world coordinates, necessary in 

GMS. After the image is registered, it should be rectified in order to enhance the image 

transformation for subsequent overlaying functions. GMS only allows three points to be 

registered without an option for rectifying the image for proper transformation for map 

placement. It is the opinion of the author that multiple, unnecessary errors would be 

introduced in locating the position of each coverage if the image is photocopied and 

scanned with subsequent point location registration and rectification. Even registration in 

ARC/INFO with five or more points would be problematic due to distortion errors 

introduced by photocopying and scanning the image. The "create arc" tool in the GMS 

map module may be used to define aquifer parameter regions that have equivalent values. 

These enclosed arcs form polygons that may used to build the desired coverages to be 
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used in constructing MODFLOW input files. A similar process may be used in Arc View, 

and the resulting coverages may be imported into GMS. The ARC/INFO method of 

coverage generation is selected to incorporate spatial data into GMS because it 

introduces the least error. 

The decision is made to base the model boundary on a figure of the model region 

used by Berenbrock and Martin [1991 p. 28, figure 11] since their boundary delineated 

most of the regions of interest in Indian Wells Valley. Because the USGS 1991 

calibrated values guided the initial input in this modeling effort, use of their figures 

depicting the USGS 1991 grid serve as a guide for coverage construction. Some visual 

reference is necessary because USGS 1991 aquifer parameter values are described in 

relation to the model grid and not to real-world coordinates as in this current model. 

Berenbrock and Martin produced model images in their report by assembling all 

of the 1 :24000 topographic maps covering Indian Wells Valley for photogrammetric 

representation of the valley with a scale of 1 :62500. The 1 :62500 representation is 

reduced to fit an 8.5 by 11 page for purposes of illustration in the 1991 USGS 

groundwater model report [Berenbrock and Martin 1998, Personal Communication]. The 

projection of the original 1:24000 topographic maps is not maintained in this reduction 

process. 

The most desirable approach is to recreate the USGS 1991 model as closely as 

possible and then to build upon that foundation. The solution explored in coverage 

development is to generate a fishnet with the generate command within arc in ARC/INFO 

to simulate the Berenbrock and Martin [1991] grid. It is important to note that this 
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fishnet approximation is not actually a ''grid" in GIS terminology as the fishnet is a 

vector based polygonal coverage as opposed to regularly spaced raster information 

represented by, for example, a grid. This important distinction should be made between 

a grid in GIS terminology and a grid in the hydrological model sense. 

The fishnet is created by estimating the latitude and longitude of the lower left 

and upper left corners of the Berenbrock and Martin model grid in decimal degrees. The 

1991 USGS groundwater model figures serve as a location reference for Berenbrock and 

Martin data. Their figures contain a scale with map reference in latitude and longitude in 

degrees and minutes along the perimeters of their figures depicting their model grid. The 

distance between respective latitude and longitude locations is estimated, and the latitude 

and longitude of the previously mentioned points is calculated in degrees and minutes 

and is converted to decimal degrees. Berenbrock and Martin [ 1991] used a uniform cell 

size of 0.5 mile for both width and height, which is maintained as single polygons in the 

fishnet for purposes of ensuring spatial accuracy of the data. The resulting fishnet 

includes both the active and inactive cells used in the Berenbrock and Martin model. 

The inactive cells ( or the fishnet polygons) are selected and are deleted using arc edit. 

The fishnet representing the active model cells is projected into UTM coordinates in 

meters in zone 11 and NAD83 datum. UTM meters with NAD 83 datum is the selected 

coordinate system to avoid conflict when model results are overlain on DEMs ( digital 

elevation model) of the Indian Wells Valley region. 

DEMs obtained from the USGS are adapted from 7 1/2 minute USGS topograhic 

quad sections. The final product is mosaiced, or rather, edges are matched for adjacent 
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DEMs, and the DEM is hillshaded to create a three dimensional appearance. 

Coverages of aquifer parameters such as transmissivity, horizontal hydraulic 

conductivity, storage coefficient, and vertical hydraulic conductivity (as leakance) and 

areal attributes such as recharge and evapotranspiration rates are constructed using the 

fishnet as a guide. Initial attributes are based upon 1991 USGS model calibrated values. 

Polygonal zones are defined in this investigation using either direct values from the 1991 

USGS model or averages taken over the polygonal zones when necessary. Averages are 

taken for similar attributes assigned by the USGS for individual cells lying within a 

single zone created in this modeling effort. Several transmissivity zones contain initial 

attributes that are averages of 1991 USGS model values assigned within a single zone. 

Attributes are assigned to each fishnet polygon, and then the dissolve command in 

ARC/INFO is used to remove arcs between adjacent polygons with identical attributes. 

Errors in location resulting from selecting polygonal regions on a map are avoided by 

generating coverages by this method. FIGURE 49 contains upper aquifer parameters 

including hydraulic conductivity, evapotranspiration extinction depth, bottom elevation 

of the upper aquifer, primary storage coefficient, and leakance. Regional aquifer 

parameters, transmissivity initial and final distributions and leakance, are given by 

FIGURE 50. FIGURE 51 shows locations of natural and artificial recharge, and FIGURE 

52 depicts polygonal zones for regional aquifer properties of primary and secondary 

stroage coefficients. APPENDIX A contains FIGURES 49-52 of these coverages with a 

discussion regarding coverages that require special treatment. 

Version 2.1 of GMS, used in this modeling effort, does not allow attributes 



associated with polygons to be imported or exported. Upon attempting to export 

shapefiles from GMS in version 2.1, only the SHP and the SHX files are generated. 
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Arc View needs an additional database file, DBF, in order to display shapefiles. 

Coverages are converted to shape files using an ARC/INFO arc command called 

arcshape. Arcshape creates three files (SHX, SHP, and DBF) necessary for viewing the 

image in Arc View. GMS only requires the SHP file. Shape files do not contain attribute 

information and only preserve the shape of individual polygons. Once the shape files are 

imported into GMS, the polygons must be reattributed. Version 3. 0 of GMS supports 

importing and exporting of attributes; however, the release of this version occurred 

subsequent to this modeling effort. 

5.6 Grid Construction 

GMS offers the advantage of producing grids automatically with variable cell 

sizes, avoiding the necessity for involved user specification. An automated grid for this 

project is created by first defining two refine points in locations likely to have steep 

gradients such as sink or source zones. Refine points actually are wells that are not 

assigned pumping rates that allow the grid density to be increased in the vicinity of the 

stress, enhancing computational performance. Locations at the China Lake Playa area 

and the Intermediate/Ridgecrest region are selected. Refine points are designated in the 

GMS "Feature Point/Node Attributes Refine Point" dialog. A base cell size of 450 

meters is assigned at the refine point, and the maximum allowable cell size is 800 meters. 

A bias of 1.1 is selected. This means that each cell increases ten percent in size away 
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from the refine point until the maximum cell size is reached or a boundary is 

encountered. A bias of 1. 0 indicates a uniform cell size. Refine points are placed at the 

center of cells. 

5. 7 Viewing GMS Output in GIS 

Exporting the "grid" or polygonal coverage containing cells generated in 

MODFLOW presents further difficulties in GMS version 2.1. If the cell size is not 

constant over the grid created in GMS, the grid may not be exported because it is not a 

grid of uniform cell size. The current model contains cells of unequal proportions by 

invoking the "refine grid" option in GMS in order to enhance computational facilities in 

MODFLOW in regions of model stress, such as sink or source areas. This polygonal 

coverage containing cells of unequal dimensions is not a true grid in GIS applications as 

a grid contains polygons of equal length and width. 

Contours depicting model calculated head values generated within GMS may be 

exported from GMS as DXF files or as TIFF files. Exportation as DXF files is necessary 

for subsequent GIS overlay operations. In order to export contours, GMS must be in the 

general viewing mode as opposed to the ortho mode. This designation is made by 

selecting "view" in the 3D grid module in GMS. Before exporting the screen image, the 

desired model layer is isolated in the display. These contours may be viewed in Arc View 

as a theme directly as DXF files or after DXF conversion to a coverage. 

Viewing GMS version 2.1 DXF files in Arc View before and after conversion to a 

coverage using arc proved problematic as some of the contours are not represented for 
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some of the figures. GMS version 3. 0 maintains every contour when exported as a DXF 

file and is used to generate head and drawdown contours for this study. Some 

manipulation in arc and arcedit is necessary to view the contour labels assigned to the 

contours in GMS as these are exported by GMS as separate annotation. This is achieved 

by converting the DXF file into a coverage. Within arc the DXFINFO command is used 

to view the layers created in GMS. DXF ARC then is used to create arcs from the 

contours exported from GMS based upon layers listed by DXFINFO. Execution of clean 

is necessary due to the intersection of arcs. A single contour is comprised of multiple 

arcs which must be combined into a single arc using the "unsplit none" command in 

arcedit. The arcs are attributed with the appropriate value for the added item, and the 

coverage and annotation may be built using the build command in arc. These coverages 

then are pulled into Arc View as themes and may be placed over hillshaded DEMS of the 

model region. 

5.8 Mathematical Principles 

MODFLOW is based upon numerical approximation by finite difference 

discretization of a three dimensional partial differential equation for groundwater flow. 

The governing equation for flow in the aquifer is as follows: [ Anderson and Woessner 

1992]: 

8 <5h 8 <5h 8 <5h <5h 
-(Kx-) +-(Ky-) + -(Kz-) = Sy--R 
& & ~ ~ & az · & 

where: 



Kxx, Kyy, and Kzz represent the aquifer hydraulic conductivity in the x,y, and z 

directions, respectively; 

h is the potentiometric head; 

Sy is the specific yield for the aquifer; 

R is a sink/source term for volumetric fluxes; 

t represents time. 
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The above groundwater flow equation applies to nonequilibrium situations of 

constant density in a porous, anisotropic medium where the system coordinates are 

aligned with the principal directions of hydraulic conductivity [McDonald and Harbaugh 

1988]. 

Numerical method approximation of the analytical problem affords a unique 

solution for the system being examined. Models that implement numerical techniques 

are preferred over models utilizing analytical methods as many solutions may non

uniquely satisfy the analytical problem and rarely are applicable to real world situations. 

The required parameters for finite difference numerical approximation include 

discretization of the flow equation in space and time, and initial and boundary conditions 

specification. 

5.9 Steady-State Analysis 

The foundation for this steady state analysis is based upon the 1991 USGS 

MODFLOW model developed by Charles Berenbrock and Peter Martin. MODFLOW 

simulations require parameter input for both layer attributes such as hydraulic 
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conductivity, transmissivity, leakance, and layer elevations and for areal attributes such 

as evapotranspiration and recharge. Initial aquifer parameters such as horizontal 

hydraulic conductivity, bottom elevation of the upper aquifer, and vertical hydraulic 

conductivity are taken directly from previous BCF input files. The transmissivity, 

recharge, and ET surface elevations are averaged as needed based upon similar adjacent 

values to serve as input for initial steady-state conditions in this modeling effort. These 

distributions, depicted as polygons, are used to create coverages in ARC/INFO for later 

input into GMS. Each polygon contains a single value. These calibrated values from 

previous models (USGS 1971 and 1991) are used with more current information 

available since the development of the Berenbrock and Martin ( 1991) groundwater 

model. Boundary conditions are set as no-flow along the model perimeters with the 

exception of cells (53,46) and (54,46) which are constant-head cells (!BOUND= -1) in 

the BAS package. The initial head configuration for the system is also defined in the 

BAS package. Starting heads defined in the USGS 1991 model serve as input for the 

current model. 

5.10 Transient-State Analysis 

The transient-state simulation builds upon the steady-state system by 

incorporating storage coefficient terms, groundwater extraction by pumping the aquifer, 

and artificial recharge. Physical boundary conditions are the same as those for the 

steady-state model except that the constant head boundary is represented as a general 

head boundary in the transient case. Final heads from the calibrated steady-state model 
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serve as initial heads for the transient model. 

5.11 Areal Attributes 

5.11.1 Model Simulated Natural Recharge 

Recharge estimates in previous modeling efforts are derived by calculating 

evapotranspiration with the assumption that water loss through evapotranspiration is 

equal to that provided by natural recharge during steady-state conditions in the 

hydrologically closed basin. This assumption, critical in development of the conceptual 

model, seems valid in consideration that only minor, if any, subsurface or surficial inflow 

or outflow occurs. Recharge supplied predominantly through mountain front recharge 

and discharge through evaporation and evapotranspiration under steady state conditions 

are the major flux mechanisms. Contributions to these fluxes from subflow into and out 

of the basin are not considered in this current modeling effort. The model is constructed 

with the assumption that mountain front recharge is time invariant. This assumption may 

characterize recharge behavior over long time intervals, but it fails to account for 

seasonal fluctuations and wet/dry years. 

Recharge is specified via injection wells in the well package in units of cubic 

meters per year. Recharge simulation using the recharge package was attempted with 

poor results. Some of the recharge specified in the GMS map module in the recharge 

coverage is not transferred properly to MODFLOW upon mapping the simulation to 

MODFLOW. This condition results because the grid automatically generated by GMS 

does not extend completely over the model boundary indicated in the map module 
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coverage. The reason for this inconsistency in GMS is not apparent. Since recharge to 

the basin is mountain front recharge, it is critical that the cells immediately adjacent to 

the model boundary be active with an !BOUND of 1. It is necessary to select inactive 

cells manually to activate them when they coincide with recharge regions. Even when all 

of the area appear to be active, over 100 ac-ft/yr is not being transferred to MOD FLOW. 

This situation is unacceptable, and so the decision is made to create imaginary wells that 

inject water at the same volume in alluvial fan locations. The proper amount of recharge 

is passed from GMS to MODFLOW as a result. 

Berenbrock and Martin assume a recharge distribution over any cell in the 

vertical column (recharge option 2 in MODFLOW). This assumption seems valid as 

recharge is not being supplied to the aquifer( s) by precipitation or stream influx (losing) 

over the top surface of any cell, rather it is supplied from mountain front recharge to 

specific cells in the regional aquifer. Recharge assigned via injection wells in this 

current modeling effort has been assigned to layer 2. 

5.11.2 Model Simulated Evapotranspiration 

Evapotranspiration occurring in the Indian Wells Valley East-Central playa region 

is simulated in the MODFLOW ET package. Mechanisms for ET are discussed in detail 

in CHAPTER 4. The ET surface elevation is defined as the water table elevation at 

which the greatest amount of ET takes place. For ET to be computed correctly in 

MODFLOW, the ET surface elevation used should be the average ground level elevation. 

The area considered for evapotranspiration surface elevations used in the 1991 USGS 
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MODFLOW model is discretized into 0.5 mile by 0.5 mile increments (the constant cell 

size used in that model). MODFLOW requires that this property be defined for the cell 

node at the center of cells. GMS is not restricted by the model grid dimensions, so this 

parameter may be defined differently. A couple of options exist for importing ET surface 

elevations into GMS. One reproducible method is to represent the ET surface elevation 

by a polygonal coverage of elevation contour intervals. The value assigned to the region 

between the contours (the polygon) is an average value of the upper and lower elevation 

bounds. This approach seems reasonable as the elevation distribution between contour 

lines taken from a topographic map or a DEM cannot be known precisely unless specific 

points are surveyed or are measured with a Global Positioning System (GPS). An 

attempt to report these elevations at a more precise level is not feasible with respect to 

the available data on this topic. 

DEMs are not utilized in the construction of a polygonal coverage to represent 

the evapotranspiration surface elevation in this modeling effort. Instead, a text file is 

created from the ET surface elevation distribution as defined by Berenbrock and Martin 

[1991]. The 3D grid in GMS is converted to an equivalent 2D grid, and the text file is 

imported into GMS as a 2D scatter point file and is interpolated using natural neighbor 

interpolation with gradient nodal function where the nodal functions are computed from 

all scatter points. This file is interpolated to the 2D grid, and the 2D data set is converted 

to an array in the ET package in MODFLOW. It is necessary to use a 2D grid as an 

intermediary step in order to specify the values to the appropriate layer in the 3D grid in 

MODFLOW. Caution should be used to ensure the correct values are interpolated to the 
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and the interpolated value computed by GMS are detected and are corrected manually. 
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Berenbrock and Martin [1991] assume a constant maximum ET rate of 1.25 ft/yr 

for areas with and without phreatophye cover over the entire evapotranspiration region. 

Regions with bare soil cover and with twenty-five percent saltgrass or pickleweed cover 

are recognized in Indian Wells Valley. The assumption of a 1.25 ft/yr constant maximum 

ET rate is not correct, as the maximum rate of evapotranspiration and the evaporation 

from a bare-soil and playa regions differ, and the relationship is nonlinear with depth to 

water. The assumption is necessary, however, because MODFLOW requires a linear 

maximum ET rate. A separate distinction for different phreatophyte ET rates is not 

possible in MODFLOW. Like recharge, evapotranspiration will vary over time. ET will 

decrease over time as groundwater pumping produces a drop in the water table. 

Kunkel and Chase [1969] have included a diagram depicting the relationship 

between the annual rate of evapotranspiration in feet and the depth to groundwater in feet 

in Figure 12 of their report. Berenbrock and Martin [1991] extrapolated the linear 

portion of the curves determined by Kunkel and Chase to produce their estimate 

(FIGURE 11 ). For the current modeling effort, the assumptions regarding the maximum 

ET rate used in the USGS 1991 groundwater model have been applied as new 

information is not available. 
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FIGURE 11. Nonlinear vs. linear (modeled) evapotranspiration for IWV 

(Modified from Berenbrock and Martin 1991) 

Thomas [1989] modeled a region in Nevada with similar conditions to Indian 
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Wells Valley in that it, too, is considered to be a hydrologically closed basin receiving its 

principal recharge from mountain front recharge with flow under steady-state conditions 

to a central playa. The phreatophytes found in that region differ somewhat from those 

found near China Lake due to heavier precipitation rates, but saltgrass is present. 

Thomas [1989] makes the distinction between areas that have a phreatophyte cover and 

those that do not when assigning the maximum evapotranspiration rates. Perhaps a 

similar approach in Indian Wells Valley could be used to distinguish variations in ET 

maximum rates. 

MODFLOW also requires that ET extinction depths be specified. The ET 
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extinction depth is the depth beyond which ET ceases. Depths ranging from seven to ten 

feet are assigned based upon the consumptive use of phreatophytes. 

5.12 Aquifer Properties 

5.12.1 Hydraulic Conductivity 

The concept of hydraulic conductivity is explored in CHAPTER 4. Values for 

hydraulic conductivity used in the current modeling effort are the same as the calibrated 

values in the USGS 1991 groundwater model. Other information is not available at 

present. Hydraulic conductivity is derived in the USGS 1991 model from upper aquifer 

transmissivities used in the USGS 1971 model. Berenbrock and Martin divided these 

transmissivites by the assumed saturated aquifer thickness for the upper aquifer. They 

based aquifer thickness upon geologic and electric logs. Errors in the hydraulic 

conductivity estimates may result from errors in transmissivity calculations and from 

errors in aquifer thickness estimates. Hydraulic conductivity increases away from the 

central playa. Values are defined in the BCF package. 

5.12.2 Transmissivity 

Transmissivity is defined in MODFLOW via the BCF package. Initial 

transmissivity values for the current simulation are taken from the USGS 1991 model by 

averaging transmissivities over polygonal zones. The introduction of layer 3 into the 

current model necessitates a revision of both values and zones assigned to layers 2 and 3. 

When substantiated data for particular transmissivity zones is not available, the 
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calibrated values determined in the 1991 USGS model are divided equally between 

current model layers 2 and 3. This is particularly the case for the far northern portions of 

the basin. In other model regions where pump test and specific capacity information 

have been collected, transmissivity for layers 2 and 3 are assigned approximately equal 

values. 

5.12.3 Leakance 

The leakance term in the MODFLOW BCF package is defined by the vertical 

hydraulic conductivity divided by the thickness of a layer to the layer beneath it ( the 

distance from a node in a layer to a node in the layer directly below). The user must 

specify to MODFLOW the interval conductance divided by the cell area, termed 

VCONT. MODFLOW multiplies the cell area by VCONT to produce the vertical 

conductance. Alterations are made by MODFLOW to the leakance equation depending 

upon the number of user specified layers. 

Vertical leakance is related to vertical hydraulic conductivity by the following 

equation [McDonald and Harbaugh 1988]: 

Kg(DELR1 )(DELCi) 
C =------

g Liz 
g 

where: 

Cg= vertical leakance 

Kg = vertical hydraulic conductivity 

DELRj = length of cell along rows 



DELCi = length of cell along columns 

zg = layer thickness. 
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The vertical hydraulic conductivity values for layer 1 are assumed to be one 

hundredth of the horizontal hydraulic conductivity in both the current model simulation 

and the USGS 1991 groundwater model. VCONT 23 values just below the upper aquifer 

are assumed to be the same as those assigned in VCONT 12 as this region is very restricted 

due to the playa. In western IWV where clays are abundant between layers 2 and 3, a 

VCONT23 of 1x10·10 ft/sec is assigned. Greater VCONT values are assumed in regions 

with little to no clay. Leakance in the current model should vary as the cell area is not 

constant. This variation is minor, so leakance is assumed constant over the polygonal 

zones. 

Berenbrock and Martin [ 1991] claim that, "the base of the shallow aquifer is 

poorly defined". They have assumed values for the bottom of the upper aquifer that have 

been maintained in this initial modeling simulation. More accurate leakance terms may 

be obtained if the thickness of layer one is known with greater precision. 

5.12.4 Storage Coefficient 

MODFLOW makes the provision for primary and secondary storage coefficients 

in the BCF package. The selection of the proper storage coefficient is dependent upon 

whether a layer is convertible ( allowed to switch between confined and unconfined 

status). A LA YCON = 2 for a defined transmissivity distribution or LA YCON = 3 for 

variable transmissivity qualifies that both primary and secondary storage coefficients be 
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specified in MODFLOW. The primary storage coefficient applies to confined situations, 

and the secondary term is applicable to unconfined conditions in which the specific yield 

of the aquifer is considered. Specific yield for unconfined aquifers is synomous to the 

specific storage of confined units. Specific yield is the volume of water that is released 

or drained from a unit area of aquifer per unit decline in the water table [Freeze and 

Cherry 1979]. 

Primary storage coefficient values for layer 1 are entered into the current model 

from the 1991 USGS model without modification. The USGS obtained their primary 

storage coefficient information from the average specific yield of 10 for saturated 

sediments estimated by Dutcher and Moyle [ 1973]. 

Layer 2 primary storage coefficients for GMS polygons 1,3, and 4 also are taken 

from the Berenbrock and Martin model. Alterations are made to the layer 2 primary 

storage coefficients in the northwestern, west-central, and southern portions of the model. 

Values assigned to the model fall within the range of storativity values for confined 

aquifers defined by Freeze and Cherry [1979] between 0.005 and 0.00005. These 

adjustments are made based upon the distinction between primary and secondary storage 

coefficients. The values used by the USGS for layer 2 primary storage coefficients are 

typical of the specific yield or secondary storage coefficients typical of valley sediments. 

GMS IDs 2 and 6 are assigned secondary storage coefficient values that are the 

same as those for the primary storage coefficient in these regions in the Berenbrock and 

Martin model. Other polygons are assigned values within the range of specific yield of 

0.01 and 0.3. 
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Primary storage coefficients for model layer three are within the defined range of 

values reported by Freeze and Cherry [1979]. The thickness oflayer three is most likely 

greater than that of layer two based upon gravity analysis; hence the greater assignment 

for layer three values. 

5.13LAYCON 

MODFLOW layer type is designated in the BCF package through the LA YCON 

factor. Units assigned LA YCON = 0 are strictly confined; those with LA YCON = 1 are 

strictly unconfined. A LA YCON of 2 or 3 allows MODFLOW to switch layer 

designation from confined to unconfined and vise versa depending upon the status of 

layer transmissivity. LA YCON =2 should be used for constant transmissivities while 

LA YCON = 3 indicates that the transmissivity is variable. 

Berenbrock and Martin [ 1991] represent layer 1 with LA YCON = 1 and layer 2 

with LAYCON = 0. The USGS (1991] view the regional aquifer as confined only where 

the uppermost aquifer and underlying clay unit are coincident with the regional aquifer 

(layer 2). Layer 2, for the purposes of storage coefficient assignment, is considered 

unconfined in all other areas. MODFLOW does allow the specific yield to be entered in 

lieu of a confined storage coefficient in a confined aquifer. This approach is acceptable 

for situations when the drawdown does not produce a significant impact on the saturated 

layer thickness, when there is no layer above the "confined" layer, or when there is 

minimal leakage from the above layer. The storage coefficient in this unconfined portion 

of layer 2 is reflected by values such as 0.1 and 0.18 [-] while that in the confined region 



is given values of lXl 0-2 and lXl 0-3 
[-]. The transmissivity of the regional aquifer is 

assumed to remain constant, allowing it to be represented with LAYCON = 0. 
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The current modeling effort began with simulation of the regional aquifer as 

strictly confined and the upper aquifer as strictly unconfined. During calibration efforts, 

the LAYCON of layer 2 was changed to 2 (confined/unconfined layer-type with a 

constant transmissivity). The reassignment ofLAYCON from Oto 2 may reflect more 

accurately the physical transition from confined to unconfined conditions for the regional 

aquifer, progressing westward from the shallow, upper aquifer. A LAYCON 

specification of 2 requires that the assignment of a secondary storage coefficient is 

equivalent to specific yield. A LA YCON value of 2 instead of 3 is selected because the 

saturated thickness of the regional aquifer is not known at most locations. 

The top elevation for layer 2 must be designated for a LAYCON assignment of 2. 

DEMs sampled at a 900 meter resolution supply the top elevation for the regional 

aquifer. This data is imported into GMS as a point generate file ( containing x,y,z 

coordinates), and it is interpolated to a 2D surface which serves as the top of the aquifer. 

In the region where layer 2 is overlain by layer 1, the bottom of layer one serves as the 

top elevation of layer 2. Layer 3 is assigned a LA YCON of zero. 

5.14 Sources and Sinks 

All of the naturally occurring stresses imposed upon the groundwater flow regime 

under steady state conditions apply to transient state conditions. In addition to these, 

pumping from extraction wells and artificial recharge must be considered in this transient 
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model. 

All of the wells (both injection and extraction) are imported into GMS through 

the MAP module as "MODFLOW/MT3D local sources/sinks" coverages. Wells are 

treated as point sinks or sources, depending upon designation as extraction or injection. 

Separate coverages are used for each well type in order to facilitate viewing and revisions 

in GMS. Well locations are imported into GMS as GIS (ARC/INFO) point generate 

file>>feature object points. The point generate file is a text file containing a user 

specified optional ID for each well with the x and y coordinates of each well in UTM 

coordinates in meters with NAD83 (1983 North American Datum) projection. After well 

locations are imported into GMS, well attributes including pumping rates at specific 

times need to be designated. This is accomplished by creating an XY series file for each 

well. Individual XY series files are imported into GMS by selecting each well, accessing 

the "Feature Point, Node Attributes" dialog box. After the point feature is designated as 

a well in the appropriate layer, the point is indicated as having a transient flux, enabling 

specification of the appropriate XY series in the XY Series Editor. The structure ofXY 

series files is summarized in the GMS manual. 

A stress period in a MODFLOW transient simulation is a time interval during 

which all stresses and aquifer parameters remain constant. A new stress period embarks 

when any changes occur to these stresses and parameters. The current transient 

groundwater flow model contains 79 stress periods spanning from 1920 to 1998, 

inclusive. Each year comprises a stress period as pumping rates are available only on a 

yearly basis for most wells. The data do not facilitate modeling the region on a shorter 
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time scale. One time step per stress period is selected. 

5.14.1 Extraction Wells 

Wells that have associated production data are included in model simulations to 

produce the most accurate representation of flux out of the basin. Much of the well 

production information for this modeling effort is obtained from the previous USGS 1991 

groundwater model. Berenbrock and Martin [ 1991] report production rates for each grid 

cell node as opposed to listing the production rate of each individual well. In many cases 

a model cell may contain many production wells, and their total production rate is 

reported as a combination for the entire cell. In order to report well production rates for 

individual wells, the assumption is made that each well contained within a single model 

cell pumped at the same rate when no other information is available. As well locations 

are within a half-mile proximity in a single cell, this assumption should not have an 

adverse impact on the accuracy of production rate placement. Berenbrock and Martin 

[ 1991] also report production values in cells in which a state well identification number 

or other well identifier is not available. If a well identifier cannot be produced, then the 

location of the production is estimated from 1 :24000 or 1 :62500 USGS topographic 

quadrangle maps to the nearest quarter of a section. 

Pumping rates are not available for the majority of the wells with production rates 

utilized in the 1991 USGS groundwater model since the USGS ceased data collection in 

1985. An assumption is made for such wells that pumping rates reported in 1985 

remained static to present times. For 1998 pumping rates, either values reported in 1985 
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or in 1997 are used, depending upon the most recent year available. This assumption 

does not seem unreasonable as pumping rates subsequent to the 1991 USGS model often 

indicate that pumping rates have decreased over time. If pumping rates for a particular 

well did not extend to 1985, it is assumed that well production ceased during subsequent 

times. 

For some of the major production wells in the valley such as those operated by the 

Indian Wells Valley Water District, the IMC Chemical Company, and the China Lake 

Naval Air Weapons Station more information is available since the 1991 USGS 

investigation. These values have been incorporated into the current model. FIGURE 12 

shows the location of production wells incorporated into the current model. 

FIGURE 12. Production well locations (in yellow) in Indian Wells Valley. 
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Discrepancies in well location (latitude, longitude, and elevation) have been 

detected between the various files and reports collected during this investigation. In 

order to minimize the number of wells that requiring (GPS) ground positioning system 

measurement, conservative and representative averages of conflicting locations are taken 

to produce unique well locations. Latitude and longitude values in decimal degrees are 

averaged if the conflicting data is within 0.3 mile. The majority of averages taken are 

within less than 0.25 mile. Standard procedure in previous modeling endeavors prior to 

the advent of GPS technology allowed wells to be placed in the center of quarter sections 

or quarter-quarter sections in the state plane coordinate system when more precise 

locations are not available. Elevations are averaged if the discrepancy does not exceed 

five feet. The low tolerance with these averaging techniques should place wells of 

questionable location within reasonable proximity of actual location for groundwater 

flow modeling purposes. When possible, wells with location conflicts in the database in 

excess of these tolerance levels are GPSd in order to establish an acceptable location. 

5.14.2 Injection Wells 

Artificial recharge derived from percolation into the aquifer from wastewater 

recharge, leaky pipes and water tanks, and shrubbery watering is simulated in the 

transient-state model via injection wells ( with positive production rates). Most of the 

information used in this model is derived from that used in the USGS 1991 groundwater 

model. The Ridgecrest Regional Wastewater Treatment Facility, the Ridgecrest 

Sanitation District Treatment Plant, and the Inyokern Community Services District Plant 
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all apply water in spreading ponds, potentially recharging the aquifer(s ). Berenbrock and 

Martin [ 1991] computed the potential artificial recharge for these recharge basins by 

multiplying the area of application by an assumed evaporation rate of 80 in/yr. This rate 

is subtracted from the known volume of water applied to yield the potential recharge. 

The potential evaporation rate for ponded water is reported by Berenbrock and Martin 

[1991] to have been estimated by Farnsworth [1982]. Some additional information is 

available for wastewater recharge at the Ridgecrest Regional Wastewater Treatment 

Facility since the completion of the USGS 1991 model with the same assumption that the 

evaporation rate is 80 in/yr. Locations of artificial recharge are estimated from 1 :24000 

topographic maps based upon USGS 1991 model cell locations with the assumption that 

recharge occurs at the center ( or node) of cells. When current information for locations 

receiving recharge is not available, the same rate applied in 1985 is assumed for the 

present. The USGS assigned a recharge rate from leaky pipes and water tanks, and 

shrubbery watering of 100 acre-ft/yr; calibrated rates used in the current model are as 

follows: GMS IDs 151, 153, and 154 are 20 acre-ft/yr while that for GMS ID 152 is 40 

acre-ft/yr. Artificial recharge locations incorporated into the current model are shown in 

FIGURE 13. APPENDIX A contains a figure representing artificial recharge locations 

used in the USGS 1991 model and those incorportated into the current simulation. The 

current model receives less artificial recharge that that assigned to the USGS 1991 

model. 
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FIGURE 13. Artificial recharge locations (in yellow) used in current model. 

5.15 Cell Wetting 

The cell wetting capability of the BCF3 package is invoked to prevent cells from 

going dry. Problems are experienced with cells going dry particularly in the China Lake 

playa region. A wet/dry flag of -20 feet is selected for the upper aquifer region. 

MODFLOW provides two options for re-wetting cells. The option for re-wetting the cell 

below the dry cell and the four adjacent cells is selected because wetting from the cell 

below the dry cell exclusively did not allow model convergence. A wetting factor of 1. 0 

with a wetting iteration interval of 1 is used in conjunction with the wetting equation 

[McDonald and Harbaugh 1992]: 

h = BOT + WETFCT (hn -BOT) 



where: 

h= initial head at cells that become wet 

BOT= the aquifer bottom elevation 
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WETFCT= factor included in head calculation when a cell is converted from dry 

to wet 

hn = the head in the neighboring cell that causes the cell to wet. 

5.16 MODFLOW Solver Package 

The Strongly Implicit Procedure (SIP) package is used for both steady state and 

transient state analyses in the current modeling effort. The head change criterion for 

convergence for all simulations is set at 1.0Xl0-3
. Convergence criterion signals the 

model to cease the iterative process when the difference between the model calculated 

head at the current time step and the previous time step head meet the convergence 

criterion. The user .. specified seed is set at 1.0Xl0-3
. An acceleration parameter less than 

one (usually 0.8) is necessary for these simulations to converge; otherwise, the model 

proceeds to the subsequent time step too quickly to satisfy the convergence criteria. Five 

parameters are determined to be sufficient. The number of iterations, in general, for the 

steady-state simulations exceeds 100, while that for each time step per stress period in 

the transient simulation averages about 15. 

5.17 Technique Advantages and Limitations 

The process of averaging the aquifer parameter and areal attribute values 
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produced by Berenbrock and Martin in the 1991 UGSG groundwater model does 

introduce some modeler bias concerning which values are segregated and are averaged 

via assigning an averaged value to a polygon. The technique of parameter zonation 

affords more flexibility in the re-assignment of aquifer parameters because GMS allows 

reconfiguration and refinement of the model grid. GMS offers the advantage that 

numerous scenarios may be evaluated in a relatively short time period because the grid 

does not have to be determined in advance. 

5.18 Well-Naming Conventions 

For the majority of the wells selected in this modeling endeavor, well names are 

based upon a state plane coordinate system according to township, range, section, 1116th 

section subdivision, and an individual well number. The rectangular system contains 

townships (oriented north/south) and ranges (oriented east/west). A township consists of 

thirty-six sections that generally are one square mile in area. Some modifications to 

township size does occur in certain regions, however. FIGURE 14 depicts the state plane 

nomenclature. 
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FIGURE 14. State well nomenclature [modified from Berenbrock and Martin 1991]. 

Well names that do not follow this convention generally have been assigned 

unique alphanumeric names. An attempt to rename these wells based upon state plane 

designation in this study has not been made as this may complicate naming of future well 

installations. 

Discrepancies in well naming are detected upon examining wells constructed by 

the United States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) in the early 1990's during a 

collaborating groundwater study conducted in Indian Wells Valley at that time. These 

wells have been assigned state well identifiers at some time after construction by 

subsequent database "creators". However, many of these designations are in use by other 

wells in the valley. The assumption is made that the USBR wells have not been 

registered with the state under a state ID name, and that the conflicting state well ID's 

belong to other wells previously in existence. 



CHAPTER SIX 

MODEL CALIBRATION 

6.1 General Calibration Considerations 
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Model calibration is conducted to access whether the computed observations (in 

this case heads) agree with heads measured in the field at the same location. Head values 

that are not in agreement may indicate that one or more aquifer parameters are in error or 

that the conceptual model is not depicted correctly. The process by which calibration is 

performed is known as the inverse problem by which the heads at all nodes in the domain 

are known entities and the aquifer parameters such as hydraulic conductivity, 

transmissivity, recharge, evapotranspiration, leakance are unknown. It is often the case, 

however, that the head distribution is not known at all nodes in the system but is known 

only at discrete locations. This situation complicates calibration attempts. Calibration is 

much more effective ( or feasible) if prior information about these previously mentioned 

properties is available. Upper and lower bounds for each parameter are estimated, and 

parameters are modified in an attempt to reproduce the head distribution apparent in the 

field. 

It is often advantageous to conduct a model calibration of steady-state conditions 

before attempting to calibrate the system under transient-state because storage 

coefficients and effects of pumping and artificial recharge do not need to be considered. 

Data in a key region, the China Lake playa, is lacking in the steady-state system, so the 

transient-state simulation is calibrated first. An iterative process ensues by which the 

"calibrated" values from the transient-state case are used in the steady-state model, 



boundary conditions are adjusted, and the new values are placed back into the transient 

model to access the affects. This procedure continues until the best head agreement is 

reached between the steady and transient-state models. 
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General concerns that must be considered by the modeler thr~mghout the 

calibration process include the problems of non-unique, unstable, and ill-posed systems. 

Each of these will be addressed in this paper. Yeh [1986] attributes "serious errors" in 

the estimated parameters to small discrepancies in heads observed in the field, and 

continues by addressing the principle concerns of inverse model development. A 

nonunique system arises from conditions in which parameters are known accurately only 

at discrete points [Yeh 1986]. This situation qualifies for virtually every real system 

studied and modeled, including that of Indian Wells Valley. 

The concept of identifiability according to Yeh [1986] differs from one 

investigator to the next. Yeh summarizes these definitions and presents a concept 

developed by Chavent [ 1979] for parameter optimization by least square error analysis in 

identifiability. If a unique solution can be produced from a set of observations, then the 

system is deemed as "least square identifiable". Variations on the identifiable issue have 

been developed for systems in which a unique solution is not feasible [Yeh 1986). 

Poeter and Hill [ 1996] stress the importance of a correct conceptual model above 

all other considerations. They also contend that reasonably accurate results may be 

obtained with incorrect initial parameter estimates and errors in measured field data. 

However, this does not extend to systems in which parameter zonation is misinterpreted. 

It is important to recognize that the shape of polygonal regions may impact the direction 
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of groundwater flow paths. The incorrect representation of parameter zones is 

symptomatic of a poorly designed conceptual model. 

It is important to recognize that MODFLOW calculates heads at cell nodes. A 

substantial gradient may exist across any given cell, complicating the assessment of 

calibration conducted for specific points in the model that do not coincide with cell 

nodes. For example, within a given cell containing two wells, one may demonstrate a 

low residual between model calculated heads and that observed in the field while the 

other, a short distance away, may have a much higher residual due to a changing gradient 

across the cell. 

An important feature of GMS is an interpolation scheme, enabling the calculated 

head in MODFLOW to be interpolated from the nodal position to the position of the 

observed head. Interpolation is based upon an inverse distance weighting method. 

Values at the nearest eight neighboring cell centers are used in interpolating the 

observation point location according to the following [GMS version 2.1 manual]: 

n 

F(x,y) = ~ wJ; 
i=l 

where: 

n= the number of data set values at the cell centers 

£.=data set values 

Wi = weights assigned to each of the values. 

Weights are computed in GMS using the equation: 



h. -2 
wi=--' -

n 

Lhj-2 
j =l 

The distance between the observation point to the cell node (hi) is given by: 

The "interpolate in layer only" toggle is selected in the current simulations. 

6.2 Trial and Error versus Automated Calibration 

Two different approaches to model calibration may be used. One traditional 

method widely used by modelers is the trial and error method by which a single 

parameter is altered while observing the effects on the system. Another parameter is 

changed subsequently within the upper and lower bounds of suspected values to 
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determine its effect. This iterative procedure continues until the calculated model heads 

agree with those measured in the field within the modeler set tolerance or error criterion. 

The error criterion should be established prior to calibration attempts. The trial and error 

approach has been criticized by some because it is often left incomplete, and it is subject 

to modeler bias. 

Another approach is automated calibration by which the user specifies the upper 

and lower bounds on every parameter that is to be adjusted in addition to initial values for 

those parameters. The success of automated calibration is dependent upon careful 

selection of initial values as they must be within the range of expected values. The use of 

prior information also enhances the performance of an automated calibration. Some 
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computer algorithms such as PEST ( a parameter calibration package for use with any 

model) systematically adjust each factor to achieve calibration by a nonlinear estimation 

by least squares regression to minimize the gradient of the objective function. 

While it is still possible to produce a nonunique system by attempting to solve an 

ill-posed problem, automated calibration offers many advantages over the traditional trial 

and error approach to calibration. This technique allows the user to conduct calibration in 

a systematic, structured, and efficient fashion. As opposed to manually adjusting certain 

parameters one at a time, automated calibration attempts to find the values of all 

parameters at once so long as alterations do not compete with each other. 

It is important to recognize that alterations in different parameters may produce 

the same head distribution throughout the system, thereby resulting in a representation of 

the hydrology that is non-unique. For example, changes in Q and in T of the same 

proportionality could produce the same head distribution. However, only a single 

combination of values or realization for all of the parameters involved accurately depicts 

the system behavior [Thomas et al. 1989]. 

6.3 Model Calibration 

Time periods with sufficient water level data collected over a broad regional 

extent are selected as targets for calibration. Water level data from 104 wells collected 

during 1920 and 1921 are selected for use in the steady-state calibration, prior to 

extensive valley development. These wells are described in APPENDIX E. Ideally, 

water levels used to represent the steady-state system should reflect conditions before 
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stress due to water extraction or injection were imposed upon the valley. Some pumping 

in Indian Wells Valley during 1920-21 occurred in the southeastern portions of the valley 

with minor amounts in Inyokern/ Intermediate. This pumping is summarized in table 2. 

TABLE 2. 
1920-21 PRODUCTION RATES 

GMSID Year Extraction 
(m3/day) 

50 1921 -11.26 
51 1921 -11.26 
52 1921 -11.26 
69 1921 -4.2 
70 1921 -4.2 
77 1921 -4.2 
78 1921 -4.2 
108 1920 -1689.7 
108 1921 -1689.7 
111 1920 -1689.7 
111 1921 -1689.7 

The total well extraction in 1920 was 3379.4 m3 /day (1000 ac-ft/yr), and pumping 

in 1921 totaled 3430 m3/day (1015 ac-ft/yr). Due to this pumping, heads depicted in the 

steady-state simulation will be artificially low in the indicated regions (FIGURE 15). 
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FIGURE 15. Production wells in operation during 1920-21 given in yellow. 

An effort is made during the transient-state calibration process to include water 

levels measured since the last model was produced by the USGS in 1991. With the 

introduction of more wells into the valley since the last model, calibration should prove 

easier than in the past, however, many water level and well production records have not 

been kept since 1985 when the USGS ceased data collection efforts in the valley. Water 

level observations taken for the years 1946, 1953, 1975, 1985, 1994, and 1997 are used in 

the current transient model calibration. From approximately 1500 wells reported in 

Indian Wells Valley by state and county agencies, well logs, and available databases from 

various organizations in the valley, 78 are selected for model representation (APPENDIX 

E). Well elimination is based upon factors including the availability of valid well 

locations, the abundance of water level information, well discharge or injection rates over 

a sustainable period of time, and good well construction details (including the total depth 

of the well and the screened intervals). The majority of these wells were not in 
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continuous operation between 1946 and 1997; therefore, many wells are inactive during 

some observation years. Model calibration using historic water level fluctuations will 

produce better results than calibration attempts that do not consider the long-term 

changes in water levels throughout the basin according to Thomas [ 1989]. 

Without much initial modification, the calibrated values reported in the USGS 

1991 model are used as initial input into this modeling effort for a quick identification of 

problematic zones. Further calibration became necessary due to variations produced by 

different cell dimensions used in the model, averages taken of aquifer parameter values, 

and poorly calibrated regions from the previous model. When adjustment to these values 

did not improve head residuals, the approach to calibration and the conceptual model 

itself were re-evaluated. 

Available literature suggests that the hydrologic system in Indian Wells Valley is 

sensitive to transmissivity and to recharge. Calibration attempts, therefore, are focused 

on adjusting these parameters. The transmissivity zones in regions that demonstrate poor 

agreement between model calculated and measured heads primarily are selected as 

adjustable parameters. Transmissivity estimates based upon pump tests, slug tests, and 

empirical calculations from specific capacity tests are utilized in producing initial values 

for calibration. Based upon this transmissivity distribution recharge may be evaluated 

independently of previous models. For reasons discussed above, transmissivity and 

recharge are assessed independently to reduce non-unique solutions. 

Some regions require specific attention as the model calculated heads deviate 

from those measured under steady-state conditions. Particularly in the southwestern 
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portion of the valley, the initial simulated heads are hundreds of feet below those 

observed during steady-state conditions for state well ID 27S/38E-01M01. Berenbrock 

and Martin did not address this discrepancy in their report. Also, the very southern 

segment of the 1991 USGS model boundary does not depict water level contour 

information, as shown in FIGURES 5 and 6. When the relative volumes of recharge and 

evapotranspiration are the same as the 1991 USGS model with very close approximation 

of aquifer parameters, the current model indicates a very steep gradient in the southern 

portion of the valley in T27S, R3 8E. 

The calibration effort is focused on adjusting model parameters in the vicinity of 

extreme residual, that is, where the difference between model calculated and observed 

heads are excessively positive or negative. For this modeling effort concentration was 

placed on regions with 20+ feet discrepancy. These regions occurred in the south and 

east-central regions oflndian Wells Valley. After several steady-state model calibration 

attempts produced inflated, unrealistic transmissivity zone values (some on the order of 

greater than one million gal/ft/day) and (as a result) very high recharge rates particularly 

in southwest IWV, the decision was made to calibrate the transient-state model. More 

data available for transient conditions is expected to improve the calibration process. 

The calibration approach used in the transient-state model is the same as that used 

for steady-state calibration. The transmissivity is adjusted until no further improvement 

in the heads or in reducing the objective function could be made. Then, recharge is 

modified in a similar fashion. Improvements are made to the northwestern portion of the 

basin. The southern part of the model continues to present calibration problems. Major 



alterations are made to the transmissivity zones in the southwestern comer of the basin. 

In addition, the horizontal flow barrier (HFB) package in MODFLOW is introduced in 

the southwest portion of I.WV. 

6.3.1 Groundwater Barriers and the BFB Package 
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A possible groundwater bamier extending through sections 1 and 12 in T27S, 

R38E and section 7 in T27S, R39E has been proposed by Kunkel and Chase [1969] and 

also by the Kem County Water Agency in their 1995 Water Supply Report. This 

"barrier" zone corresponds with the steep water table gradient and a fault. Water level 

elevations on opposite sides of the postulated groundwater barrier are vastly different 

even though well logs in the area indicate similar sediments. Wells completed in similar 

sediments just to the north of the barrier have water level elevations on the order of 2180 

to 2210 feet while those just to the south range from 2343 to 2383 feet. 

Simulation of this groundwater barrier in MODFLOW is explored via the 

Horizontal Flow Barrier (HFB) package [Hsieh and Freckleton 1993] available in GMS 

version 2.1. FIGURE 16 shows the location of a proposed groundwater barrier ( or fault) 

in relation to the GMS grid. It is anticipated that the barrier simulation will have a 

significant impact on the groundwater flow regime by either retarding the water 

movement or more likely by deflecting the flow. Once the HFB package is activated, a 

"toggle barrier" is selected in the MODFLOW menu, providing a menu for hydraulic 

characteristic specification. The barrier is defined in MODFLOW by selecting cells 

adjacent to the barrier in the 3D grid module in GMS. The hydraulic characteristic may 
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be defined as barrier transmissivity divided by the barrier thickness for layers of constant 

transmissivity or as barrier hydraulic conductivity divided by the barrier thickness for a 

layer with a variable transmissivity. 
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FIGURE 16. HFB shown in brown in context of current grid; refine points shown 

as triangles. 

Variable transmissivity values have been estimated in southwest IWV, 

necessitating that several hydraulic characteristic scenarios be tested. A couple of trials 

using different hydraulic characteristics yield similar results in the southern portion of 

IWV. Well 27S/38E-01M01 in the steady state simulation has a residual of-99 feet 

when a hydraulic characteristic of 0.0432 [lid] is used opposed to a residual of-102.57 

when a hydraulic characteristic of 2.4192 [lid] is tried. 

The hydraulic characteristic of layer 2 used in the final, calibrated model is 

0.0082 [I/day], and that for layer 3 was 0.00082 [1/day]. These values are determined by 
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assuming a hydraulic conductivity of 1 m/day with layer 2 thickness of 400 feet and layer 

3 thickness of 4000 feet. As the transmissivity in the southwest region is not known 

uniquely, hydraulic conductivity is used in the hydraulic characteristic calculations. 

Test runs are made to assess changes to the extent of the HFB and to the hydraulic 

characteristic of the HFB. Steady and transient-state simulations in which the HFB is 

extended north to cell row 57 and to the south to cell row 68 using hydraulic 

characteristic 0.0082 [I/day] for layer 2 and 0.00082 [I/day] for layer 3 indicate some 

improvement to the southwestern region. The greatest improvement is made to well 

27S/38E-02C01 as the head residual reduced from-145.7 to - 118.1 feet in a 1994 test 

simulation. 27S/38E-23F01 shows substantial reduction in 1994 head residual as well (-

428.8 to-411.7 feet) during the same test simulation. 

A steady-state simulation using hydraulic characteristic values 5.95 [I/day] and 

0.596 [1/day] for layers 2 and 3, respectively, is attempted based upon using a 

transmissivity of726 m2/day which is the average of the transmissivity zones adjacent to 

the HFB. This simulation incorporated an extended HFB boundary. Few changes in the 

head residual are noted in most of observation points throughout the valley with the 

exception of27S/38E-01M01, which worsened (-100.5 feet as opposed to-96.2 feet in 

the calibrated model). 

6.3.2 Constant-Head and General-Head Boundary Assignment 

A constant head boundary is placed in the steady-state simulation in order to 

control numerical oscillation (FIGURE 17). According to Anderson and Woessner [1992 
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p. 102], "steady-state problems require at least one boundary node with a specified head 

in order to give the model a reference elevation from which to calculate heads"''. Previous 

models did not incorporate a specified head cell into the steady-state model. Springs 

located south of the China Lake playa at cells (53,46) and (54,46) are incorporated into 

the uppermost aquifer as constant head boundaries with an IBOUND of ( -1 ). This region 

is south of Lone Butte and east of Mirror Lake. The introduction of this boundary 

condition produces a noticeable gradient away from Indian Wells Valley eastward. 

In the region of constant head cells for the steady-state model, a general head 

boundary is specified for the transient-state system (FIGURE 17). The GHB (general 

head boundary) package is invoked in GMS, and the points representing springs in reality 

are represented as wells with constants heads in the model. Conductances are assigned to 

each of the points based upon the following equation: 

Where: 

C= conductance 

k= hydraulic conductivity 

t = vertical thickness 

1 = cell length 

w = cell width 

A gradient is introduced in the immediate vicinity of the general head boundary 

for model layer 1. A ten-foot gradient in cells (53,46) and (54,46) exists in the uppermost 

aquifer. The introduction of the constant head boundary and the general head boundary 
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in the steady-state and transient-state models, respectively, does not improve the model 

calibration. 

6.3.3 Changing LA YCON of Layer 2 

FIGURE 17. 
Brown triangles 
indicate constant and 
general head 
boundary location 

Once the general-head boundary is introduced to the transient model, alterations 

are made to LA YCON of layer 2 for the steady-state and transient-state simulations. The 

LAYCON is changed from O (strictly confined) to 2 (confined/unconfined with constant 

transmissivity). When the LAYCON is set at 2, the model evaluates the regional 

aquifer's behavior, determining when the storage coefficient is allowed to switch between 

the storage coefficient given by the primary storage coefficient and the specific yield 

designated by the secondary storage coefficient. Head changes are not detected after 

LA YCON reassignment. 
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6.3.4 Introduction of Model Layer 3 

An additional model layer (layer 3) is introduced to the steady-state model after 

redefining the boundary conditions in the eastern vicinity of the basin. Rather than 

extending the upper aquifer unit to the west as most likely occurs, the decision to 

incorporate a third layer into the model is made. Further investigation revealing the 

connection between the thick clay deposit in the east-central part of IWV to that in the 

west is needed to substantiate this link. Refinements to this conceptual model should be 

made at that time. 

The desired effect of this layer would be to break up the steep gradient that exists 

in the southwestern part of the valley in T27S, R38E while simulating the thick clay 

deposit in the western portion of the basin that exists relatively close to the Sierra 

Nevada. The third layer effectively splits the existing layer two into two separate units. 

The clay deposit is represented within layer 2 through a VCONT term, and the bottom of 

aquifer unit two coincides with the approximate bottom of the clay 495 feet below the 

surface. Logs for wells that parallel the Sierra Nevada range are examined for the 

presence of extensive clay deposits. An interesting find occurs in the region of wells 

25S/38E-36G01, 25S/38E-25J01, and 26S/39E-11E01 where Berenbrock and Martin 

assigned the highest transmissivity values. This region actually contains very extensive 

clay deposits up to 1500 feet in thickness for well 25S/38E-25J01. It is expected that the 

transmissivities for this particular region are lower than those produced by the USGS 

1991 model calibration. Recharge values are redistributed accordingly. 
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The introduction of a new model layer to the existing system in GMS requires that 

the general mode of viewing be selected ( as opposed to the ortho mode), enabling the 

side view option. When the side view (looking down the x-axis) is activated, a new layer 

may be selected by using the "add K boundary" tool. Introduction of the new layer 

requires modification to several input parameters such as the transmissivity zones in both 

layers and a reassignment of the primary storage coefficient in both layers. Recharge is 

assigned to layer 2 as previously. 

The introduction of layer 3 does not produce much change in heads in the 

southwestern part of the basin. The head discrepancy in this area occurs within the first 

three-hundred to four-hundred feet below the ground surface. Since the bottom of layer 2 

is far beyond this problematic zone, any benefits of an additional layer are not felt. The 

bottom of the second layer could be specified at the more shallow depth, but this choice 

would be at the expense of the correct representation of the clay layer at the bottom of 

layer two. 

A simulation is executed to access the implication of layer 3 's position. The 

boundary between layer 2 and layer 3 is placed four hundred feet below the ground 

surface at the location of well 27S/3 8E-23FO 1. For this simulation the transmissivity 

values for layer 2 and layer 3 are redefined, the hydraulic characteristic of the horizontal 

flow barrier in layers 2 and 3 are modified, and the same secondary storage coefficient 

and VCONT for layer 2 are used. No substantial improvements are made in reducing the 

head residual, so the original placement of the boundary between layers 2 and 3 at 1817 

feet below ground surface is maintained for subsequent simulations. 
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6.3.5 Outflow to Salt Wells Valley 

Minor amounts of outflow from Indian Wells Valley in the vicinity of section 7G 

in T26S, R41E to Salt Wells Valley have been proposed by previous workers such as 

Kunkel and Chase [1969] and Dutcher and Moyle [1973]. The estimated discharge of 

approximately 20 ac-ft/yr can be simulated in a groundwater flow model as well 

discharge. This amount of outflow to Salt Wells Valley is modeled in one simulation, but 

the low head residual became increasingly negative as a result. For the system depicted 

in this model, it is doubtful that outflow occurs at this location. 

6.3.6 Natural Mountain Front Recharge 

A debate has existed over decades regarding the amount of recharge that enters 

Indian Wells Valley. Some estimates are as low as 9850 acre-feet per year [Bloyd and 

Robson 1971] while other sources estimate that recharge in southwest IWV is 33750 

acre-feet per year [ Ostdick 1997]. Different combinations of recharge are examined to 

assess the impact on the valley's hydrologic regime. 

Mountain-front recharge is calibrated during steady and transient-state 

simulations after refinements are made to layer 2 and 3 transmissivities. Several recharge 

scenarios are attempted to demonstrate model behavior. 

One simulation is dedicated to reviewing the influence of USBR determined 

recharge on the system under steady and transient-state conditions. The USBR based 

recharge estimates upon the density of pinyon-juniper woodland areas as these regions 

tend to receive snow annually. Table 3 (modified from Watt 1993) summarizes the 
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USBR proposed recharge distribution based upon the total recharge assigned in the 1971 

and 1991 USGS models compared to the distribution used in those studies. The USBR 

recharge assignment proves to be fairly acceptable combined with other aquifer 

parameters for the transient system, but the head residual under steady-state conditions is 

too high. 

TABLE 3. 
USBR AND USGS RECHARGE DISTRIBUTION 

Location Percent USBR USGS 1991 USGS 1971 
pinyon/juniper [ac-ft/yr] [ac-ft/yr] [ac-ft/yr] 
indicating 
recharge 
potential 

Coso 9.9 975 3170 3168 
Fivemile Canyon 7.4 729 532 475* 
Deadfoot Canyon 2.2 217 136 
Ninemile Canyon 11.3 1113 487 775* 

Noname Canyon 1.2 118 236 

Sand Canyon 18.1 1783 659 495 
Grapevine Canyon 10.2 1005 330 1620 
Short Canyon 2.7 30 76 0 
Indian Wells Canyon 7.6 749 569 400 
Freeman Canyon 31.8 3132 3048 2470 
:mti T .ittle Dixie 
EI Paso Mtns. -999 0 400 400 

* Bloyd and Robson (1971) combined recharge for Fivemile and Deadfoot 
Canyons is 475 ac-ft/yr and that for both Ninemile and Noname Canyons is 775 
ac-ft/yr; -999 indicates no information. 

A combination of recharge rates suggested by the USGS and USBR are used in 

another simulation to access the effects on the head residual. Even this lower recharge 
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distribution produces excessively high head residuals under steady-state conditions. The 

final recharge distribution is presented in APPENDIX A 

6.3. 7 Artificial Recharge 

Once all other parameters are assigned reasonable values based upon data and 

field observations, alterations to the amount of artificial recharge Indian Wells Valley 

receives are explored in the calibration process for several artificial recharge scenarios. 

As discussed earlier, the valley may receive artificial recharge via shrubbery watering, 

leaky pipes, and recharge from wastewater recharge in spreading ponds. APPENDIX A 

depicts the location of injection wells supplying artificial recharge to the transient system. 

In one simulation the recharge attributed to shrubbery watering, and leaky water 

tanks and pipes is removed. This results in an improvement in heads for 1985 and 1997 

observation years. The artificial wastewater recharge is removed next from GMS ID 156 

(a component ofrecharge from the Ridgecrest Regional Wastewater Treatment Facility). 

This removal results in lowering the heads too much for some wells in observation years 

1985 and 1997. In yet another model run, the recharge from leaky pipes, etc. is kept in 

the simulation, but the recharge at GMS ID locations 150,155, and 157 through 161 are 

removed. GMS ID 150 corresponds to the Inyokem Community Services District Plant; 

GMS ID 155 represents the Ridgecrest Sanitation District Treatment Plant; and the 

Ridgecrest Regional Wastewater Treatment Facility corresponds to GMS IDs 157-161. 

The rationale for this simulation is founded on targeting specific regions that have 

excessively positive head residuals (eg. greater than ten feet). Some areas (such as that 
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just south of the China Lake playa) still experience a consistently high head residual even 

when all of the artificial recharge is removed from the model. This region does not 

appear to be sensitive to transmissivity modifications. For the final, calibrated system, 

recharge solely derived at GMS ID locations 151-154 (recharge from shrubbery watering 

and leaky water tanks and pipes) and 156 ( the Ridgecrest Regional Wastewater 

Treatment Facility) are considered. The USGS 1991 model incorporated artificial 

recharge from all of the previously mentioned potential sources not included this 

simulation. 

6.4 Calibration Results 

The results for the steady and transient-state model calibration are presented in a 

format that focuses on Indian Wells Valley by region. First, the steady-state system is 

examined with subsequent discussion of the transient-state model results. Hydro graphs 

are generated for selected wells with observed water levels. Flow vector plots 

demonstrating preferred groundwater paths for steady and transient state conditions are 

examined. Water balance and statistical analyses also are presented. APPENDIX F 

presents model generated water level contours for both steady and transient-state 

simulations. 

GMS provides a visual means for quickly assessing the spatial head residual error 

at observation point locations through a calibration target plot for discrete times. 

Calibration errors are depicted in green, yellow, and red based upon user specification of 

a calibration target. For this study a calibration interval of five feet is used for all 
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simulations. Calibration intervals shown in green indicate that the residual between 

model calculated and measured heads are within the specified calibration target ( 5 feet or 

less). Yellow error bars are indicative of head residuals that are beyond the calibration 

target but within 200 percent of that target ( within 10 feet above or below the observed 

value). Head residual errors beyond 200 percent (over 10 feet) are shown in red. 

Figures depicting calibration target results in GMS are generated using a screen 

capture utility. The image of the entire screen is saved automatically to the clipboard, 

and it may be imported into Adobe Photoshop (Version 4. 0 .1) for editing purposes. The 

crop tool in Photoshop is used to isolate only the model region. The modified image is 

saved as a postscript document (psd) file and is imported into Adobe Illustrator (Version 

7.0.1 ) for further editing. The boundary that is exported with the calibration targets 

automatically is dimmed by GMS such that it is very faint when another coverage is 

active. This boundary may be traced in Adobe Illustrator in order to improve its 

visibility. 

A scatterplot also is a useful method to display spatial variation. The scatterplot 

is a convenient method of showing error by plotting model calculated heads on the 

ordinate and measured heads on the abscissa. Point distribution about a 45 degree axis 

provides information about simulation bias and the magnitude of error. Each calibration 

target figure is accompanied by a scatterplot showing model computed versus measured 

heads along a forty-five degree axis. GMS creates these plots as a display option in the 

map module; however, exporting the raw image generated by GMS is problematic. 

Instead, the information may be exported as a "worksheet" in a text-file format. 
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Scatterplots are created in SigmaPlot (Version 4.0). Final editing of the calibration target 

and the scatterplot figures is performed in Adobe Illustrator. 

6.4.1 Steady-State Model Calibration 

FIGURE 18 shows scatterplot and calibration target results for steady-

state layers 1 and 2, and steady-state flow vectors are given by FIGURE 19. 
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FIGURE 18. 1920-21 model layer 1 and 2 scatterplots and calibration targets; top 

plot represents layer 1 while the bottom layer 2. 
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The scatterplot for steady-state layer one heads shows a positive bias. The 

maximum positive head residual is twenty feet. Positive head residuals greater than ten 

feet are clustered just north of Ridgecrest. These points are concentrated within two 

transmissivity zones (GMS IDs 14 and 50). Varying the transmissivity of this zone 

between 2000 and 3000 ft2 /day for combined layers 2 and 3 did not produce appreciable 

changes in head residual in layer 1. Steady-state layer 2 results appear to have much less 

bias. The greatest negative head residual (-95) occurs in the southwestern portion of the 

basin at well 27S/38E-01M01. The negative head residual at this location becomes 

increasingly negative into transient-state conditions due to well production throughout the 

valley. The head residual in the southeastern part of the valley is attributed to well 

production that occurred during 1920-21 that is not simulated in the steady-state model. 
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FIGURE 19. Steady-state flow vectors for layers 1 (left) and 2 (right). 
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Flow vector plots for the steady-state simulation indicate an overall groundwater 

convergence toward the China Lake playa for both layers 1 and 2. Two flow vectors 

pointing east in layer 1 are an artifact of the constant-head boundary placement just to the 
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south of the China Lake playa. Removal of this constant-head boundary would produce 

total convergence of flow towards the playa. Flow vectors in the very southwestern 

portion of the layer 2 (near recharge locations at GMS IDs 142 and 144) indicate that 

flow is directed away from Indian Wells Valley. This phenomena is not related to the 

representation of a fault in southwest IWV as a horizontal flow barrier as model 

simulations without the HFB package indicate the same behavior. This result is 

important in understanding potential recharge pathways to Indian Wells Valley as 

recharge delivered to IDs 142 and 144 may not reach IWV. 

Northern Region of Model (T24S and above) 

With the exception of mountain front recharge, values assigned to most 

parameters are kept the same as those calibrated in the USGS 1991 model as new 

information is not available since that study. The USGS 1971 and 1991 model-simulated 

heads in the northern parts of the valley depict a bias as they tend to be ten to twenty feet 

greater than those observed in the field. This may be attributed to introducing too much 

recharge in the Coso and Argus Ranges (3170 ac-ft/yr) and too little recharge in the 

Sierra Nevada mountains (6280 ac-ft/yr), as suggested by Watt [1993]. Watt suggests 

that the recharge distribution may be on the order of 1585 ac-ft/yr from the Coso Range 

and 792 ac-ft/yr from the Argus Range with the excess recharge actually occurring in the 

Sierra Nevada region in the more southwestern regions of Indian Wells Valley. 

The US Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) in 1993 also published estimates of 

recharge for the Coso watershed of 975 ac-ft/yr based upon the percentage of vegetation 

indicating recharge potential. During the calibration process for this model, 1040 ac-ft/yr 
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is assigned to the Coso and Argus ranges. This value agrees well with the USBR 

estimates. Comparison of the current model to the 1991 model indicates that a twenty to 

thirty foot head reduction has occurred in the northern regions of the model after 

decreasing the Coso and Argus recharge. 

East-Central Region of Model (South of T24S to T27S; East of R39E) 

Simulated water levels in both the 1991 USGS groundwater model and the current 

model overall are not consistent with those observed in the central portions of the valley 

where observation data and aquifer property information are abundant. Parts of this 

region consistently show positive head residuals. Head residual errors for some 

observation wells are twenty feet. Perhaps the VCONT term at this location is too low, 

restricting the downward percolation of flow. 

West-Central Region of Model (South ofT24S to T27S; West o.fR40E) 

This area appears to be particularly sensitive to the amount of recharge and the 

zonal transmissivity assigned to not only this region but also to the southwestern segment 

of the model. 

Evidence of thick clay deposits in USBR wells installed in 1993 in the west .. 

central zone prompted the addition of model layer 3. This new information combined 

with USBR transmissivity estimates, available since the publication of the USGS 1991 

groundwater flow model, provokes a re-examination of the high transmissivity rates 

assigned in previous models. 

The steady-state error at observation wells ranges from-12.3 feet to +21.7 feet. 

The greatest head residuals occur in the vicinity of Inyokern. 
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Southeastern Region of Model (South of T26S; East of R39E) 

Berenbrock and Martin [ 1991] note that the substantial discrepancy between 

simulated and observed heads in the southeastern part of the basin may be attributed to 

pumping that occurred during the interval designated as steady-state. This discrepancy is 

present in the current steady-state simulation as pumping is not simulated. A combined 

1000 ac-ft/yr extraction is reported in this region during 1920 and 1921 for pumping 

wells with GMS ID 108 and 111. These wells have not been assigned a state well 

identification number or any name. Heads calculated at GMS ID points 103 (27S/40E-

02M01 ), 104 (27S/40E-10B01), and 105 (27S/40E-10D0l) are respectively 14.4, 9.9, and 

10 feet greater than those measured in the field for 1920 and 1921. 

Transmissivity, primarily, is the only parameter adjusted during the calibration 

process in this region, as mountain-front recharge to this zone is minimal to zero. Model 

calibration suggests that the transmissivities in this area are very low, as determined by 

Berenbrock and Martin (1991), and the transmissivity may be on the order of 300 ft2/day. 

Southwestern Region of Model (South of T26S; West of R40E) 

The future development of a successful water management program depends upon 

correct assessment of the volume of water being provided to Indian Wells Valley via 

mountain front recharge. Understanding the interaction between recharge and aquifer 

parameters such as transmissivity in the southwestern portion of the basin, therefore, is 

critical as this area delivers the greatest amount of recharge. Based upon model 

calibration results, it is clear that continued investigation is necessary to accurately 
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activity to provide a unique solution. 
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The largest head discrepancy in Indian Wells Valley occurs in the southwestern 

region in T27S, R38E. The water level in steady-state observation well 27S/38E-01M01 

is 95.2 feet greater than that simulated by the current model. 

Several combinations of transmissivity for zones 33 and 34 are attempted in the 

calibration process based upon the wide variation of transmissivity estimates in this 

region. Depending upon the amount of recharge assigned to adjacent locations, the entire 

southwestern and west-central regions are impacted greatly. 

Unfortunately, only water level measurements taken from a single well may be 

used to characterize steady-state conditions in this region. More information is needed to 

make accurate hydrologic statements in southwest IWV. 

6.4.2 Steady-State Water Budget 

Examination of the steady-state water balance provides a good check on model 

performance as inflows should equal outflow ( table 4 ). 
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TABLE 4. 
STEADY-STATE WATER BUDGET (AC-FT/YR) 

IN OUT 

STORAGE 0 STORAGE 0 

CONSTANT HEAD 0 CONSTANT HEAD 97.9 

WELLS 4736.3 WELLS 0 

ET 0 ET 4642.2 

TOTAL IN 4736.3 TOTAL OUT 4740.2 

The "wells" designation in the positive water budget summary actually represents 

the amount of recharge assigned to the model via injection wells. The steady-state water 

budget percent discrepancy is-0.08. 

6.4.3 Transient-State Model Calibration 

Several criteria are used in this investigation to evaluate transient model 

calibration success. One method for transient-state simulations involves the use of well 

hydrographs at specific, key locations. Model calculated heads in feet above mean sea 

level (amsl) for all stress periods are plotted on the ordinate along with heads measured at 

discrete points in time. Time in years is plotted on the abscissa. Well hydrographs are 

shown in FIGURES 20 through 24 and are constructed for the following wells (table 5). 
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TABLE 5. 
WELL HYDROGRAPH LOCATIONS 

Resdonal Location State Well ID 
North of China Lake 24S/40E-34E01 
South of China Lake 26S/40E-O 1002 
West of China Lake 26S/40E-06E01 

Northwest IWV 25S/38E-23GO 1 
Inyokem 26S/39E-07NO 1 

Southwest IWV 27S/38E-O IMO 1 
Intermediate Area 26S/39E-24R01 
Intermediate Area 26S/40E-30K02 
Near China Lake 26S/40E-22P01 
Near China Lake 26S/40E-23CO 1 

Ridgecrest 27S/40E-04C02 
Ridgecrest 27S/40E-03RO 1 

Preferentia11y, data from monitoring we11s is used for calibration purposes when 

only one screened interval exists for the well completed within a single aquifer. For 

regions were water level information is scarce, it is necessary to stray from these ideal 

conditions by incorporating wells that provide some information even though it may not 

be an accurate retlection of the water level for a particular layer. Wells with abundant 

water level information spanning several decades are selected preferentially over wells 

with data collected over short time intervals. 
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FIGURE 22. Southwest 
hydrograph; g = 27S/38E
O IMO I; Intermediate Area 
hydrographs; h = 26S/39E-
24R01; i = 26S/40E-30K02 
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General observation of well hydro graphs indicates overall good calibration prior 

to 1986 for all wells examined with the exception of 27S/38E-01M01, 26S/39E-19Q01, 

and 26S/40E-23C01. In the vicinity of27S/38E-01M01 and 26S/39E-19Q01 the 

calibrated parameters of recharge and transmissivity are poorly understood. The rate of 

recharge in the southwest portion of the valley is not known adequately, complicating 

delineation of this parameter. Transmissivity estimates in zones 31, 33, and 34 are 

variable. Well 27S/38E-01M01 is on the boundary between transmissivity zones 33 and 

34. Slug tests conducted on USBR wells completed in zone 33 produced transmissivity 

estimates of 80 ft2/day and 54 ft'/day while pump tests for a well in zone 34 indicates a 

transmissivity of 93583 ft2/day. Many of the USBR slug test results are questionable due 

to incomplete well development. The presence of a fault as a potential horizontal flow 

barrier complicates the interpretation of the transmissivity in the southwest region. Well 

26S/39E-19QO 1 is completed in transmissivity zone 31 where specific capacity tests 

suggest transmissivity of 14438 ft'/day. Perhaps the transmissivity assigned to the model 

should be greater to account for the negative head residual at this location. The 

southwest part of the basin also lacks important transmissivity estimates for zones 24, 32, 

and 35. These zones are important due to their proximity to natural recharge locations. 

The positive head residual for well 26S/40E-23CO 1 is attributed to artificial recharge 

from the Ridgecrest Regional Wastewater Treatment Facility. 

After 1986 a noticeable decrease in calibration accuracy is noted throughout the 

model region. This basin-wide discrepancy in head residual is attributed to the lack of 

accurate pumping rate information from 1986 to 1998 throughout most of the valley, 
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although rates for IWVWD and IMC Chemicals production wells are relatively complete. 

In addition, between 1986 and 1998 a lack of basin-wide distribution of observed heads 

for use during calibration is noted. Both of these circumstances hinder calibration 

attempts. A summary of model calibration results for the transient system is presented by 

region. 

Basin-wide error distribution for transient conditions is presented as scatterplots 

and calibration targets for 1946, 1953, 1965, 1975, 1985, 1994, and 1997 in FIGURES 25 

through 28. 
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FIGURE 26. 1965 (top) and 1975 (bottom) scatterplots and calibration targets. 
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The scatterplot and calibration target plot for 1946 (FIGURE 25) demonstrates a 

positive head residual bias. For observation point locations with data, this bias is 

predominantly within five feet. Three points have a residual beyond ten feet ranging 

from-96 feet for well 27S/38E-01M01 to+ 18 for well 27S/38E-07R01. 

The remaining scatterplots for steady-state layer 2 transient-state observation 

years 1953, 1965, 1975, 1985, 1994, and 1997 show a uniform distribution of points 

about the 45 degree line. 

Northern Region of Model (I'24S and above) 

For years where water level data are available for the northern portion of Indian 

Wells Valley, model calculated heads are on average within five feet of those observed. 
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The greatest deviation occurs in 1953 (FIGURE 25) at observation well 24S/40E-34EO 1 

where the model calculates a head 20. 7 feet below that observed. 

Water level and aquifer parameter data in T24S/R39E, T24S/R40E, T23S/39E, 

and T23S/40E are necessary to characterize the complete northern region adequately. 

Data in this region is poor to non-existent due to military restriction. Development in the 

region, as a result, is unlikely, and the priority for this information is low. 

East-Central Region of Model (South ofT24S to T27S; East of R39E) 

Water level observation points in east-central I.WV are the most dense in 

comparison to the rest of the model. Despite this clustering of observation points, model 

calculated heads are consistently higher throughout the transient simulation than those 

observed. This region is influenced greatly by artificial recharge simulated in the model, 

accounting for most of the positive head residual. The greatest positive head residuals 

may be found in GMS transmissivity zones 14 and 15. 

In transmissivity zone 43, negative head residuals occur near the lnyokem 

Community Services District Plant around well 26S/40E-19P01. Artificial recharge from 

the Inyokem Community Services District Plant is not simulated in the model. This 

region is well calibrated during 1946 and 1953. The negative head residual is greater 

than ten feet in 1965 (FIGURE 26) even though the plant was not in operation until 1973 

by USGS reports. This region is better calibrated in 1975, and by 1985 only well 

26S/40E-19P01 had a negative head residual beyond ten feet. The lack of observed water 

level data for 1994 and 1997 complicate calibration efforts. 

West-Central Region of Model (South of T24S to T27S; West of R40E) 
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With the exception of 1994 and 1997 heads, transient years observed demonstrate 

relatively low head residuals. Well 26S/39E-07N01 shows a positive residual of 26 feet 

during 1953. By 1965 the residual error for 26S/39E-07N01 is within the calibration 

target. The 1985 simulation demonstrates a-23.8 head residual at well 25S/38E-13D01. 

Southeastern Region of Model (South of T26S; East of R39E) 

Observation wells in the southeastern portion of the valley during 1965 indicate 

that the model is calculating heads approximately 10 to 15 feet above those observed in 

the field. Data is scarce in 1946 and 1953 in this region. Between 1975 and 1997 the 

overall head residual error is reduced due to increased production elsewhere in the valley. 

Southwestern Region of Model (South of T26S; West of R40E) 

Due to the lack of data in southwest IWV during the early stages of groundwater 

development, only information from the transient-state model may be used to postulate 

behavior in this zone. The southwestern portion of the model depicts the greatest head 

residual error in the valley. It also shows the greatest water level gradient within a mere 

one-half mile between observation points, consistently apparent over time. SigmaPlot 

FIGURE 29 shows this extreme gradient in the southwest part ofIWV. 
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The presence of a fault acting as a barrier to groundwater flow is examined in 

previous sections. The result of simulating this barrier via the horizontal flow barrier 

(HFB) package in MODFLOW produces only slight differences in model simulated 

heads compared to runs in which the HFB option is disabled. The desired effect of the 

simulated barrier is to trap recharge so that it might be supplied to wells 27S/38E-02C01, 

27S/38E-01M01, and 27S/38E-23F01 to compensate for the negative head residual 

discrepancy between the model and measured heads. Flow vectors depicting 1994 

conditions indicate that recharge is crossing the HFB as shown in FIGURE 30. This 

barrier is not entirely impervious as flow vectors still pass through as opposed to being 

deflected along boundary perimeters. These flow vectors also show that the 2530 m3 /day 

recharge assigned in the vicinity of Freeman Gulch does not flow towards the central 

portion of the valley but rather it flows in the direction of the El Paso Mountains. 



Vectors show the radial groundwater flow pattern to well fields at the Intermediate 

region, Inyokern, and agricultural locations. FIGURE 30 also demonstrates natural 

recharge locations depicted in yellow. 

FIGURE 30. 1994 flow vectors; Locations in yellow are natural recharge 
locations numbered with GMS IDs. 

It may be possible that the barrier actually extends further south than is 
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documented by Kunkel and Chase [ 1969] or is simulated by the current model in GMS in 

order to intercept much of the recharge from the Sierra Nevada. A simulation extending 

the HFB more to the north and to the south based upon 1994 flow vectors is attempted to 

determine if the recharge will be intercepted by SW wells. This extension did not capture 

enough recharge to warrant this change. Head declines in wells over decades are evident 

in the calibration target GMS plots. Well 27S/38E-01M01 shows a 20.8 decline in the 
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model-simulated water level between 1946 and 1985 when the observed decline is only a 

few feet. 

6.4.4 Transient-State Water Budget 

Tables 6 and 7 show the transient-state water budgets for 1985 and 1998, 

respectively. 

TABLE 6. 
1985 TRANSIENT-STATE WATER BUDGET (AC-FT/YR) 

IN OUT 

STORAGE 20743 STORAGE 126.8 

CONSTANT HEAD 0 CONSTANT HEAD 0 

WELLS 4989 WELLS 23063 

ET 0 ET 2536 

GHB 0 GHB 4.9 

TOTAL IN 25731 TOTAL OUT 25731 
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TABLE 7. 
1998 TRANSIENT-STATE WATER BUDGET (AC-FT/YR) 

IN OUT 

STORAGE 26177 STORAGE 70.7 

CONSTANT HEAD 0 CONSTANT HEAD 0 

WELLS 4989 WELLS 28960 

ET 0 ET 2131 

GHB 0 GHB 3.8 

TOTAL IN 31168 TOTAL OUT 31165 

The percent discrepancy for the transient-state water budgets for all stress periods 

is zero. The water budget indicates that the evapotranspiration rate decreases over time 

during the transient simulation. By 1985 the ET rate decreased to 2536 ac-ft/yr. This 

decrease is to be expected due to local water table declines. As the water sinks below the 

ET extinction depth, evapotranspiration ceases. The model simulated 1953 ET rate of 

4137 ac-ft/yr agrees well with St. Amand's [1986] estimate for a 1953 ET rate of 4700 

ac-ft/yr. 

6.5 Drawdown 

Drawdown may be defined as the head difference at a location between initial 

time (to) and time (t) during transient conditions resulting from stresses imposed upon the 

system. An analysis of drawdown in model layers 1 and 2 for 1953, 1965, 1975, 1985, 

and 1997 is made to access the effects of pumping on the water table (FIGURES 31 

through 35). Positive values indicate groundwater declines while negative values show 
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water mounding. A drawdown plot for 1997 is provided; however, it should be regarded 

as an estimate of the actual drawdown as pumping records are not complete after 1985. 

1994 through 1998 represents the most accurate pumping records since 1985 for the 

major producers in the valley. Contour plots are generated readily in GMS version 2.1 by 

reading the drawdown file produced in MODFLOW. 

By 1953, the drawdown cone in the Intermediate and Ridgecrest was forty feet. 

Evidence of drawdown (20 feet) in the Inyokern vicinity was visible by 1953. 1953 

drawdown plots of layer 1 indicate groundwater mounding in the vicinity of artificial 

recharge. The effects of pumping are very distinct in the Intermediate, Ridgecrest, and 

Inyokern districts by 1965, and the degree of mounding due to artificial recharge to layer 

1 has increased. The area influenced by production in layer 2 continues to expand in 

1975. An important change occurs by 1975 in the upper aquifer as 20 feet of drawdown 

is depicted in the southwestern portion of layer 1. The extent of this drawdown in layer 1 

expands northeastward by 1985. The effect of groundwater extraction for agricultural 

purposes in the northwestern part of the regional aquifer is evident in 1985. More 

pumping rate information is needed to characterize drawdown for 1997 adequately. 

However, if the model is an indication of the stresses currently found within IWV, 

regions experiencing water declines are growing, particularly in the central and 

southeastern parts of the valley. Drawdown in the upper aquifer appears to expand 

northeasterly from the Intermediate region over the decades. If this trend continues, the 

possibility exists for contaminated water in the upper aquifer to be intercepted by the 

lower, regional aquifer. 
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FIGURE 31. 1953 water table drawdown plot [in feet]. 
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1965 Drawdown (Layers 1 and 2) 
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FIGURE 32. 1965 water table drawdown plot [in feet]. 
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1975 Drawdown (Layers 1 and 2) 
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FIGURE 33. 1975 water table drawdown plot [in feet]. 
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1985 Drawdown (Layers 1 and 2) 
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FIGURE 34. 1985 water table drawdown plot [in feet]. 
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1997 Drawdown (Layers 1 and 2) 
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FIGURE 35. 1997 water table drawdown plot [in feet]. 
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6.6 Statistical Analysis of Model Error 

In order to produce more optimal calibration results, it is advantageous to quantify 

the discrepancy between simulated and observed values. A qualitative assessment based 

only upon comparison between water level contours generated from the model simulation 

versus those that reflect the measured water levels is biased due to the method by which 

contours are constructed. Hanson [ 1996] further elaborates on this concept by discussing 

the limitations of conducting a point by point ( well by well) calibration. This technique 

of using "heads locally" often does not represent the vertical variations in the regional 

system. Errors also result in the horizontal approximation or interpolation of model 

simulated head locations to those locations observed in the field. 

GMS provides some general techniques for calculating the error associated with a 

simulation. These include the mean error, the mean absolute error, and the root mean 

square error. Of the three, the root mean square error is best representative of the true 

error for normally distributed errors. 

Mean error (ME) is the mean difference between model calculated heads and 

heads measured in the field. The mean error combines both positive and negative error 

such that these may cancel each other. Local effects may not be illustrated, so the mean 

error is not considered the best selection for analyzing error. Anderson and Woessner 

[1992] describe computation of the mean error: 

where: 
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n= the number of simulations 

hm = measured head 

hs = simulated head 

The mean absolute error (MAE) eliminates the problem of misrepresentation of 

total error by sign cancellation. Mean absolute error is given by Anderson and Woessner 

[1992] by: 

1 n 

MAE=-Ll(hm -hs)il 
n i=I 

The root mean square (RMS) or standard deviation error may be calculated by 

[Anderson and Woessner 1992]: 

Error calculations for the steady-state system are segregated according to the 

model layer for observation points. Table 8 summarizes ME, MAE, and RMS error 

calculated by GMS. 

TABLE 8. 
STEADY-STATE GMS ERROR SUMMARY 

GMS simulation ME MAE RMS 

layer 1 wells 2.83 5.38 7.64 

layer 2 wells 0.98 7.11 14.35 

Upon examination of Table 8, it is evident that judging model calibration solely 

according to the mean error would be erroneous. Less than one foot of error is calculated 
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for layer 2 wells in the final steady state simulation. A plot of the calibration target for 

these observations indicates a head residual of-95.2 for well 27S/38E-01M01. This 

regional error is clearly beyond that calculated as mean error. 

Transient-state ME, MAE, and RMS error is calculated by GMS for 1946, 1953, 

1965, 1975, 1985, 1994, and 1997. The worst scenarios occur for 1994 and 1997, as 

expected due to the inclusion of observation well 27S/38E-23F01 with head residuals in 

excess of four-hundred feet for 1994 and 1997. Results are summarized in Table 9. 

TABLE 9. 
TRANSIENT-STATE GMS ERROR SUMMARY 

GMS Simulation ME MAE RMS 
ti 

1946 -2.52 8.20 21.89 

1953 -2.46 7.40 17.67 

1965 -3 .65 7.59 16.69 

1975 -4.28 7.30 17.27 

1985 -5.85 7.95 18.26 

1994 -20.77 30.68 86.46 

1997 -17.82 25.48 78.76 

All of these indicators provide a description of the overall error produced by the 

system, but they do not reveal the spatial variations in the error distribution that are 

critical in adjusting system behavior during model calibration as they are a summary of 

the total system error. Furthermore, these methods are dependent upon observed head 
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information. If observed head data are not distributed evenly over the model region, error 

will contain a bias as all model areas do not participate in the calculation. This situation 

occurs in this model due to the lack of data in northern IWV. An automated calibration 

using PEST or some equivalent code that calculates the covariance matrix and correlation 

coefficients would provide more information about the spatial variability for the 

calibrated parameters. Scatterplots and calibration targets also are a means of assessing 

spatial error distribution. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
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A sensitivity analysis is useful in examining the importance of a parameter' s 

impact on the overall system behavior. The sensitivity assessment may be conducted 

either prior or subsequent to model calibration. Sensitivity analysis results prior to model 

calibration may serve as a guide regarding parameters that have the most influence on the 

hydrologic system. 

For this study, a sensitivity analysis is performed after model calibration under 

steady-state conditions for recharge, transmissivity of layers 2 and 3 combined, 

maximum rates of evapotranspiration, hydraulic conductivity of layer 1, and leakance 

between layers 1 and 2 and 2 and 3. In addition to the above parameters, the primary 

storage coefficients for all model layers and the secondary storage coefficient of layer 2 

are analyzed for the 1985 transient simulation. A sensitivity analysis of pumping rates 

for 1985 is not conducted as this parameter well known. The effects on the hydraulic 

head of layers 1 and 2 are examined. Head changes to layer 3 are not analyzed as key 

interest in this investigation is directed to the water levels in the two uppermost layers. 

Changes in head produced by altering each parameter are examined, providing a 

regional indication of where these parameters have the greatest impact. The most notable 

sensitivity analysis results occurs for Layer 2 in both steady and transient-state models 

where the model is receptive to changes in the leakance from layer 2 to layer 3, recharge, 

and transmissivity. 
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7.1 Hydraulic Conductivity 

The hydraulic conductivity of layer 1 is varied at 0.1 and 10 times the calibrated 

value for steady-state and transient-state models. In theory, heads should increase when 

the hydraulic conductivity is decreased as greater restriction on the downward flux of 

water is presented. Both steady and transient-state models support this relationship. 

Head changes in the transient simulation were much more pronounced than were those in 

the steady-state model. Decreasing the hydraulic conductivity by a factor of ten in the 

transient model increased the head at one location by 60 feet. Major changes are 

confined to the uppermost aquifer as this is where hydraulic conductivity is defined; 

however, some head alterations are noted in layer 2. FIGURES 36 and 37 depict these 

changes for steady and transient-state simulations, respectively. 
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Sensitivity Analysis 
Transient-State Hydraulic Conductivity 
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7.2 Leakance 

Leakance between layers 1 and 2 and layers 2 and 3 are altered by a factor of ten 

above and below calibrated values (FIGURES 38-42). Raising the leakance by a factor 

of ten between layers 1 and 2 produces interesting results in layer 2 heads. Most of the 

changes were produced below the upper aquifer; however, heads are increased up to 9 

feet in the southeast while being decreased by 10 feet in the east-central part of the 

valley. This behavior seems reasonable when considering that an increase in leakance 

from one layer will decrease the head in that layer while increasing the head in the layer 

immediately below. Significant head changes in the transient model due to decreasing 

the leakance between layers 2 and 3 by a factor of ten are produced in the southwest 

portion ofIWV. All of the plots show a trend of part of the valley to experience an 

increase in heads while those in another part of the valley decrease. 
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Sensitivity Analysis 
Steady and Transient-State Leal-t..age (Layer 1 to 2) 
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FIGURE 39. Steady and transient-state leakance (layer 1 to 2) analysis. 
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Sensitivity Analysis 
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FIGURE 41. Steady-state leakance (layer 2 to 3) analysis. 
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7.3 Transmissivity 

Transmissivity values for both layers 2 and 3 are altered simultaneously for the 

analysis at one-half and twice the calibrated values. An increase in transmissivity should 

decrease heads if all other parameters are held constant. Under steady-state conditions 

this expectation is supported as indicated by FIGURE 43. The most extreme variations in 

hydraulic head are produced by lowering calibrated transmissivities by one-half in layer 2 

of the steady-state simulation. In the far southwestern region of the model next to the 

mountain front recharge, head variations of 650 feet and 700 feet are produced for this 

particular sensitivity analysis run. 
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FIGURE 43. Steady-state transmissivity analysis; Layer 1 (0.5 X) increased 
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The transient system transmissivity sensitivity analysis produces results contrary 

to what might be expected. A decrease in transmissivity of one-half actually decreased 

heads by ten feet in the uppermost layer. Decreasing the transmissivity by one-half 

decreases heads in some portions of layer 2 while heads are increased in other parts of 

layer 2. This simulation in particular is interesting as the reduction in transmissivity 

mirrors the effects on head produced by pumping. The opposite behavior, only with 

slightly less magnitude, occurs in layer two when the transmissivity is raised to twice the 

calibrated values. These results are shown in FIGURE 44. 
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FIGURE 44. Transient-state transmissivity analysis. 
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7 .4 Recharge 

Both steady and transient-state systems respond uniformly to alterations of one-

half to twice the calibrated values (FIGURES 45 and 46). As recharge is decreases, head 

decreases, as expected. The greatest changes occur when the recharge is increased to 

twice the calibrated values in layer 2. 
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FIGURE 45. Steady-state recharge analysis; Layer 1 (0.5 X) decreased heads; 
Layer 2 (0.5 X) decreased heads; Layer 1 (2 X) increased heads. 
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FIGURE 46. Steady and transient-state recharge analysis; Layer 2 (2 X) 
increased heads; Layer 2 (0.5 X) decreased heads; Layer 2 (2 X) increased heads. 
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7.5 Storage Coefficient 

The effects of altering the storage coefficient by one-half and twice the calibrated 

values are examined for both primary and secondary storage coefficients. As the storage 

coefficient is changed, it is expected that changes in head will be proportional. The 

model indicates that head changes vary depending upon location within the valley. 

Primary Storage Coefficient 

The effects of adjusting the primary storage coefficient of all model layers are 

variable throughout the valley. Changes to the primary storage coefficient of layer 1 

produce notable head changes in layer 1 only (FIGURE 47). Layer 2 heads are sensitive 

to changes in the primary storage coefficient of layer 3 but not to those of layer 2 

(FIGURES 47 and 48). Alterations to the primary storage coefficient oflayer two fail to 

generate changes in excess of one foot. Reducing the primary storage coefficient of layer 

3 by one-half increases head in the far northwestern and southwestern segments of the 

model while decreasing the heads in the other model regions. 
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I 
FIGURE 47. Transient-state primary storage coefficient with changes to layers 1 
(PSl) and layer 3 (PS3). 
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Secondary Storage Coefficient 

Layer 2 shows significant impact by increasing the secondary storage coefficient 

to twice the calibrated values. As depicted in FIGURE 48, the north-central regions of 

the valley are not affected, the far northwest corner and southwest corner of the model 

region experience decreased heads, and the rest of the valley heads are increased. This 

behavior is noted for the layer 2 change in heads upon decreasing the primary storage 

coefficient of layer 3. Head changes in layer 1 due to alterations in the secondary storage 

coefficient do not exceed 9 feet 

7.6 Evapotranspiration Rate 

Sensitivity analysis for the evapotranspiration rate is conducted at one-half and 

two times the value used in the steady and transient-state models (1.25 ft/yr.). Head 

changes for the steady-state model do not exceed three feet, and the greatest head change 

for the transient model is five feet. These changes largely are confined to layer one in the 

China Lake playa vicinity. Plots of sensitivity analysis for the evapotranspiration rate are 

not generated due to the parameter's insensitivity. 



8.1 Conclusions 
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Major questions and issues posed throughout this investigation involve the 

sustainability of the present community oflndian Wells Valley given the demand on 

water resources. To address these issues adequately, the amount of recharge delivered to 

the basin, amount of groundwater extracted from the system, and an assessment of 

groundwater pathways need to be characterized. The proper delineation of flow paths 

depends upon the correct representation of aquifer parameters. Model calibration 

indicates that these parameters are consistent throughout most of the basin with the 

exception of the southwestern and east-central portions of the model. These key regions 

prompt close examination of parameter relationships and anthropogenic influence. 

Contamination in the vicinity of the intermediate area, where groundwater 

extraction is heaviest may threaten the potable groundwater supply in the lower aquifer if 

annual pumping is increased beyond the rate of nearly 30000 ac-ft/yr simulated in the 

1998 transient model. The model presents evidence of a gradient reversal from the China 

Lake playa in the upper, perched aquifer towards the regional aquifer. Drawdown in the 

upper aquifer due to groundwater extraction in the regional aquifer is depicted in model 

results by 1975 (see section 6.5). The extent of drawdown continues to expand 

northeastward towards the contaminated region in the upper aquifer. Model heads in this 

region typically are greater than those observed, suggesting that the actual drawdown 



may be greater than the simulated drawdown. 

The model supports the USBR theory of lesser amounts of recharge being 

supplied to the valley floor on the order of 4 700 ac-ft/yr based upon transmissivity 

calibration (section 6.3.6). This lower amount of recharge is attributed to assigning 

lower transmissivity values to polygonal zones and to subdividing the regional aquifer 

into two separate model layers. 
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Model generated heads are not in agreement with those observed in the southwest 

region during steady and transient-state simulations (section 6.4.3). It is likely that 

southwest IWV recharge exceeds the assigned 4343 ac-ft/yr (GMS recharge IDs 141, 142, 

and 144) to produce the water levels observed in T27S, R38E wells. This recharge, 

however, does not reach the central valley according to consistency between model 

calculated and observed heads throughout most of the basin. The gradient in the 

southwestern part of the basin is not directed toward Indian Wells Valley where the 

greatest amount of recharge is assigned at GMS IDs 142 and 144 (section 6.4.1). It is 

likely that faulting activity plays a role in either intercepting or deflecting recharge from 

the Sierra Nevada. Wells completed within a few tenths of a mile of one another in 

similar sediments produce vastly different transmissivity values. Very high 

transmissivities are noted in well 27S/38E-08M03 (section 4.4.4). The anomalously low 

transmissivities of the USBR wells in this area is most likely attributed to incomplete 

well development in combination with the presence of a fault serving as a barrier to flow. 

Further calibration also is necessary in the east-central part of the model west of 

the China Lake playa. Much less artificial recharge is assigned to this model than in the 
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USGS 1991 model (section 5.14.2). In spite of this reduction, a positive head residual 

greater than ten feet during 1994 and 1997 exists for wells 26S/40E-27D01 and 26S/40E-

22P01 in the vicinity receiving artificial recharge (see section 6.4.3). The overall 

reduction in artificial recharge produces an improvement in model calibration in the east

central region. A better understanding of the amount of artificial recharge being 

delivered to the upper aquifer is needed to characterize this region more adequately. 

Further deep borehole investigation in an east-west transect may warrant 

expansion of the upper aquifer to encompass most of the valley as China Lake deposited 

thick lacustrine sediments throughout the valley. This clay layer separates the coarse 

sediments shed from the surrounding mountains (section 6.3.4). The Airport Lake Fault 

Zone and the Little Lake Fault Zone just west of the upper aquifer unit may influence the 

continuity of the upper aquifer across the basin. This alteration to the current model 

would produce a modification of the groundwater flow regime that may simulate natural 

conditions more adequately. 

Results from the modeling effort should not be applied in making groundwater 

management decisions in those regions of the valley with poorly defined parameters such 

as the northeastern (T24S and above) and southwestern (T27S, R3 8E) sections. 

8.2 Recommendations 

Based upon the results and the conclusions determined in this investigation, 

recommendations for future work are presented. Alterations to the current model in 

GMS are necessary, particularly in the southwest portion of the model. Examination of 



parameter values used in the model should be made, starting with field investigations. 

8.2.1 Additional recharge investigation 

The volume of recharge being delivered to IWV via ephemeral streams in the 

surrounding mountains is one of the most poorly defined parameters in the current 

model. Yet it is perhaps the most critical parameter influencing the amount of 

groundwater that may be extracted from IWV. Recharge may be estimated through 

several approaches discussed below. 
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One method that may be used to estimate the potential recharge to the basin uses 

chloride-balance calculations (described by Dettinger) [1989]. The chloride-balance 

technique "equates chloride in recharge water and runoff to chloride deposited in 

mountainous recharge-source areas by precipitation and dry fallout", [Dettinger 1989, p. 

55]. Regions in Indian Wells Valley receiving recharge have been well defined over the 

last several decades. This distinction is critical in accessing the potential volume of 

recharge using the chloride-balance method. Locations where this method is employed 

need to be researched for appreciable amounts of chloride derived from non-atmospheric 

sources which could complicate analysis. 

Another approach is the Maxey-Eakin technique. The Maxey-Eakin technique for 

estimating potential recharge has been used in arid Nevada basins extensively over 

decades. This method involves estimating the total volumes of precipitation falling 

between user specified altitudes in mountain regions. This volume is reduced for 

evaporative losses, and the resulting recharge is an estimate of the total, potential natural 
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recharge. The Maxey-Eakin method does not take into account the substrate to which 

recharge is being applied or climatic factors. The nature of sediments in the vicinity 

where recharge is applied will control the downward percolation of water. Therefore, the 

Maxey-Eakin technique is an overestimate of the actual recharge that a basin is likely to 

receive [Watson, et al. 1976]. The US Bureau of Reclamation suggested in 1993 that this 

method be applied to Indian Wells Valley. In 1997 Ostdick used the Maxey-Eakin 

method to estimate a potential recharge to the southwestern portion of Indian Wells 

Valley for 1994-1995 of 4125 ac-ft/yr. The 1994-1995 water year is one of the wettest on 

record, and it is probably representative of the greater amount of recharge delivered to 

the southwest IWV. It is recommended that this method be applied to precipitation data 

over a more extensive time interval for several canyons surrounding the basin in all of the 

surrounding mountain ranges for a more complete estimate of the potential recharge. 

8.2.2 Additional Evapotranspiration Studies 

To obtain a better understanding of the evapotranspiration effects in Indian Wells 

Valley, it is recommended that a technique similar to that presented in Malek and others 

[1990] be utilized to calculate the actual evapotranspiration values as these may vary 

from the potential evapotranspiration estimates currently available. Malek's study 

focuses on Pilot Valley in the Utah West Desert. Like Indian Wells Valley, Pilot Valley 

is characterized by internal drainage and discharge by evapotranspiration near playas. ET 

stations are constructed to measure temperature, vapor pressure gradients, and wind 

speed. This information is used to estimate the Bowen ratio, sensible and latent heat 



fluxes. The potential evapotranspiration (ET p) may be calculated with a modified 

version of the Penman equation: 

Where: 

LETp = [cal cm·2 daf1
] 

Rn= [cal cm·2 daf1
] 

G= [cal cm·2 day·11 

Li= slope of the saturation vapor pressure-temperature curve [mbar 0 C-1
] 

y = psychrometric constant [ mbar 0 C-1
] 

U2 = wind speed at 2m height [km day· 1] 

e5 = saturation vapor pressure ( the mean value at the daily maximum and 

minimum temperature at 2m) [mbar] 
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ea = the actual vapor pressure ( at the daily average dew point temperature at 2m) 

[mbar] 

ET P [ mm day-1] may be calculated from LET p( 41840/L ), where L = 2500800 -

2366.8 T(°C). 

Researchers such as Ullman [1985] and Allison and Barnes [1985] suggest that 

empirical techniques may overestimate the amount of evapotranspiration that takes place 

on playa surfaces. Direct measurements of the chloride content in the playa region will 

provide estimates of the evapotranspiration according to Ullman [1985], and an analysis 

of the deuterium depth profiles allows approximation of evapotranspiration, using a 
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method developed by Allison and Barnes (1985]. 

8.2.3 Additional Transmissivity Information 

Many of the transmisivity values calculated from slug tests conducted on the 

wells installed by the Bureau of Reclamation and summarized in the USBR 1993 report 

are regarded as low by the Bureau of Reclamation. Incomplete development of these 

wells is sited as problematic in producing transmissivity values that adequately represent 

the alluvium in the southwestern portion of the valley. It is recommended that these 

wells be properly developed with subsequent aquifer tests conducted to re-evaluate the 

transmissivity distribution. Perhaps step-drawdown tests during which pumping is 

increased at equal intervals conducted over several hours may be employed as these tests 

are less expensive than are lengthy constant-rate pump tests. Useful information about 

step-drawdown tests is presented in Mogg [1969], Birsoy and Summers [1980), and 

Kawecki [1995]. In particular, wells completed in township 27S, range 38E should be 

re-examined as the transmissivities here greatly will impact the amount of recharge 

distributed throughout the valley. 

It may be beneficial to evaluate transmissivity distributions throughout the valley 

independently of model calibration, as opposed to the approach used in the USGS 1991 

groundwater model. Point transmissivities derived from calculation based upon aquifer 

and slug tests in addition to transmissivity estimates from empirical calculation using 

specific capacities could be used as input for kriging over the entire basin. Kriging of 

transmissivities or hydraulic conductivities could provide a statistical alternative that may 
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be beneficial when combined with careful examination of regional geology. Any trends 

in anisotropy could also be examined using a geostatistical kriging package such as 

GEOEAS, available through the USEP A. The variance produced during kriging could 

guide upper and lower tolerance bounds for later calibration efforts. 

8.2.4 Calibration Method Alternative 

Instead of a trial and error calibration process that allows for modeler bias and is not 

as well documented in terms of the technique used, perhaps automated calibration would 

produce more favorable results [ Anderson and Woessner 1992]. The parameter 

estimation model, PEST, is recommended as it may be used in conjunction with any 

model. Special utilities for MODFLOW and GMS may be used to facilitate input file 

construction. Results would supplement the spatial error analysis of existing scatterplots 

while providing the desired statistical parameter distributions. 

8.2.5 Additional Subsurface Inflow and Outflow Calculations 

Potential inflow sources into IWV and those out of IWV should be investigated 

further based upon the initial information posed by previous workers in IWV. While this 

amount may be minimal, it may help in calibrating east-central IWV. 

8.2.6 Document well production rates and observed water levels 

Model calibration is hindered between 1986 and 1998 due to the lack of adequate 

well pumping rate data throughout the valley. Records relatively are complete for 
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IWVWD and IMC Chemicals. However, rates for many naval production wells are 

lacking during this time interval. Calibration is complicated by the absence of observed 

water levels in the northern portions of the valley where data prior to 1986 was available 

(particularly in townships 25S and 24S). More complete documentation would improve 

model calibration results. 

8.2. 7 GMS Recommendations 

GMS Version 2.1 (the version used for this modeling effort) does not allow 

attributes associated with polygonal regions to be imported or to be exported. These 

areas must be attributed in GMS, and if they subsequently are used in other applications 

such as GIS, they must be reattributed. Depending upon the number of coverages used 

and the complexity of those coverages, this may be a time consuming process. It is 

recommended that future users of GMS take advantage of the newer versions of GMS, 

such as version 3.0, which maintains the integrity of attributes. 

GMS Version 2.1 and 3.0 should be modified in the future to allow the automated 

grids generated in GMS ( with unequal cell dimensions) to be exported from GMS to GIS 

applications for superposition on coverages. Currently, the grid may be exported as an 

image file such as tiff, limiting further application. For Arc View application of GMS 

generated head contours, use of GMS version 3. 0 is recommended. Improvements in 

contour generation in version 3.0 have been made over version 2.1. 



APPENDIX A 
COVERAGES 

Layer 1 parameters hydraulic conductivity, evapotranspiration extinction depth, 

bottom elevation of layer 1, primary storage coefficient, and leakance are presented in 

FIGURE 49. 

(b) 

~ (c) (d) 

I 1l(1()-e A}, 
L M ~ D(e) 

FIGURE 49. Layer 1 parameters; (a) hydraulic conductivity [ft/s]; (b) ET extinction 
depth [ft]; (c) bottom elevation of layer 1 [ft]; (d) primary storage coefficient[-]; (e) 
leakance [ft/s]. 
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FIGURES 50-52 depict coverages for layer 2 and 3 parameters. The coverage 

representing the transmissivity distribution in layer 2 (FIGURE 50c) is based upon 

averages taken of calibrated transmissivity values reported for model cells in the USGS 

1991 model. Polygonal regions of a sufficiently large enough area are created so as not 

to influence grid size determination by GMS. FIGURE 50c depicts the transmissivity 

polygonal coverage used prior to the introduction of model layer 3 while FIGURE 50b 

shows the configuration after layer 3 is added with values provided in table 10. Polygons 

have been numbered according to their ID assignment in GMS. The GMS IDs for 

transmissivity are the same for both layers 2 and 3. FIGURE 51 shows model recharge 

assignments. 

TABLE 10. 
FINAL TRANSMISSIVITY DISTRIBUTION 

GMSID Layer 2 Layer 3 GMSID Layer 2 Layer 3 
transmissivity 

fft2/davl 
transmissivity 

rft2/davl 
transmissivity 

fft2/davl 
transmissivity 

f ft2/davl 
1 1140.96 1554.72 26 552.2 752.44 
2 559.5 762.41 27 84.6 115.3 
3 2830.5 3856.9 28 420 573 
4 2830.5 3856.9 29 1800 1800 
5 548.5 747.46 30 3529 3500 
6 318.15 433.5 31 7500 7500 
7 1371 1859 32 500 400 
8 884.8 1151.1 33 1625 1625 
9 1411.58 1923.46 34 14000 14000 
10 2826.8 3851.91 35 267 353.8 
11 4523.6 6164.05 36 5627 7700 
12 58.51 79.23 37 270.6 368.7 
13 32.54 44.35 38 2000 2725 
14 1200 800 39 3408 3408 
15 750 650 40 5831 5831 
16 150 50 41 3500 3500 
17 400 270 42 1500 1125 
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18 850 1000 43 5000 5000 
19 150 50 44 2000 2000 
20 150 50 45 2475.6 3373.4 
21 1000 1200 46 5627 7709 
22 1500 1700 47 2200 1500 
23 7000 7000 48 1337 1604 
24 146.27 200 49 1871 935.6 
25 277.9 378.71 50 1200 800 

- - - 51 5500 5500 

FIGURE 48d depicting the natural recharge locations and their respective GMS 

IDs is generated in GMS and exported as a Digital Exchange Format (DXF) file. These 

locations coincide with alluvial fan deposits along model perimeters. Final calibrated 

recharge values are presented in table 11. 

TABLE 11. 
CALIBRATED NATURAL RECHARGE 
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TABLE 12. 
CALIBRATED ARTJFICIAL RECHARGE 

GMSID 
150* 

151-154 
155* 
156 

157-161 * 

* Potential source not included in current simulation 

FIGURE 50. Layer 2 and 3 parameters; (a) leakance (layer 2 to 3) [ft/s]; (b) GMS ID for 
transmissivity (layers 2 and 3 ); ( c) transmissivity distribution for layer 2 prior to layer 3 
introduction. 
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(a) b) 

FIGURE 51. Layer 2 parameters; (a) mountain front recharge indicated by 
yellow; (b) artificial recharge locations indicated in yellow ( GMS IDs 151-154 
and 156 simulated in current model). 
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FIGURE 52. Layer 2 and 3 parameters; (a) secondary storage coefficient for 
layer 2 [-]; (b) primary storage coefficient for layer 2 [-]; ( c) primary storage 
coefficient for layer 3 [-]. 
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APPENDIXB 
TRANSMISSIVITY ESTIMATES 

Transmissivity values ( table 15) presented in this appendix guided calibration 
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efforts. Field codes ( table 13) and transmissivity calculation codes ( table 14) are defined 

by the following and are used in table 15: 

TABLE 13. 
TRANSMISSIVITY FIELD :METHOD CODES 

Field Method Code Meaning 
1 Specific Capacity Test 
2 Aquifer Test 
3 Aquifer Test Extrapolation 
4 Slug Test 

TABLE 14. 
TRANSMISSIVITY METHOD OF CALCULATION CODES 

Method of Calculation Code Meaning 
1 Cooper/Jacob Straight Line Method 
2 Empirical adaptation of Theis using 

specific capacity 

3 Extrapolated aquifer thickness to 400 feet 
4 Unknown: from USGS files 

Data source codes are presented in APPENDIX C. 



Observation Pumped 
ID Well Well 

24S/40E-20J01 -999 y 
25S/39E-04R01 -999 y 
25S/39E-04R01 y -999 
25S/39E-04R01 -999 -999 
25S/39E-04R01 -999 y 
25S/39E-12R01 -999 y 
25S/39E-12R01 y -999 
25S/39E-12R01 -999 -999 
25Sl39E-35N01 -999 y 
25S/39E-35N01 -999 y 
25S/39E-35N01 -999 -999 
25S/39E-35N02 y -999 
25S/39E-35N02 -999 -999 
25S/40E-20F01 -999 y 
26S/39E-01 E01 -999 y 
26S/39E-02D01 y -999 
26S/39E-02001 -999 -999 
26S/39E-05F01 -999 y 
26S/39E-11 E01 -999 y 
26S/39E-11 E01 y -999 
26S/39E-11 E01 -999 -999 
26S/39E-11 E02 -999 -999 
26S/39E-15J01 -999 -999 
26S/39E-17F02 -999 -999 
26S/39E-19K01 -999 y 
26S/39E-19Q01 -999 y 
26S/39E-19Q01 -999 y 

26S/39E-20F01 -999 y 

26S/39E-23J01 -999 y 

TABLE 15 
TRANSMISSIVITY VALUES 

Recovery 
Data Transmissivity 
Used [gpd/ft] Date 
-999 800 5/22/53 
-999 127160 99/99/9999 

y 87000 99/99/9999 
-999 243000 99/99/9999 
-999 172134 10/21/53 
-999 87246 10/20/53 

y 62000 99/99/9999 
-999 152000 99/99/9999 
-999 48678 7/29/53 
-999 60000 99/99/9999 
-999 253000 99/99/9999 
-999 44000 99/99/9999 
-999 185000 99/99/9999 
-999 50996 10/21/52 
-999 52800 99/99/9999 
-999 64000 99/99/9999 
-999 269000 99/99/9999 
-999 117900 8f7/52 
-999 74250 7/29/53 

y 116000 99/99/9999 
-999 314000 99/99/9999 
-999 104720 99/99/9999 
-999 19635 8/7/96 
-999 21000 99/99/9999 
-999 112800 10/6/60 
-999 97240 99/99/9999 
-999 158400 3/20/53 
-999 108000 10/17/58 
-999 108000 10/17/60 

Empirical Specific 
Term Capacity Field 

Year [ft3/day] [gpm/ft of dd] Method 
-999 1600 0.5 1 
-999 -999 -999 -999 
1969 -999 -999 2 
1969 -999 -999 3 
-999 2358 73 1 
-999 2358 37 1 
1969 -999 -999 2 
1969 -999 -999 3 
-999 2318 21 1 
1969 -999 -999 2 
1969 -999 -999 3 
1969 -999 -999 2 
1969 -999 -999 3 
-999 2318 22 1 
1920 2400 22 1 
1969 -999 -999 -999 
1969 -999 -999 3 
-999 2358 50 1 
-999 2250 33 1 
1969 -999 -999 2 
1969 -999 -999 3 
-999 -999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 -999 
-999 2400 47 1 
-999 -999 -999 -999 
-999 1600 99 1 
-999 2400 45 1 
-999 2400 45 1 



Observation Pumped 
ID Well Wetl 

26S/39E-24K01 -999 y 

26S/39E-24K01 -999 y 

26S/39E-24K01 y -999 
26S/39E-24K01 -999 -999 
26S/39E-24M01 -999 y 

26S/39E-24M01 -999 y 

26S/39E-24P01 -999 y 

26S/39E-24Q01 -999 y 

26S/39E-24Q01 y -999 
26S/39E-24Q01 -999 -999 
26S/39E-24R01 -999 y 

26S/39E-25D02 -999 y 

26S/39E-25E01 -999 y 

26S/39E-28C02 -999 y 

26S/39E-30C01 -999 y 

26S/39E-30F01 -999 y 

26S/39E-30F01 -999 y 

26S/39E-30J01 -999 y 

26S/40E-01 A02 -999 y 

26S/40E-01 A02 -999 y 

26S/40E-01002 -999 -999 
26S/40E-13A01 -999 -999 
26S/40E-13Q01 -999 -999 
26S/40E-14A01 -999 -999 
26S/40E-17Q02 -999 -999 
26S/40E-19N01 -999 y 

26S/40E-19N01 y -999 
26S/40E-19N01 -999 -999 
26S/40E-19P01 -999 y 

TABLE 15 (CONT) 
TRANSMISSIVITY VALUES 

Recovery 
Data Transmissivity 
Used [gpd/ft] Date 
-999 119680 99/99/9999 
-999 63056 9/7/45 

y 146000 99/99/9999 
-999 178000 99/99/9999 
-999 44880 99/99/9999 
-999 141876 10/26/60 
-999 184664 3/6/58 
-999 56300 4/24/52 

y 155000 99/99/9999 
-999 189000 99/99/9999 
-999 82000 3/5/53 
-999 102780 5/1/50 
-999 105064 5/1/51 
-999 152988 2/11/58 
-999 80245 9/7/45 
-999 149600 99/99/9999 
-999 182412 9/7/45 
-999 142120 99/99/9999 
-999 2244 99/99/9999 
-999 3220 3/17/54 
-999 53.2576 99/99/9999 
-999 1257 8/22/96 
-999 4134.196 7/31/96 
-999 4363.084 8/21/96 
-999 2244 8/6/96 
-999 33600 9/7/45 

y 140000 99/99/9999 
-999 171000 99/99/9999 
-999 40536 11/8/44 

Empirical Specific 
Term Capacity Field 

Year [ft3/day] [gpm/ft of dd] Method 
-999 -999 -999 -999 
-999 2252 28 1 
1969 -999 -999 2 
1969 -999 -999 3 
-999 -999 -999 -999 
-999 2252 63 1 
-999 2252 82 1 
-999 2252 25 1 
1969 -999 -999 2 
1969 -999 -999 3 
-999 2000 41 1 
-999 2284 45 1 
-999 2284 46 1 
-999 2318 66 1 
-999 1459 55 1 
-999 -999 -999 -999 
-999 2252 81 1 
-999 -999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 -999 
-999 2477 1.3 1 
-999 -999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 -999 
-999 2400 14 1 
1969 -999 -999 2 
1969 -999 -999 3 
-999 2252 18 1 



Observation Pumped 
ID Well Well 

26S/40E-19P01 y -999 
26S/40E-19P01 -999 -999 
26S/40E-20N01 -999 y 
26S/40E-22P01 -999 y 
26S/40E-22P03 -999 y 
26S/40E-22P04 -999 -999 
26S/40E-23802 -999 -999 
26S/40E-23001 -999 -999 
26S/40E-23001 -999 y 
26S/40E-28J01 -999 y 
26S/40E-30E02 -999 y 
26S/40E-30K01 -999 y 
26S/40E-30K02 -999 y 
26S/40E-30K03 -999 y 
26S/40E-32F03 -999 y 
26S/40E-32K01 -999 y 
26S/40E-33A01 -999 y 
26S/40E-33P02 -999 y 
26S/40E-33P04 -999 y 
26S/40E-34N01 -999 y 
26S/40E-35H02 -999 -999 
26S/40E-36A01 -999 y 
26S/40E-36A01 -999 y 
27S/39E-08M03 y -999 
27S/39E-08M03 y -999 
27S/39E-08M03 y -999 
27S/40E-04L01 -999 y 

MW32D -999 -999 
MW32DM -999 -999 

TABLE 15 (CONT) 
TRANSMISSIVITY VALUES 

Recovery 
Data Transmissivity 
Used [gpd/ftl Date 

y 146000 99/99/9999 
-999 178000 99/99/9999 
-999 14620 9/7/45 
-999 14960 99/99/9999 
-999 408.408 1/8/86 
-999 5236 6/18/96 
-999 1145.188 8/23/96 
-999 13.9876 8/26/96 
-999 70.2372 1/8/86 
-999 7017 12/30/48 
-999 77588 99/99/9999 
-999 82280 99/99/9999 
-999 119680 99/99/9999 
-999 97240 99/99/9999 
-999 29920 99/99/9999 
-999 59840 99/99/9999 
-999 71858 99/99/9999 
-999 42480 8/6/59 
-999 22440 99/99/9999 
-999 105797 9/7/44 
-999 4136.44 8/6/96 
-999 14960 99/99/9999 
-999 29724 2/8/54 
-999 376761 6/5/89 

y 337920 9/29/96 
y 389907 10/3/96 

-999 71628 7/1/50 
-999 1184.832 99/99/9999 
-999 2477.376 99/99/9999 

Empirical 
Term 

Year [ft3/day] 
-999 -999 
-999 -999 
-999 1462 
-999 -999 
-999 -999 
-999 -999 
-999 -999 
-999 -999 
-999 -999 
-999 1462 
1954 2282 
-999 -999 
-999 -999 
-999 -999 
-999 -999 
-999 -999 
1950 2318 
-999 2360 
-999 -999 
-999 2251 
-999 -999 
-999 -999 
-999 2477 
-999 -999 
-999 -999 
-999 -999 
-999 1524 
1991 -999 
1991 -999 

Specific 
Capacity 

[gpm/ft of dd] 
-999 
-999 
10 

-999 
-999 
-999 
-999 
-999 
-999 
4.8 
34 

-999 
-999 
-999 
-999 
-999 
31 
18 

-999 
47 

-999 
-999 
12 

-999 
-999 
-999 
47 

-999 
-999 

Field 
Method 

2 
3 
1 

-999 
2 

-999 
-999 
-999 

2 
1 
1 

-999 
-999 
-999 
-999 
-999 

1 
1 

-999 
1 

-999 
-999 

1 
2 
--

2 
2 
1 
4 
4 

~ 
0 
0 



Observation Pumped 
ID Wel1 Well 

MW32S -999 -999 
MW32SM -999 -999 

NR1D -999 -999 
NR1S -999 -999 
NR2D -999 -999 
NR2M -999 -999 
NR2S -999 -999 

US8R10D -999 -999 
USBR 10DM -999 -999 
US8R10S -999 -999 

USBR 10SM -999 -999 
USBR 10 -999 -999 

US8R1DM -999 -999 
USBR 18 -999 -999 

US8R1SM -999 -999 
--0-SBR2D -999 -999 

USBR2M -999 -999 
USBR2S -999 -999 
US8R3D -999 -999 
USBR3M -999 -999 
US8R3S -999 -999 
USBR4 -999 -999 

USBR 50 -999 -999 
US8R5M -999 -999 
USBR 5S -999 -999 
USBR6D -999 -999 
US8R6M -999 -999 
US8R6S -999 -999 

TABLE 15 (CONT) 
TRANSMISSIVITY VALUES 

Recovery 
Data Transmissivity 
Used [gpd/ft] Date 
-999 96.9408 99/99/9999 
-999 3339.072 99/99/9999 
-999 538.56 99/99/9999 
-999 43.0848 99/99/9999 
-999 1292.544 99/99/9999 
-999 1507.968 99/99/9999 
-999 5170.176 99/99/9999 
-999 969.408 99/99/9999 
-999 1507.968 99/99/9999 
-999 2046.528 99/99/9999 
-999 215.424 99/99/9999 
-999 43.0848 99/99/9999 
-999 107.712 99/99/9999 
-999 2261.952 99/99/9999 
-999 2585.088 99/99/9999 
-999 172.3392 99/99/9999 
-999 2046.528 99/99/9999 
-999 107.712 99/99/9999 
-999 64.6272 99/99/9999 
-999 646.272 99/99/9999 
-999 0.53856 99/99/9999 
-999 3015.936 99/99/9999 
-999 1938.816 99/99/9999 
-999 1615.68 99/99/9999 
-999 2477.376 99/99/9999 
-999 2154.24 99/99/9999 
-999 2692.8 99/99/9999 
-999 215.424 99/99/9999 

Empirical Specific 
Term Capacity Field 

Year [ft3/day] [gpm/ft of dd] Method 
1991 -999 -999 4 
1991 -999 -999 4 
1991 -999 -999 4 
1991 -999 -999 4 
1991 -999 -999 4 
1991 -999 -999 4 
1991 -999 -999 4 
1992 ~999 -999 4 
1992 -999 -999 4 
1992 -999 -999 4 
1992 -999 -999 4 
1991 -999 -999 4 
1991 -999 -999 4 
1991 -999 -999 4 
1991 -999 -999 4 
1990 -999 -999 4 
1990 -999 -999 4 
1990 -999 -999 4 
1991 -999 -999 4 
1991 -999 -999 4 
1991 -999 -999 4 
1990 -999 -999 4 
1992 -999 -999 4 
1992 -999 -999 4 
1992 -999 -999 4 
1992 -999 -999 4 
1992 -999 -999 4 
1992 -999 -999 4 



Data Method of 
ID Source Calculation 

24S/40E-20J01 13 2 
25S/39E-04R01 12 2 
25S/39E-04R01 14 -999 
25S/39E-04R01 14 -999 
25S/39E-04R01 13 2 
25S/39E-12R01 13 2 
25S/39E-12R01 14 -999 
25S/39E-12R01 14 3 
25S/39E-35N01 13 2 
25S/39E-35N01 14 -999 
25S/39E-35N01 14 3 
25S/39E-35N02 14 -999 
25S/39E-35N02 14 3 
25S/40E-20F01 13 2 
26S/39E-01 E01 13 2 
26S/39E-02001 14 -999 
26S/39E-02001 14 3 
26S/39E-05F01 13 2 
26S/39E-11 E01 13 2 
26S/39E-11 E01 14 -999 
26S/39E-11 E01 14 3 
26S/39E-11 E02 2 -999 
26S/39E-15J01 2 -999 
26S/39E-17F02 12 4 
26S/39E-19K01 13 2 
26S/39E-19Q01 12 2 
26S/39E-19Q01 13 2 
26S/39E-20F01 13 2 
26S/39E-23J01 13 2 

TABLE 15 (CONT) 
TRANSMISSIVITY VALUES 

Transmissivity 
Estimated in Questionable 

Current Study Measurement Comments 
y y specific capacity seems very low 

-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 48 hour test of well 25S/39E-35N01 
-999 -999 extrapolated from T=87000 gpd/ft 

y -999 -999 
y -999 -999 

-999 -999 48 hour test of well 25S/39E-35N01 
-999 -999 extrapolated from T = 62000 gpd/ft 

y -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 extrapolated from T = 60000 gpd/ft 
-999 -999 48 hour test of well 25S/39E-35N01 
-999 -999 extrapolated from T = 44000 gpd/ft 

y -999 -999 
y -999 -999 

-999 -999 48 hour test of well 25S/39E-35N01 
-999 -999 extrapolated from T = 64000 gpd/ft 

y -999 -999 
y -999 -999 

-999 -999 48 hour test of well 25S/39E-35N01 
-999 -999 extrapolated from T = 116000 gpd/ft 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 

y -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 

y -999 -999 

--

y -999 assumption consistent with other T values 
y -999 -999 



Data Method of 
ID Source Calculation 

26S/39E-24K01 12 2 
26S/39E-24K01 13 2 
26S/39E-24K01 14 -999 
26S/39E-24K01 14 3 
26S/39E-24M01 12 2 
26S/39E-24M01 13 2 
26S/39E-24P01 13 2 
26S/39E-24Q01 13 2 
26S/39E-24Q01 14 -999 
26S/39E-24Q01 14 3 
26S/39E-24R01 13 2 
26S/39E-25002 13 2 
26S/39E-25E01 13 2 
26S/39E-28C02 13 2 
26S/39E-30C01 13 2 
26S/39E-30F01 12 2 
26S/39E-30F01 13 2 
26S/39E-30J01 12 2 
26S/40E-01A02 12 2 
26S/40E-01 A02 13 2 
26S/40E-01002 2 -999 
26S/40E-13A01 2 -999 
26S/40E-13Q01 4 -999 
26S/40E-14A01 4 -999 
26S/40E-17Q02 4 -999 
26S/40E-19N01 13 2 
26S/40E-19N01 14 -999 
26S/40E-19N01 14 3 
26S/40E-19P01 13 2 

TABLE 15 (CONT) 
TRANSMISSIVITY VALUES 

Transmissivity 
Estimated in Questionable 

Current Study Measurement Comments 
-999 -999 -999 

y -999 -999 
-999 -999 64 hour test of well 26S/39E-24R01 
-999 -999 extrapolated from T=146000 gpd/ft 
-999 -999 -999 

y -999 -999 
y -999 -999 
y -999 -999 

-999 -999 64 hour test of well 26S/39E-24R01 
-999 -999 extrapolated from T=155000 gpd/ft 

y -999 selected K based upon Driscoll ( 1986) 
y -999 -999 
y -999 -999 
y -999 -999 
y -999 -999 

-999 -999 -999 
y -999 -999 

-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 

y -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 

y -999 -999 
-999 -999 64 hour test of well 26S/39E-24R01 
-999 -999 extrapolated T from T = 140000 gpd/ft 

y -999 -999 



Data Method of 
ID Source Calculation 

26S/40E-19P01 14 -999 
26S/40E-19P01 14 3 
26S/40E-20N01 13 2 
26S/40E-22P01 12 2 
26S/40E-22P03 18 1 
26S/40E-22P04 2 -999 
26S/40E-23802 2 -999 
26S/40E-23D01 2 -999 
26S/40E-23001 18 1 
26S/40E-28J01 13 2 
26S/40E-30E02 13 2 
26S/40E-30K01 12 2 
26S/40E-30K02 12 2 
26S/40E-30K03 12 2 
26S/40E-32F03 12 2 
26S/40E-32K01 12 2 
26S/40E-33A01 13 2 
26S/40E-33P02 13 2 
26S/40E-33P04 12 2 
26S/40E-34N01 13 2 
26S/40E-35H02 2 -999 
26S/40E-36A01 12 2 
26S/40E-36A01 13 2 
27S/39E-08M03 24 1 
27S/39E-08M03 3 1 
27S/39E-08M03 3 1 
27S/40E-04L01 13 2 

MW32D 11 1 
MW32DM 11 1 

TABLE 15 (CONT) 
TRANSMISSIVITY VALUES 

Transmissivity 
Estimated in Questionable 

Current Study Measurement Comments 
-999 64 hour test of well 26S/39E-24R01 

--
-999 extrapolated from T = 146000 gpd/ft 

y -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 

y -999 Q=26 gpm;duration =500 min; non-leaky 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 

y -999 Q=28 gpm;duration = 200 min; non-leaky 
y -999 -999 
y -999 -999 

-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 

y -999 -999 
y -999 -999 

-999 -999 -999 
y -999 -999 

-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 

y -999 -999 
y -999 non-leaky; pumping well 27S/39E-07R01 
y -999 non-leaky; pumping well 27S/39E-07R01 
y -999 non-leaky; pumping well 27S/39E-07R01 
y -999 -999 

-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 



Data Method of 
ID Source Calculation 

MW32S 11 1 
MW32SM 11 1 

NR1D 11 1 
NR1S 11 1 
NR2D 11 1 
NR2M 11 1 

1--

NR2S 11 1 
US8R10D 11 1 

USSR 100M 11 1 
USSR 10S 11 1 

USBR10SM 11 1 
USBR 10 11 1 

USSR 1DM 11 1 
USSR1S 11 1 

USSR1SM 11 1 
USBR2D 11 1 
USSR 2M 11 1 
USSR2S 11 1 
USSR 30 11 1 
USSR 3M 11 1 
USSR 3S 11 1 
USSR4 11 1 

USBR 50 11 1 
USBR SM 11 1 
USBR 5S 11 1 
USSR6D 11 1 
USSR 6M 11 1 
US8R6S 11 1 

TABLE 15 (CONT) 
TRANSMISSIVITY VALUES 

Transmissivity 
Estimated in Questionable 

Current Study Measurement Comments 
-999 y too low 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 y confirmed by re-slug; too low 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 y too low 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 y confirmed by second slug 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 y too low 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 -999 -999 
-999 y suspiciously low 

--



APPENDIXC 
DATA MANIPULATION 

Original files acquired from various sources require specific manipulation to 
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convert well and spring ( sink and source) locations into latitude and longitude in decimal 

degrees before values eventually are converted into Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) coordinates for GMS. UTM coordinates better preserve linearity on a local scale 

unlike latitude and longitude which is not uniform in distance in x and y directions. 

UTM is the preferred coordinate system to best approximate a uniform area for 

representation as volume in flux calculations in a flow model. 

This appendix describes the key used in the Microsoft Access database for 

information source in addition to a characterization of the methods used to convert 

original data into the standard format described above. One of the major objectives in 

the database development portion of this project is to conduct quality assessment, quality 

control ( QA/QC) of the data collected so that future users can assess the viability of the 

data. 
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Table 16 summarizes the codes used to identify the sources of data used in the 

model. 

TABLE 16. 
DATA SOURCE CODES 

Data Source Code Data Source 
-999 No Data 

1 China Lake Naval Air Weaoons Station 
2 Houghton HvdroGeo-Logic 
3 Indian Wells Valley Water District OWVWD) 
4 Kem Countv Water Agencv 
5 IMC Chemical Company* 
6 California Department of Water Resources 
7 Tetra Tech EM Inc. 
8 Alexis Clark (University of Arizona) 
9 Paul Guggenbuehl (China Lake Naval Air Weapons Station) 
10 Sharon Einloth (University of Arizona) 
11 USBR (1993 groundwater report-primarily) 
12 USGS 1991 groundwater model 
13 Movle ( l 963) California Department of Water Resources 
14 Kunkel and Chase ( 1969) from USGS 
15 W. Stark 
16 Ridgecrest Regional Wastewater Treatment Facility 
17 Roland von Huene 
18 USGS (as an organization) 
19 A Kirsheman 
20 Multiole sources 
21 Thompson 
22 Lee 
23 Ground Water Branch 

*formerly North American Chemical Company. 

Data received from the China Lake Naval Air Weapons Station originally was in 

Microsoft Word Version 7.0 format. Well locations are reported as latitude and 

longitude in degrees, minutes, seconds format. Elevation is given in units of feet These 

files are imported into Microsoft Excel Version 97. A separate field is used for unique 
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information ( degrees, minutes, and seconds) in order to facilitate the conversion process. 

Latitude and longitude information in minutes are divided by sixty to convert to decimal 

degrees, and likewise, latitude and longitude seconds are divided by 3,600. These values 

are added together in their respective categories, latitude and longitude, to obtain decimal 

degree locations. 

Barbara Houghton of Houghton HydroGeo-Logic and the Kem County Water 

Agency provided information in Microsoft Excel. Latitude and longitude locations for 

wells are reported in terms of degrees, minutes, and seconds; however, this data exists in 

a single field with no separation of latitude and longitude values. The appropriate 

information is parsed into individual spreadsheet cells by the truncation function 

(TRUNC) in Microsoft Excel. Once information about degrees, minutes, and seconds for 

latitude and longitude are placed in individual cells, the same procedure is used for this 

data set as for the China Lake Naval Air Weapons Station data. The California 

Department of Water Resources provided site elevations in units of feet. 

Data received via email from IMC Chemical Company contained latitude and 

longitude well locations in decimal degrees and elevation in feet to two decimal places. 

The text file format is imported into Microsoft Excel Version 97. Many of the state well 

IDs are not in a format consistent with that used for reporting well names as the range is 

reported before the township. 

Locations for district wells managed by the Indian Wells Valley Water District 

are provided in latitude and longitude in degrees, minutes, and seconds, and elevation in 

units of feet. This data, originally in hard copy format, is entered into Excel. 
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APPENDIXD 
WELL LOCATION DETERMINATION 

All locations received from various sources are converted to latitude and 

longitude in decimal degrees and elevation in feet. For well locations with only one data 

source available from the agencies/companies selected for providing information, the 

location are assumed to be correct until later verification is performed on all of the wells 

with locations. Many wells have location conflicts from different data sources. The 

treatment of these discrepancies is handled in several ways. First, if the conflict in 

latitude and longitude does not exceed the area of a quarter of a quarter ( a sixteenth) of a 

section, the values are simply averaged. This distance is selected as the state wells 

identification system defines well location to a I/16th section accuracy, but no further. 

Conflicting elevations are averaged so long as the difference did not exceed five feet. 

Wells that have had any averaging of latitude, longitude, or elevation within these 

tolerance limits are designated as an averaged location. For wells reported without 

locations or with locations beyond these set tolerances, wells are located on available 

topological maps of 1 :24000 and 1 :62500 scale. Several wells are located on both map 

scales to determine the sensitivity of location estimation to map scale. Values of latitude 

and longitude are in good agreement, but the accuracy of elevation increased with 

smaller contour intervals for obvious reasons. 

Well locations reported in the database are assigned a location quality assessment 

code by the author (table 17) to enable the database users to discern the quality of data 

therein. 
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TABLE 17. 
LOCATION QUALITY CODES 

Quality Code Description 
-999 No Data 

1 GPS (Global Positioning System) 
2 Averaged location 
3 Only value and/or averaged 
4 Reported value has multiple sources in agreement 
5 Location discrepancy beyond set averaging tolerance 
6 Surveyed 
7 Assumed same value as another well in the same 1116th section 
8 Know elevation but cannot determine lat'long 
9 Know lat'long but cannot determine elevation 
10 Lat'long from one source; elevation from a different source 
11 Have locations that are conflicting, but no way to verify 

Locations with the quality location codes of 1,2,3,4,6, and 10 may be regarded as 

more reliable than those with code numbers 5,7,8,9,11, and -999. 

Several wells considered to be more critical in the current study development 

have been GPD'd. Although GPS locations are an improvement over estimates, GPS 

measurements still contain errors. Several wells are GPS'd using a Trimble PRO-XRS 

unit capable of sub-meter accuracy recording in real time ( without errors attributed to 

selective availability). 

The accuracy of such measurements is dependent upon communicating with 

enough satellites to get an accurate position. An average of 6 or 7 satellites are used to 

provide the GPS measurements. At least four satellites are required to establish x,y,z, 

and time dimensions. Cosmic interference produced by the scattering of signals emitted 

by the satellites, the presence of cloud cover, physical obstructions on the earth's surface, 

and other factors all can degrade the reading output by the GPS unit. The quality of the 
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GPS unit also will affect results 

[http://www.utexas.edu/depts/grg/gcraft/notes/gps/gps.html]. Sometimes values with a 

relatively high POOP must be used as the well location. In general, a PDOP exceeding 

three is considered to be too high and does not provide the most desirable results. 
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APPENDIXE 
WELLS USED IN STEADY AND TRANSIENT-STATE CALIBRATION 

TABLE 18. 
STEADY-STATE LAYER ONE WATER LEVELS 

GMS ID ID Well Elevation* Water Elevation* 
9 25S/39E-01N01 2213 2190.1 
10 25S/39E-02E01 2227.4 2192.1 
11 25S/39E-02M01 2226.2 2192 
18 25S/39E-10Q01 2240 2193 
19 25S/39E-11N01 2228.l 2192.1 
20 25S/39E-12N01 2211 2189.8 
21 25S/39E-12R01 2200.9 2188.1 
22 25S/39E-14N01 2224.1 2191.6 
23 25S/39E-15C01 2240 2193.2 
32 25S/39E-23D01 2220.4 2191. 6 
33 25S/39E-24D0l 2209.8 2189.6 
34 25S/39E-24D02 2203.5 2189.4 
35 25S/39E-26D02 2212.4 2192.3 
36 25S/39E-26E01 2212 2192.6 
46 25S/39E-34R01 2251. 2 2196 
47 25S/40E-07M01 2197.2 2187.3 
48 25S/40E-18B01 2195 2184.7 
49 25S/40E-31N01 2200.1 2189.7 
50 26S/39E-02D01 2258.8 2196.4 
51 26S/39E-11E02 2305 2201. 6 
52 26S/39E-12N01 2301 2200.1 
53 26S/40E-01P01 2165 2151. 2 
54 26S/40E-03N01 2184.5 2168.1 
55 26S/40E-04E01 2185 2173.6 
56 26S/40E-04N01 2195 2177.3 
57 26S/40E-05Q01 2205 2181.4 
58 26S/40E-06E01 2231. 8 2192.3 
59 26S/40E-07E01 2271.1 2194.7 
60 26S/40E-08A01 2205 2181.2 
61 26S/40E-08Q01 2254.7 2187.9 
62 26S/40E-09F01 2215 2179.1 
63 26S/40E-09G01 2209.5 2176.7 
64 26S/40E-10E01 2199.2 2173.8 
65 26S/40E-10N01 2214.6 2178 
66 26S/40E-11N01 2192 2170.2 
67 26S/40E-15E01 2223.2 2182.3 
68 26S/40E-15N01 2241.1 2188.6 
69 26S/40E-16B01 2225 2183 .6 
70 26S/40E-17E01 2276.2 2194.1 
71 26S/40E-17N01 2293 2197.3 
72 26S/40E-18E01 2297 2198.4 
73 26S/40E-18E02 2295 2198.3 
74 26S/40E-22R01 2250 2195.2 
75 26S/40E-23N01 2250 2195.5 
76 26S/41E-07N01 2180 2162.1 

* Units of feet above mean sea level (amsl). 
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TABLE 19. 
STEADY-STATE LA YER TWO WATER LEVELS 

GMS ID ID Well Elevation* Water Level* 
1 24S/38E-35E01 2417.8 2209.4 
2 24S/39E-33D01 2263.3 2194.8 
3 24S/39E-33N01 2254.5 2195 
4 25S/38E-23G01 2412 2205.9 
5 25S/38E-23K01 2440 2206 
6 25S/38E-24C01 2329.2 2205 
7 25S/38E-35B01 2402.8 2207.4 
8 25S/38E-35M01 2454 2209.8 
12 25S/39E-03P01 2235.6 2193.9 
13 25S/39E-04F01 2265 2196. 4 
14 25S/39E-04P01 2265 2196.5 
15 25S/39E-07K01 2301. 7 2201.1 
16 25S/39E-08G01 2280 2198.8 
17 25S/39E-09G01 2255 2196.2 
24 25S/39E-17D01 2271.1 2201 
25 25S/39E-18N01 2280 2203.9 
26 25S/39E-19K01 2244 2204.6 
27 25S/39E-20P01 2250 2204.4 
28 25S/39E-21D01 2237.3 2200.3 
29 25S/39E-21M01 2231 2200.8 
30 25S/39E-21P01 2226.9 2199.8 
31 25S/39E-22D01 2229.8 2193.5 
37 25S/39E-27M01 2221. 5 2195.1 
38 25S/39E-28P01 2228.9 2204.1 
39 25S/39E-28R01 2221.7 2199.7 
40 25S/39E-29B01 2228.8 2204.2 
41 25S/39E-30B01 2240 2205.4 
42 25S/39E-32E01 2248 2206.1 
43 25S/39E-32N01 2257.8 2206.5 
44 25S/39E-32R01 2266 2206.4 
45 25S/39E-33Q01 2260.5 2204.4 
50 26S/38E-01A01 2310 2207.1 
51 26S/38E-02Q01 2429.6 2216.3 
52 26S/38E-24G01 2479.4 2214.5 
54 26S/39E-04H01 2276.1 2204.7 
55 26S/39E-06M02 2315 2207.6 
58 26S/39E-13D01 2305 2202.9 
59 26S/39E-13P01 2335.7 2204.9 
60 26S/39E-15Q01 2365.3 2206.6 
61 26S/39E-17F01 2361.1 2208.6 
62 26S/39E-23E01 2372.3 2207.9 
63 26S/39E-24E01 2355.8 2207.6 
64 26S/39E-25D01 2372. 9 2209.3 
65 26S/39E-25Q01 2378.8 2210.4 
66 26S/39E-29G01 2435 2209.4 
88 26S/40E-18N01 2316.1 2202.9 
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GMS ID ID Wel l Elevation* Water Level* 
91 26S/40E-30C02 2337.9 2210.7 
92 26S/40E-30E01 2351.1 2210.6 
93 26S/40E-33N01 2325 2212 
94 26S/40E-34R01 2264 2207.9 
95 26S/40E-35N01 22 61. 5 2206.9 
96 26S/40E-35Q01 2258 2206.6 
98 27S/38E-01M01 2639 2363.3 
99 27S/40E-01E01 2280 2206.7 
100 27S/40E-01M01 2296.3 2207.6 
101 27S/40E-01N01 2325 2208.7 
103 27S/40E-02N01 2280 2208.8 
104 27S/40E-10B01 2292.5 2210.4 
105 27S/40E-10D01 2301. 3 2211. 2 

* Units of feet above mean sea level (amsl). 
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TABLE 20. 
TRANSIENT WATER LEVELS 

GMS ID Layer 1946* 1953* 1965* 1975* 1985* 1994* 1997* 
ID 
1 24S/38E- 2 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 2265 . 5 2264 . 5 

16J02 
2 24S/38E- 2 -999 -999 -999 -999 2390.9 2386.03 2385.6 

24F01 
3 24S/39E- 2 2195 2195.61 2195 2193.3 2189.9 -999 -999 

33N01 
4 24S/40E- 1 -999 2177.60 2176.89 2177.97 -999 -999 -999 

33E01 
5 24S/40E- 1 -999 2192. 30 2172.27 2171. 9 2172 -999 -999 

34E01 
6 25S/38E- 2 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 2189.2 2186.8 

12101 
7 25S/38E- 2 2205.8 2207.87 2202.7 2201. 0 2198.1 -999 -999 

13D01 
8 25S/38E- 2 2215.7 2216.10 2208.6 2202.1 2192 -999 2182 

23G01 
9 25S/38E- 2 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 2180.3 -999 

25J01 
10 25S/38E- 2 -999 2208.97 2203.5 2200 2185.8 -999 -999 

25L01 
11 25S/38E- 2 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 2184 2184 

34G01 
12 25S/38E- 2 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 2177.72 2174.6 

34G02 
13 25S/38E- 2 -999 2218.36 2212.5 2209.48 2196.1 2190.2 2189 

35B01 
14 25S/39E- 2 2201.2 2202.12 2196.7 -999 2189.1 -999 -999 

17D01 
15 25S/39E- 1 2192.5 2192 . 6 2191.2 2189.8 2188 -999 2181. 3 

22J01 
16 25S/39E- 1 -999 2187.57 2187.2 2186.27 2185.0 -999 -999 

26H01 
17 25S/39E- 2 2198.7 2199.2 2197.2 2194.7 2191.5 -999 2187.4 

28P01 
18 25S/39E- 2 -999 2202.3 2200.58 2197.7 2190.31 -999 2186.0 

29M01 
19 25S/39E- 1 -999 2191. 36 2193.9 2191.9 2190.0 -999 -999 

35N01 
20 25S/40E- 1 -999 2184.2 2183.7 2175.4 2180.5 -999 -999 

08A01 
21 25S/40E- 1 -999 2165.2 2164.5 2164.0 2165.6 -999 -999 

27E01 
22 25S/40E- 1 -999 2150.15 2150.3 -999 2151. 3 2150.1 -999 

35P01 
23 26S/39E- 1 2193 2193.88 2192. 8 2191 2188.8 -999 -999 

02C01 
24 26S/39E- 2 -999 2205.53 2203.1 2200.8 2190.61 2185.8 2183.4 

OSFOl 
25 26S/39E- 2 2209.2 2189.29 2202.4 2196.4 2189.1 -999 -999 

07N01 
26 26S/39E- 2 2208.1 2206.84 2202.1 2197.1 2190.9 -999 -999 

08K01 
27 26S/39E- 1 2201 2199.99 2199 2193.9 2188.8 2183.6 2182.6 

llEOl 
28 26S/39E- 1 2208.5 2203.72 2198.2 2190.4 2186.3 -999 2178.6 

14E01 
29 26S/39E- 2 -999 -999 -999 -999 2186.81 2168 -999 

17F02 
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GMS ID Layer 1946* 1953* 1965* 1975* 1985* 1994* 1997* 
ID 
30 26S/40E- 1 -999 2155.0 2157.0 2157.0 2159.0 -999 -999 

OlJOl 
31 26S/40E- 1 -999 2169.53 2170.7 2172 2172. 6 -999 -999 

lOFOl 

32 26S/40E- 1 -999 2169.7 2170.5 2170.0 2172. 0 2173.3 -999 
llJOl 

33 26S/40E- 1 -999 -999 2162.6 2161. 6 2164. 7 2159.8 -999 
12G01 

34 26S/40E- 1 2172. 6 2174.61 2177.3 2178.2 2179.7 -999 -999 
15E01 

35 26S/40E- 1 2201. 4 2194.04 2186.3 2169.5 2160.6 -999 2166. 71 
17N01 

36 26S/40E- 2 2202 2192.89 2179.0 2158.2 2149.4 -999 -999 
18N01 

37 26S/40E- 1 -999 -999 -999 -999 2198.12 -999 -999 
22A01 

38 26S/40E- 1 -999 2186 2191.7 2191.8 2194.7 -999 2191.6 
23C01 

39 26S/40E- 1 -999 2181. 96 2185.0 2184.4 2187.3 -999 -999 .I. 

24C01 
40 26S/40E- 1 -999 -999 -999 -999 2187.4 2180.4 2181. 3 

26F01 
41 26S/40E- 1 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 2203.8 2202.5 

27D01 
42 26S/40E- 2 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 2171.2 2169. 6 

35H01 
43 26S/40E- 2 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 2161. 6 2159.75 

35H02 
44 26S/40E- 2 -999 -999 2187 2189.8 2174.0 2175.6 2174.9 

36A01 
45 26S/41E- 1 -999 -999 2159 2157.81 2158.68 -999 - 999 

07D01 
46 27S/38E- 2 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 2220.9 -999 

OlFOl 
47 27S/38E- 2 2345.5 2346.55 2346 2344.3 2342.51 -999 -999 

OlMOl 
48 27S/38E- 2 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 2382 2382.3 

02C01 
49 27S/38E- 2 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 2666.1 2669.3 

23F01 
50 27S/39E- 2 2217.8 2216.18 2214.1 -999 2452.25 2182.7 2178.82 

07R01 
51 27S/39E- 2 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 2184.6 2175.7 

11D01 
52 27S/40E- 2 -999 2193.73 2188.1 2190.1 2182.3 2172. 4 2169 

03R01 
53 27S/40E- 2 -999 -999 2207.2 2199.5 -999 -999 -999 

07M01 
54 27S/40E- 2 -999 -999 2181. 9 2182.6 2174.1 -999 -999 

lOROl 
55 27S/40E- 2 -999 -999 2186.1 2182.97 2172. 4 2160.6 2158.5 

15D01 
56 24S/40E- 1 -999 -999 2183.4 -999 -999 -999 -999 

19M01 
57 ITC45- 1 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 2175.43 

MW23 
58 ITC02- 1 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 2176.49 

MW29 
59 RLS34- 1 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 2183.60 

MW02 
60 RLS13- 1 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 2183.99 

MW03 
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GMS ID Layer 1946* 1953* 1965* 1975* 1985* 1994* 1997* 
ID 
61 RLS07- 1 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 2202.33 

MW02 
62 RLS22- 1 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 2179.3 

MW08 
63 RLS29- 1 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 2179.06 

MW07 
64 27S/40E- 2 -999 -999 2165.4 2155.97 2143.7 -999 -999 

04C02 
65 25S/39E- 1 2190.3 2190.1 2189.4 2188.9 2187.6 -999 -999 

02E01 

66 25S/39E- 2 2207.4 -999 2204.4 2189.9 2184.3 -999 -999 
31E01 

6 7 25S/39E- 1 2185.5 -999 -999 -999 2188.5 - 999 -999 
llNOl 

68 25S/39E- 2 2197.7 2198.75 2197.1 2195.5 2191.9 - 999 - 999 
21D01 

69 26S/39E- 2 2198.7 2192.00 2179 2153.6 -999 -999 -999 
2 4Q01 

70 26S/40E- 2 2200.1 2191 2181. 0 2159 2147. 2 - 999 - 999 
19P01 

71 RLS43 - 1 -999 -999 -999 -999 - 999 -999 2151. 0 
MW03 

72 25S/38E- 2 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999 2185.4 -999 
36G01 

73 26S/40E- 2 -999 -999 -999 2135.8 2117.41 - 999 -999 
30K02 

74 26S/40E- 2 -999 -999 2185.0 2173.7 2162.9 2141.79 2138.94 
22P01 

75 26S/39E- 2 -999 2184.65 2180.4 2152 . 5 -999 - 999 -999 
24R01 

76 26S/39E- 2 - 999 2208.75 2196.8 2194.0 2187.2 - 999 - 999 
19Q01 

77 26S/40E- 1 -999 -999 2190.2 - 999 -999 -999 -999 
06E01 

78 26S/40E- 1 -999 -999 2155.6 2155.2 -999 - 999 - 999 
01Q02 

* Units are in feet above mean sea level ( amsl). 
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APPENDIXF 

MODEL SIMULATED STEADY AND TRANSIENT-STATE WATER LEVEL 

CONTOURS 

Steady-state model simulated water contours for layers one and two are shown in 

FIGURE 53. 1985 layer one and two water level contours are presented in FIGURE 54. 

Water level contours for 1997 layers 1 and 2 are shown in FIGURE 55. 

Steady-State Model Water Level Elevations 
(Layers 1 and 2) 

Water Elevation (It) I 

3 0 3 
E3 E---3 

6 Miles 
I j 

Layer 1 contour interval - 10 ft. I 
layer 2 contour interval = 10 ft 

(exception in southwest= 100 ft 
and northwest = 40 ft.) 

FIGURE 53. Steady-state model simulated head contours. 



1985 Model Water Level Elevations 
(Layers 1 and 2) 

I ~I ~~~-W-a-ter_E_ie_w_tio_n_(fl_)----J 

Layer 1 contour interval= 10 ft. 
Layer 2 contour interval= 20 ft. 

(exception in southwest and 
northwest= 40 ft.) 

I 

3 
E3 

O 3 6 Miles 
E----3 I 

N 

i 

FIGURE 54. 1985 model simulated head contours. 
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1997 Model Water Level Elevations 
(Layers 1 and 2) 

Water Elevation (ft) 

0 3 6 Miles 
E--3 I 

N 

! 

Layer 1 contour interval= 10 ft. 
Layer 2 contour interval= 20 ft. 

(exception in southwest 
and northwest = 40 ft.) 

FIGURE 55. 1997 model simulated head contours. 
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